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This literary journal has cover art. It is called "Influential
Terr itory," and it's by Katie Diamond, artist and activist,
who wears many fancifully colored hats, including but
not limited to: freelance graphic designer, sex educa
tor, comic artist, painter, bike commuter, puppet-lover,
mask-maker, goofy dancer, and communications director.
The two pieces on the inside covers are by Mark Mel
nicove. The front inside cover is called "Available in a
Companion Wallpaper 100-Watt household." The back
inside cover is called "substantial exceptional central
But also very expensive." His bio is elsewhere in the
journal.
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Dear Reader,
Welcome. Who are you? How have you come to hold this 2009 issue of

-

Words

and Images? You're currently looking at one year of our lives. It feels a little strange
to write an introduction to this journal, because I feel that everything the staff and I
would like to say about it is already contained in the fiction, poetry, and art that we're
publishing this year, but let me give it a shot.
Hoping to provide focus for this year's issue, we asked for two types of work:
on one hand, we wanted to see Maine literature that does not fall back on the hoary
old tropes of Maine writing-e.g., crusty old fishermen, lobsters, lighthouses, rocky
shores, etc. etc.; on the other hand, we wanted to see literature that explores the
boundaries between artistic media, finding the places where they can overlap, inter
sect, affect, and inform one another-finding pulchritude in the merging of what is

/�l-

. .

,---_
"

1--

)

\._

usually seen as being disparate and mutually exclusive. So as you can tell, we really
didn't provide much focus at all.
What you will get are stories and poems that explore historical periods, race
relations in America and abroad, Maine iconography, erotic aspects of pregnancy,
marr iage, divorce, teenagers, fatherhood, authorial identity, scopophilia, zoo animals,
dueling, mour ning-stories and poems that explore all of these things using literary
techniques that hark back to the past, framing their content with formal experimenta
tion, and filter ing their narratives and images and transcendent moments through
the language of theater, film, painting, pop mu3ic, and television.
What you will get is artwork by three local ar tists we admire greatly-Ben
Bishop, Katie Diamond, and Benjamin McDorr-each of whom we asked to look at the
content of the jour nal and to create a piece that could act, in some way, as an illustra
tion of the stories and the poems. W hat you will get is a memorial of sorts to Bern
Porter, a writer/ar tist/scientist who died in 2004, and whose mission was to find ways
to break down the boundaries between art forms-and between art and science, for
that matter. We asked Mark Melnicove, Porter's close friend, to write a piece about the
late artist, which we are including in this journal, along with six of Bern Por ter's unpub
lished photographs, some of which likely date back to the 1950s and 1960s.
What you will get is something you can hopefully sit down and enjoy like a fa
vorite album. W hat you will get is hopefully something that can be taken in all at once,
hangs together as a coherent whole, and invites you to return. Anyway, this is what you
will get if we have done our jobs well.
This literary journal is not sui

generis, nor should it be. We read other journals,

and we consider ourselves influenced by them. In some cases, this influence may be
apparent; in other cases, it may be hidden. But we consider ourselves in conversa
tion with the other men and women who work tirelessly to create these impor tant
little documents of literature-these little journals that capture wonderfully a time and
place in the artistic mind of America. We hope that after you read this journal, you will
agree that this is an important conversation to have.
Onward,
Benjamin Rybeck,
and the Words and Images Staff
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This is Where We List the Stuff in the Journal,
and Let You Know Where You Can Find It
1
"Notes from Our Contributors" : A Story by Dan Moreau
4
"How to Make Fatherhood Lyrical": A Poem by Gibson Fay-LeBlanc
5
"Widow of Cyclops" : A Poem by Maureen Ann Connolly
6
"'A Hard Man is Good to Find" ' : A Story by Glenn Shaheen
7
"Between Her Lines" : A Poem by Todd Perry
9
"Dream in Which I'm Told How I Would Choose" : A Poem by Adrian Blevins
11
"Family Films" : A Poem by James McKenna
15
"The Third Man " : A Poem by Dennis Saleh
17
"Seven or Eight Versions of She " : A Story by Willard}. Rusch
29
"Film Still After David Lean": A Poem by Alex Merrill
30
"Soul Train" : A Story by Glenn Shaheen
31
"The Method" : A Story by Patrick Hanan
36
"Retrospecter" : A Poem by Layla Carroll
37
"Pause " : Artwork by Benjamin McDorr

38
"Day of the Lord": A Story by Burke Long

89
"Turkeys" : A Poem by J.R. Solonche

51
"These Two Eleanors" : A Poem by Melissa Crowe

90
"Vehicular Manslaughter": A Poem by Jesse Leighton

53
" [Between the lines] ": A Poem by Lindsey Wallace

91
"True Love and the Giraffe" : A Story by Benjamin Chadwick

54
The Dos Cosas Award

100
"The Way Life Should Be" : A Poem by Mia Cartmill

55
Dos Cos as Award-winner "Inexhaustible Rooms" : A Poem by Allan Peterson

101
"Epithalamium with Adultery" : A Poem by Melissa Crowe

56
"Puzzles by Pablo" : A Poem by Amanda Nies

102
"&" : A Poem by Wade Linebaugh

57
"Rule 21 " : A Story by B.R. Bonner

103
"The Leaves Between" : Artwork by Ben Bishop

62
"No Place for a Pink Angel" : A Story by Steven J. Dines

104
"Bloody Show": A Novel Excerpt by Elizabeth Searle

64
"After Fairfield Porter": A Poem by Linda Buckmaster

Infinity
"Notes on Thirty Years in the Life of a Ventriloquist": A Poem by Gibson Fay
LeBlanc

65
"The boy who loved orange": A Poem by Shelton Waldrep
67
"A 4X4 (Four Words/ Per Line, 4 Lines/ Per Stanza) Exposition of/ Bern Porter's
Appropriated Photographs" : A Poem About Bern Porter by Mark Melnicove,
with Six of Bern Porter's Unpublished Photographs
78
" Ukulele Me" : A Memoir by Zoe Woodbury High
83
"An Interview with Salvatore Scibona"
87
"Dream in Which I Find Myself Confronted Yet Again With Why the Marriage
Failed": A Poem by Adrian Blevins
88
"The Harris Girls": A Poem by Layla Carroll

Infinity+4
"American Children" : A Story by Glenn Shaheen
The End ofTime
"Girl Giant": A Poem by Melissa Crowe
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Notes From Our Contributors

John C. Allan is the author of Improbable Flights (Picador, 2001 ) . He rarely
speaks to his daughter who lives with her mother (his ex-wife) in California.
His award winning stories have appeared in many noteworthy publications. He
delegate s his teaching responsibilities to his TAs. He finds department meet
ings tedio us and a waste of his time. He likes to nap in his car after lunch. He is
an avid gardener. He loves picking fresh raspberries still wet with dew. He hates
cheaters and pursues them with an indefatigable zeal. He has been twice nomi
nated for a Pushcart Prize, had two students put on academic probation and one
kicked out of school. He lives and broods in Northern Iowa.
Allison Bennett will attend your book club if you pay her way and put her up
for the night. She is the author of Everything You Wanted To Know About Sex And
Were Bold Enough To Ask. She has worked as a journalist, a waitress, and a neck
model. She recently took out a restraining order against her ex-boyfriend, whom
she found one morning going through her trash. She is also available for book
signings, talks, readings, high school graduations, bat mitzvahs, and karaoke
nights. Her publicist can be contacted at beth.jenkins@imc.com.
Ben Bufford has been published in every conceivable journal. He likes to blog
about his dietary habits and likes staring at himself via his Webcam. When he
isn't writing or submitting to journals, he's thinking about writing and submit
ting to journals . He lives at home with his parents who don't understand what
their son does in his room all day. He has pornographic thoughts about women.
He thinks about sex on an average of once every five seconds. He once stayed
awake for forty eight hours straight. You can read his blog at what.ben.bufford.
had.for.lunch@blogspot.com.
Molly Green's work has appeared in many publications we've never heard of,
but which she assures us do indeed exist .
Patrick Luntz has written three unpublished novels much to the distress of his
wife who wishes he 'd come down from the attic and spend more time with the
kids. One day he hopes to quit his day job as a systems analyst and devote him
self full time to writing. He is currently seeking literary representation.
C.J. Miles is an MFA candidate at the University of Houston. He likes to start off
workshop by saying, "If I were writing this . . ." He doesn't socialize with his class
mates who aren't on fellowship. He holds deep seeded resentments against any
one who doesn't recognize and openly praise his talent. As a kid he got beat up
a lot which accounts for many of his present-day attitudes. He thinks Cormac
McCarthy is a God. He thinks the only writing worth its salt is about working
class foik and their troubles. This is his first published story.
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Gary Moore has a BA, an MA, an MFA, a JD, an MBA, an MD and is a CPA. An
active member of AA, he once performed CPR on a kid with ADHD at a BYOB
party.
Kim Nantz works with small children. When she isn't pulling toys out of their
mouths or cleaning up spit, drool or any number of excretions small kids pro
duce, she finds time to write, in the bathroom, on the bus, or in waiting rooms.
Curtis Newell is actually a woman but likes to go by Curtis. She would like
to live in Brooklyn some day but presently calls Nebraska home. She likes to
wear vintage black-framed glasses. She is too young to remember the eight
ies but has watched Pretty in Pink over nine times. She collects lunch boxes.
She believes age eight was the high point of her life. She makes a mean vegan
chocolate chip cookie. She likes cooking for others. Although she knows it vio
lates her principles, she loves animal furs. If she could invite any three people
to dinner, living or dead, they'd be Emily Dickinson, Susan B. Anthony, and Philip
Seymour Hoffman. He's a dream boat.
George Saunders didn't really contribute anything to our journal but we like
his work and wanted his name to appear here.
Margaret Sloan lives in rural Vermont. When she isn't raising her kids, she
writes poetry on scraps of paper with a pencil or a Crayola. She is the author
of the chapbook Unnecessary Mea sure s. Her poems have appeared in Georgia
Review and Southern Review. She doesn't realize it yet but her husband silently
resents her success, a failed poet who went to law school in order to support his
family. He invents excuses to stay late at work. He doesn't like her poetry, cryptic
yet beautifully written, yet he claps just as loud as the others at her readings .
Kelly Starr never replied t o our e-mail requesting a contributor's line s o we're
just printing her name.
Tiffany Wallace speaks in hushed whispers even when she is not reciting po
etry. At a recent reading, someone slipped in a shopping list among her poems
which she read without skipping a beat and which the crowd later agreed was
her most daring poem yet.
Anthony Webb is a librarian who writes during his breaks. Being the only male
member on staff, he has to check the men's bathroom before closing time to
make sure no one 's passed out on the john. His female co-workers openly dis
cuss their menstruation cycles around him. He keeps to himself and loves the
classics. He is currently applying to MFA programs.
Barry Zin is the pen name of Don Hauser who asked us not to publish his name
for fear of embarrassing his co-workers, boss, wife, children and relatives.
We want to thank our contributors and everyone who submitted. We will be ac
cepting manuscripts in the fall. For those which arrive without a contributor's line,
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we reserve the right to make one up.

D an Moreau is the recipient of an Emerging Writer grant from the Elizabeth
Ge orge Foundation. His work is forthcoming in McSweeney's Internet Tendency,
Red Cec;tar Review and KNOCK.
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HERE IS A POE

W idow of Cyclops

How to Make Fatherhood Lyrical

I could describe the arc of piss
as

sanctifying the changing table

or argue that his wailing resembles
a certain style of operaone develops a taste for its peaks
as evidence of proper training,
the cultivation of a gift.
I might tell you that when the dog
tugs the leash in one direction

nel vision
Those with tun
brutish, wild, and savage.
him
ed
call
have
what
is
brow
they say.
w
A lo
But, I assure you that's only myth.
1 was the apple of his eye, and

he told me he loved me so much
he could eat me, nibble on me,
make a sweet and lasting meal of me.

and the stroller rolls in the other
it's similar to the push and pull
of family and vocation, and each
in turn alters its course.

Oh, the way he gazed at me,

straight at me, seeing only me,
never giving another admirer
even a furtive glance.

Surely I'd do some research and
touch on why gerbils eat their young
and moose will charge if you dare step

FIFTH PAGE

What a sight we were together!

between a mother and her calf.
But none of this is the basic truth
I tell myself or don't,
depending on the morning:

What a pair!

A spectacle!

But he was blind

to the dangers of the world
and was taken from me,

it's not a set of lyrics, it's prose

gone from me,

as in pedestrian, a man

quicker than a wink.

on foot, not some freak stallion,
not a Clydesdale, not even a draft
and every day I make a choice
to write myself into it.

Maureen Ann Connolly, USM '86 (B.A. Communication), is a former journalist

and grant writer. She began writing poetry in 2005. The follo wing year, she won
the Maine Literary A ward (Individual Poem) and wa s the judson jerome Scholar
at
Gibson Fay-LeBlanc$ poem s have appeared in publication s including The Nevv the .Antioch Writers' Worksho�. Her work .has. been published in ��IE, The
Amencan Journal of Poetry and 1s forthcom mg m Off The Coast. She l1ve s m Cum
Republic, Poetry Northwest, Tin House, and Verse Daily and are forthcoming in
berland Fore side, Maine.
From the Fishouse: An Anthology of Poems that Sing, Rhyme, Resound, Synco·

pate, Alliterate, and Just Plain Sound Great. Having taught writing at Columbia ,
Fordham, and University of Southern Maine, a s well a s variou s secondary schools,
he is currently the Executive Director of The Telling Room, a non-profit community
writing center in Portland, Maine.
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POEM BY TODD PERRY
HE RE IS A

"A Hard Man is Good to Find"

That's what she said all the time in class to be funny. Any time O' Connor
came up she snorted and muttered it to the person sitting next to her. She

She is the fragment of a sentence
her object subject to no one, not no how

and her actions left undefined undescribed
2 class told her it was an and underpredicated without punctuation

thought she was the first person in the world to come up with it. Like it was h er

joke. And even when somebody in her American Lit

Between Her Lines

old joke, she still didn't care. It was funny to her and she kept saying the joke

any chance she got. But when a whole Flannery O' Connor class came up (her

as she ran on in my mind without stopping
for breath or directions or a cool

of course), she made the mistake of whispering the joke to the really lonely

a comma a rest a breath some sleep.

dream! She loved her stories, and it was more opportunity to make the joke
boy sitting next to her, who thought it was a subtle way of inferring she liked

him. So for weeks he thought about her all the time. Building up the muster to

say something. And it took a lot of building for him. He could only envision the

terrible disaster of rejection. The way the walls would heat up and everything
would sound tinny if she said no, or don't be r idiculous, or just laughed. And he

drink of water that might at least provide

I could be her beverage I could be the cup
the water the hand that holds it and her

and slakes her thirst and mine and eventually
I would be her sweat the salt the drip that drops

couldn't sleep. And his appetite altered drastically. That is, he could no longer

eat anything green. He couldn't explain it. So when they finally got to "A G ood

that slides on down her temple and meets
her mouth my maker where she first

Man is Hard to Find" in class he had resolved to ask her out. In some definite

drank me in

way. He knew he wanted to use the word "date" so there would be no confusion.

where she first took me in as

There had been confusion in the past. And after class he asked her out. He said,

something she could drink.

in greedy gulps

"Hey, would you like to go on a date sometime? With me?" And she said "Yes,
that sounds great" even though she hadn't been hitting on him to begin with,

One time I felt her laugh as heat

she had just been using her same old joke. Well, sometimes the waves just push

before I heard it

you into somebody else and you either bonk your heads or find yourselves in

as warmth upon my neck

a clumsy embrace. Anyway, the stor y is they went out to sushi, then went out to

we were so close that day

drinks, and neither one had a particularly good time and the rest of the semester

she laughed and

was sort of awkward. Then they lived out their lives and eventually forgot about

let her eyes agree.

each other. She kept telling the joke. He kept being terrified of every emotion.
I'm not sure there was a lesson here. Neither of them ever witnessed a terrible I bet she tastes like a trio of cellos moaning
murder. Neither of them was ever y a senator. Neither of them was particular· their dark cher r y surfaces vibrating sweetly
ly unhappy most of the time. One was Samantha. The other was named Ryan. with every intention of singing every word
and the fingers of their players are sure and
steady on fret-less necks

as fretless goats on rocky crags

Glenn Shaheen recently received his MFA from the University ofHou ston. He live s
in Texa s and is co-editor of the journal NANO Fiction. His work ha s appeared in
Subtropics, New Ohio Review, Zone 3, and oth ers.

the strings the wind that blows
between the cliffs that make a hollow wail
quite like the laughter coaxed
from deep within a gang of cellos
gently squeezing every bit of flavor from her skin.

SEVENTH PAGE
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She is haphazard adjectives
sprinkled willy-nilly like seeds
tossed on plain but fertile phrases

Dream In Which I'm Told How I Would Choose

autonomously descriptive
meant to grow as trees alone
and strong without nouns (those roots)
and healthy without verbs (that rain)
that ground that air that water

yself from the bedroom into the bathroom
I r ead m
and from the bathroom over the gray carpet
down the slender hall lined with tables

(She is).
She is a parenthetical grace
surgically inserting digressions

the tops of which you can' t see for the books.
When I get to the kitchen (which is where
I keep my books except for those in the living room

and opinions into half-formed
statements somehow completing them.
She is one sexy question mark

which are to me toddler orphans opening their mouths
as they stand on their knees in foul-dirty cribs),
I crack a new binding and run my index finger

curled like one perfect eyebrow
raised over ever y conclusion.
Every time I see her starts another sentence

dow n her smooth belly as I make my way to the car
where I've got books collected in the passenger's seat
and on the dashboard and on the floormats

ever y word an echo every clause subordinate
to her impish smirk and I can't
wait to read what she is next.

and everywhere else like in long rows in my office

.
and inside the open wound of my United States Postal Serv1ce
postal service box and all I mean is

Todd Perry is a fourth-year Media Studie s major at the University of Southern

Maine. This Biddefordian enjoys wordplay in any form, but mainly writes short fic
tion, poetry and screenplays. He gets a thrill from unintentional pun s, and watches
more movie s than he probably should. He gleefully reads Vonnegut, Murakami and
Tom Robbin s, though not necessarily in that orde r.

Seneca and Sei Shanagon and Maya this and Maya that
and two or three thousand other men and women
already got Elsewhere on wagons
made of books and beat me to this platform
and said things that could make you the child of people
who would never die. All I have
are these two hands that like to run their fingers down my husband's back
when the day comes in. My hands are good
for taking each side of the face of one of the children
in order to better hold it in order to better kiss
whichever child just now needs a kiss
and anyway when my husband leans his long body
against one of the four walls here and crosses his arms
and watches me as I move my fingers very slowly
through the fine hairs that grow from the heads
of the kids I come-here him until like fallen pears in an oak basket
'
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ELEVENTH PAGE

we're the all of us holding ourselves next to ourselves
until our chests make such a racket of falling water,

Family Films

I see whole rivers of floating books-of ink like oil
turning the sea black and us barefoot on the shore
waving

adieu with Godspeed with our

right hands

all ver y much up until one by one and side by side
we move into the stand of trees under which we've spread
our white blanket and on that an orange and an apple
and a pie that Margaret made.

Sing in' in the Rain (1952), 102 min.,
d1·r., Gene l{elly, Stanley Donen
k, MD,
Age 7, F rederic
e me
tak
d
Da
and
Mom
ovie.
m
st
fir
y
to m
and laughing
My parents are laughing
o
r
and laughing. Is O'C nno
f around
sel
him
g
win
thro

· "Make 'Em Laugh?" This
Adrian Blevins 's The Brass Girl Brouhaha (Ausable Press, 2003) won the 200� m
1 ms they 'II
· one 0 f the few f'l
Kate Tufts Discovery Award. Blevins is also the recipient of a Rona Jaffe Writer\ lS
ther.

1

Foundation Award, a Bright Hill Press Chapbook Award for The Man Who Wen t Ou ever see toge
for Cigarettes, and the Lamar York Prize for Nonfiction. A new book, Live fron
Mars (1953) , 78 m1·n . ,
..,.
the Homesick Jamboree, is forthcoming from Wesleyan University Press. Blevim Invaders .crom
C
ameron Menzl'es
1am
W'll'
1
dir
·'
teaches at Colby College in Waterville, Maine.
Age

8, Thurmont, MD,

my grandmother takes me

to a horror double feature.

2

For two years I stay

awake, imagining Martian
surgical incisions on
my zombie parents' necks.

Calamityjane (1953), 101 min.,
dir. , David Butler
Age

9, Moncacy Drive-In,

Taneytown, MD, my great
uncle takes all the children.
When actors are about to kiss
he yells, "Hit the floor!"

And we tumble down, eyes shut,
until the sweet sex has
spent itself . Still,
when Calamity puts away
her guns shrugs off her chaps,
changes to a pretty skirt, and

sings "Secret Love,"
2

Do I remember them walking in together to see Mister Roberts (1955), 123 min., dir. John

Ford?

The second film was The Beast Prom 20,000 Fathoms (1953), 83 min., dir. Eugene Lourie.
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I'm also in love.
That fall, in Sister Ann's
4th grade class, I stare
at the Baltimore Catechism
and think of Doris Day,
white blouse and smiling.

The Parent Trap (1961), 124 min. ,
dir., David Swift
Age

16, Majestic Theater,

Gettysburg, PA,

this is the fourth time
I've seen this film.
I drive now and take my
brothers and younger sister.
Haley Mills is also

16.

Years later our daughter sees
an old photo of Jane
and exclaims: "Morn looks
like Haley Mills!"

Blowup (1966), 111 min.,
dir., Michelangelo Antonioni
Age

20, South Bend, IN,

far from my family,
waiting in cold rain
(in a line of Notre Dame boys
and a few St. Mary's girls),
because I had been told
that The New Republic review
hinted at a glimpse of

TWELFTH PA

o
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BYJAME
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(1936), 89 mi n.,
JVlod ern Times
aplin
d1·r ' Charlie Ch
•

�

Cambri ge, MA , .
,
is showmg Chaplm s
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e proposal,
rny first marriag
ton Public Librar y,
in the Bos
aper Room,
in the Newsp
at her.
old men staring
week from now, just
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for the Army,
before I leave
.
e
Jane will decid yes
Why did she?
We didn't even

know each other.
Was her decision helped
ly
by the scene of Chaplin game
tr ying to keep pace with
the swift assembly line?

The capitalist bosses,
trying to save even more time,
turning on a crazed machine
that feeds him lunch,
splashing soup in his face,
rolling a cor n cob

back and forth in his mouth?
t
We are bo h laughing
(I suppose like

a woman's soft pussy.

my parents laughed

ll Man For

at the start of their

Jill Seasons (1966), 120 min.,
Dir., Fred Zinnemann

in Frederick, in

1952,

unhappy marr iage).
My stomach is hurting.

Age

2 1 , Avalon Theater,

Washington, D.C.,
Sir Thomas More, about
to die, calmly tells
his daughter farewell.
I am sitting with my older sister,
who years later will be our
absent father's caregiver.
She is sobbing.

Laughing and helpless
I slide from my seat.
In a way I'm a preview
of a film- romantic, silly
she might never get to see.
Did this sight of me,

sitting on the Formica floor,
gasping and laughing,
this too thin evidence,
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somehow make her
(as perhaps Singin' in the Rain
made my mother)
feel safe?

The Third Man

! 949, Vienna,

James McKenna has been a Maine Assistant Attorney General since 1 979. In 2008
he graduated with a MFA from the low-residency Bennington Writing Seminars.

carol Reed and Graham Greene
corne from England
The end of the war
still goes on in the city
crumble and ruin
The hotel tablecloths dust
and cloud afternoons
working on the script
The enormous wheel Reed finds
in the Praterstrasse
is written in
The steps beneath the streets
planned to ring and die away
the cat ready in a box
Trevor Howard jokes
about the cobblestones
the wet dowdy
End-of-the-decade feeling
he says clings to things
like the weather
The actors sip coffee
in a cafe they shoot in

"Four Ladies"
Orson Welles
sits with Joseph Cotton
sorting out
the next days
in the few pages
they leaf over
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Shooting goes late each day
till the first moisture
rusts up from the streets
They take footage
of the mist and fog some days
for atmosphere
The actors stand in overcoats
later ending the film
a last evening
Harry is dead again
like he was supposed to be
not hiding in secret
like end of the year coming
like the dimmed streetlights'
dull globes

Dennis Saleh has published books ofpoetry, prose, and artowrk. His work appears
widely in magazines and collections in the U.S. and overseas, including Blackbird,
Boulevard, Convergence Review, Psychological Perspectives , and Terra Incog.
nita, and forthcoming poetry anthologies, Reed and Rushes and Zeus Seduces
the :Wick� d Stepmother. . . . He has read from his poetry, and a novel-in-progress
set m Ancient Egypt, Bast, at the Rosicrucian Egyptian Museum in San jose, CA.
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Seven or Eight Versions of She

Beneath the statue's dead gaze, Elephant and Castle pulses with traffic.
speeding around a concrete dead-zone. Red double-decker walls
nes
la
ve
fi
fly past, separated from women pushing prams on the sidewalk by a few inches
and flimsy steel fencing. A bilevel shopping mall, pink walls covered in grime,
hangs on the roundabout's outer rim. Local vendors crowd the sidewalk with
second-hand clothing and wilted plants. Facing the traffic treadmill, reaching
above the noisy commercial jumble, the giant elephant stands guard. Erect on
his b ack legs, ears outspread, Dumbo poised for flight, front legs pawing at the
sky, smog-stained tusks piercing a leaden sky.
Downpour-dodging, Randall took shelter beneath the pink elephant .
Standing between the statue's rear legs, he looked up, wondered. Like every
oddity in London, the suburb 's name, "Elephant and Castle," must have some
historical explanation. He groped through his memory for a snippet of infor
mation about an eastern monarch who sent ten elephants to London for a coro
nation in the Nineteenth Century. Wait-was he confusing that with the King
of Siam's offer to send pachyderms to Abraham Lincoln for fighting the Civil
War?
Randall cursed his defective memory, then swore again at his wasted
day in the British Museum. Eight hours of sorting through directors' diaries,
correspondence between early film producers, fragments of scripts for mov
ies never made. Another full day, another zero for his book Getting soaked
seemed trivial in comparison, so he opened his cheap umbrella and began the
long walk down New Kent Road.
On most evenings, drunks and other waystrals staggered up to him.
"Changeguv?" they would slur in single oiled syllables. But this evening the
sidewalk was empty. Relieved, he slowed his pace when he reached a row of
abandoned houses. Behind an iron fence crusted with green mold, skeletal
tenement frames hulked against the grey horizon. Post-Blitz structures thrown
up to last ten years, windows smashed, doors boarded. But a soft yellow light
burned in a window on the third floor. As he watched, wondering, it winked out.
Squatters? Could even they take refuge in a slum so decayed?
Get home, he thought . Home to the dinner included in his room and
board. Lascoll House lay two blocks ahead. Six stories of incandescent light
blazing through ruined neo-Gothic grandeur. Flying porticos, cut stonework, a
Dickensian chimney roofworld. Two weeks earlier, a balmy February Sunday, he
had walked into Lascoll House for the first time. Heat and humidity bled odors
from the moldy draperies and pummeled oriental carpets. The scent of mildew
blended with steamed fish and boiled beef rising from the basement kitchen.
Randall had dropped his bags, aghast . Impoverished aristocracy came to mind,
Moscow mansions converted to slums after the revolution. Telling himself the
place had character, he heard the door open behind him. Suddenly, a crowd of
bearded Muslims in black silk robes milled past him. With their smart leather
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luggage, they carried gnarled wooden staffs. From an office at one side of the
foyer, an aged man in a dark suit and round-brimmed hat emerged. Laughter
and hand-shaking, the old man wading through a forest of conical scarlet caps.
Welcome! shouted the old man. Joyous Ramadam, friends!
Cowed by the panoply, Randall tried to remember the event that Rama.
dan commemorates . Did the word mean "the hot month" or "the cold?" Wh at
an entrance he thought jealously, sulking behind a potted elephant's ear.

You've all read so much bloated theory on race and culture that a simple
empirical observation might surprise you. Let's think about the representatio!\
of race in the early Hollywood period. Take the first American adaptation of
Dracula, the Universal version that most people take to be the equal of Fran.
kenstein, but which in fact is relentlessly uncinematic. The Mina character i!l
that film, Helen Chandler, appears so ghostily anemic that the count's lust fo r
her seems wildly misconceived. Look at her in this slide . . . ah, there she is. Far
from juicy, she looks more cadaverous than the vampire sisters (wives?) who m
Drac abandons for the pulsing vitality of western European capitalism. Yet, he
sets his cape on wan little Mina. Look at her. You can hardly tell where that
white, gauzy dress stops and her skin begins. What if we assume that the (good)
heroine 's exaggerated whiteness has the effect of making us read the (bad)
vampire as being-well, as being black, metaphorically? Keep in mind that the
count's menace is not a simple matter of sucking blood. He also repels and at
tracts through his identity as a foreigner, his kinship with the European far east,
those remote Balkan lands of gypsies and curses. Is it too much of a stretch to
think that the heroine's coloring makes the count's ashen skin seem like a mask,
a concealment of the exotic and dark, of the nearest counterpart to black sav
agery to be found among Caucasian folk?
And not to change the subject completely, but, in our next slide . . . King
Kong! The big monkey's love interest, Anne, is played by Fay Wray, of course:
the screen's first scream-queen, the pathetic waifette whom a big-shot direc
tor plucks off the street and whisks away to Skull Island. As you can see in this
slide, Wray out-whites even Chandler's Mina. Does anyone remember the ship
board scene where the director puts Anne through a screen test? Gussied up
in a pure white gown (natch) , Anne must pretend she sees something terrifying.
"You're only hope is if you can scream, Anne! " Robert Armstrong hollers at her.
"Scream, Anne, scream! " The next few slides show the tightening close-up in
incremental stills. See what I mean about her whiteness? When she finally lets
loose with that famous shriek, her mouth looks like a gopher hole in a snow
field. We 'll let the vaginal symbolism lie for the moment, but look at this still
of Wray in profile here, talking to the hunky hero. Her hair and face and chest
are nothing but a blur; her profile virtually dissolves into the white background.
She's so white/virtuous that she's incorporeal.
Interesting as this may be, however, it's all just a preface to today's real
topic. Turn up the lights for a minute, someone.
Take the most beautiful woman who's ever lived, a self-promoted Afri
can (but not black) queen who, barring bad beauty judgments, happens to be
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· rnortal . Take an (almost) equally gorgeous male, a bone-headed Brit, a goldrn
inal Oxfordite. He has the august name of "Leo Vincey"-the surname is
en virg
�
Latin "vincere," meaning "conquer"; but he never behaves very lion
d
el te to
rious. Anyway, this torpid Leo turns out to be the reincarnation of a
victo
or
Egyptian
high priest. The very priest, in fact, who steered our white
ed
defr ock
n
on
her
road to immortality. Put these white folk against a back
quee
African
rant
African
natives just a-busting for rebellion against the queen,
igno
droP of
has
not
been
studying diplomacy all these years. These natives,
arently
p
wh o ap
I
perverse
in suspecting a pun on "I'm a nigger?"-are
ahagger"-am
Am
the "
the
fllm
versions,
but
in the novel they're described as the yellow
ck
in
la
pure b
miscegenatjon
between
Persian colonists and the degenerate sur
of
ult
ish res
extinct
but
once-noble
(and
white!) African civilization called K6r.
an
of
rs
vi v o
cave
with
a
bottomless
abyss. This chasm can only be
e
a
subterranean
tak
N ow
by
walking
across
a
vibrating
spur
of
rock that might as well have
rsed
sve
tran
anxiety"
spray-painted
on
it
in
day-glo
pink. And if all of that's not
tion
"castra
throw
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a
comet
that
passes
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h,
enoug
its
light
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a
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When
years.
that
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eternal
youth
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anyone
who
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the courage to enter
me
fla
cold
therein.
Just
don't
try
a
second
dip.
d
bathe
an
They don't write them like this anymore. Adventure novels in the grand
are gone forever. But when Sir H. R. Haggard wrote She, colonized
dition
tra
Africa, leeched upon by every European nation with enough cash to send off
some ships, was ripe for exploitation of the literary type. By this time, the white
west had a huge literate middle class, readers fairly salivating for stories set on
that big, black, primal continent. Think of shop clerks and factory workers gog
gle-eyed with visions of white men running amok, screwing their way through
hordes of dusky black women. But don't get me going on a Marxist analysis of
entertainment consumption. We have trendier goals today.
With raw materials like those packed into She, you would think Holly
wood couldn't go wrong. Only a moron could ruin this property, right? With
a little luck, even a cheapie studio could make this novel into an epic on the
Lawrence of Arabia or Cleopatra scale. Well, you'd be wrong. As epics go, both
adaptations of She are very thin gruel. First came the 1 934 version from RKO
Radio-smallest and cheapest of the major studios-starring Helen Gahagan
in (I think) her only film role. Does that name ring a bell for anyone a bit older
than I? Yes, the future Helen Gahagan Douglas, the beauty queen/opera singer
who became a politician, the very woman whom Richard Nixon smeared with
his famous quip that her politics were as red as her panties. Well, when Gaha
gan sweeps on screen for the first time-oh, down with the lights again, please.
What a sight. Imagine her in the Halls of Congress! Obviously, she 's inhumanly
white , her hair peroxided and swept up like the bride of Frankenstein's. Per
haps some producer saw Douglas's death-white skin and platinum hair as ap
propriate to the narrative 's location. And why would this be appropriate, you
ask? Because some lunatic switched the location of She's kingdom from Africa
to -yes, I'm serious!-the North Pole. Perhaps, though, something other than
stup idity was at work here, because the film was directed by Merian Cooper
and Ernest Schoedsack, the very pair who had made King Kong only one year
1
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earlier. Do you think that maybe the Kong's success tempted them to indulge
their whiteness obsession even further? No, no, hang onto your questions for a
few minutes. I'll tell you later how they rationalized the African natives dancing
around bonfires in caves beneath the ice fields.
Unfortunately, 1 934 was not a good time in America for camp, intention,
al or otherwise. I don't know how much money RKO lost on the Gahagan fiasco,
but thirty-one years passed before any producer picked up Haggard's novel
again. In 1 965, Hammer made a big budget extravaganza from the novel, paint
ed stem-to-stern with that studio's trademark lush coloring. Ursula Andress 's
hair-there she comes now-is a flaming reddish gold, perfectly matched in
one scene by a mile-long feathered robe and headdress. And you can't deny
that Andress, unlike Chandler, Wray, and Douglas, looks fairly robust, if only
because of her majestic bustline. The natives, of course, are still black as jet.
It's too bad that the director affected a stately, fatalistic ambience, because this
makes the movie look posed and stilted. Andress works hard, though, revolving
her way through more gowns and crowns than she does facial expressions, huge
white bosom always a-heaving with fury or lust. But all of the changes made in
the novel (none involving the North Pole) were bad calls.
So now you're probably wondering why no one has tried again. The
dumb-ass natives could be given an upgrade, right? Beef up a few parts for
black actors who have box office weight? Maybe have a non-light-skinned
black actress play Ustane, the Amahagger woman who falls in love with Leo
and eventually gets blasted by She? Or maybe even make She herself black?
What a notion! But before we anticipate the future, we need to consider the film
versions that preceded the Gahagan movie. Yeah, yeah: put down your hands.
I know I said that RKO's version was the first, but I meant the first sound ver
sion. Before 1 934-long before, in fact-America and England had churned out
a quantity of silent adaptations. Strange to think, isn't it, that something com
pelled the early film industry to adapt this one novel to the screen seven times
in fewer than fifteen years? Haggard himself even wrote the title cards for one
of them. Turn up the lights again, would you?

In a sandwich shop on Great Russell Street, Randall sat staring through
dirty windows at three men wearing identical boxplaid topcoats over exer
cise sweats. All three had their umbrellas open, although the sun was shining.
" Something fishy there, I'd say," he muttered to himself, chewing on a ham and
cheese sandwich. Around his lunch were strewn a digital diary and several
notebooks. Written across the front of one manilla folder in red letters: A new
spellbinder in the John Grisham tradition: "Published, Promoted, Perished."
Reading a page at random: "After working as a professor for ten years, Richard
Hedd mastered the art of writing comments on papers without actually reading
them. Not just bland, generic comments like " Good writing, but vague argu
ment," but meaty tidbits directly addressed to particular ideas (or non-ideas).
And every paper was peppered with corrections for fragments, run-ons, comma
splices-grammatical problems that staggered through the papers like legions
of the living dead. Mistakes with semi-colons and colons were the easiest to
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h , because none of his students knew how to use those punctuation marks
c tc r , although they ceaselessly and gamely tried. Copies of the graded pa
ly
p op e
impressive in his personnel file, but one night he ruined everything
ers looked
and spilling his secrets to a treacherous assistant professor
drunk
g
in
gett
best friends with the Dean of Arts and Sciences. This was not
became
er
who lat
that
Richard
Hedd seriously considered murdering a colleague.
e
Um
tlle first
e
first
temptation
that became irresistible."
th
as
Bu t it w
Mumbling to himself through a wilted lettuce leaf: " ' Staggered through
like legions of the living dead' sounds dopey, like something I would
the p apers
when I wrote crappy horror fiction that nobody would buy. And I
itten
wr
}lave
real
name for my anti-hero, Dick Hedd. But it reads well. If I can't
a
eed
still n
horse's
ass of a literary agent to sell this mystery for me, maybe I 'll
ome
find s
murders
myself." With a smile, he set aside the folder, picked up
few
a
it
comm
opened
a
small
daybook. Made an interesting find today while look
and
a p en,
collection
of
shooting scripts he wrote, with his other hand touch
h
a
roug
ing th
pocket
gently.
Might lead to something.
shirt
is
ing h
He had found it while browsing a folio containing the unpublished pa
p ers of Branshaw Tellyragh, the director of the seventh and final silent version of
Sh e. When he touched a sheet of stationery pasted to a quarto page, one corner
carne loose, and something fell from behind it. Randall stared at the thin strip
of p aper in his lap, looked up, around, and down again. After reading it once,
without turning his head or looking up, he slipped it into his shirt pocket. When
he had his briefcase checked at the exit to the Manuscripts Room, he expected
alarms to blast. Walking through the lobby, up the stairs, and across the Oriental
galleries, he broke into a sweat, expecting guards to apprehend him.
"As I feared, blasted Harold Tarnsower has informed Sir Henry that
some company other than mine is also filming his Egyptian novel. I cannot ex
plain why Sir Henry even talks to Tarnsower, after the botch he made of his own
filming of the novel six years ago. But they both belong to the same club, and
that explains much about men of their class. The old man was quite incensed,
railing at me over the telephone about the endless pirating of what he always
calls his 'African romances.' I should never have told Tarnsower about this up
start company, not given his feelings about the Africans in England.
"I calmed Sir Henry somewhat, telling him we hardly need worry about
a movie made by a group of amateur Negroes. And he was eager to hear that
my film is nearly complete, even though Miss Dialgihev has been ill and we have
had to shoot around her for five days. Jameson's ideas for filming the queen's
death in the pillar of flame are most ingenious. Nearly all the stunt effects, I
think, can be done in the camera. I feel fortunate to have Jameson with me, even
if some of my workers object to giving such an important position to an unedu
cated Negro."
Obviously, the note was genuine. The vertical handwriting perfectly
matched that of Tellyragh's other papers. Had Tarnsower been an early rac
ist? Fragments of his version of Haggard's novel were preserved at the British
Film Archives, about twenty minutes of footage from an original three-reel fea
ture. Tellyragh's film, although later, had been lost completely. But another film,
an unknown eighth silent version of She contemporaneous with Tellyragh's? A
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movie made by "a group of negroes?" Did England have any black film-maker,
in 1 9 1 2 , when Tellyragh shot his film? Ever since beginning his filmography 01
She from the first silent adaptation, he had felt thwarted by his lack of know].
edge. His real field of expertise was metaphysical poetry, but when he beg�
searching for the subject for a new book, the one he needed for promotion to
full professor, he chose a film study. His books on Herbert and Donne had bee�
received with praise, but were read by almost no one but the scholars who wrote
the reviews. He knew that the only hope for making money with an acaderni�
book was to publish on some trendy topic in cultural studies. DisneyWorld an�
mass consumerism. Contemporary para-military movements. The meta-narra.
tives of alien abduction.
"I'm smart," he had decided one day in his office, trying not to thil\l(
Basic Composition class. "I've published on Gower's Vox Clamantis,
his
about
Surely I can analyze spectacle in the war on terrorism or decon.
sake.
for God's
or do something intelligent with some damnable flavor-of.
suicide
struct a mass
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r Dobennan Pinscher sleeping on a couch in the corner. When Randall
fice, he
is head over the counter, the dog bounded towards him, barking and
h
stuck
g her teeth. "Nice doggie," he said, backing away. "Have you got a
in
gttash
r
ip on her, Anne?"
g
go od
"She 's usually very gentle. You're the only guest who 's ever bothered
Shut the bloody hell up, Gudrun! " she yelled. "Hang on a bit, the
he! this way.
been
sorted yet." She picked up a stack, began flipping through en
not
rnail 's
nothing
"No,
for you.'' She threw the bundle on the dog's couch. "Did
es.
velop
your
address
here to anyone in the States?"
ve
i
you g
"No one who cared to use it, apparently." As he turned to leave, he re
rnernbere d something. "You know, Anne," turning back to her, "the other night I
saw a light burning in one of the tenements, the one closest to the hotel. Could
some one be living there, do you think?"
"Damnable squatters," taking a long drag from a cigarette. "The police
out a group of them a few months back, but they always return. Did you
d
ste
rou
"
abomination."
ifthe-month cultural
see
" Got to run now, Anne." From the corner of one eye, he saw the Rama
He patted his pocket again, took a last bite of sandwich, and began co].
find
could
mor
he
descending. Their cone hats glittered in the dusty light, knotty
doubted
he
celebrants
though
e
Even
papers.
and
lecting his notebooks
darn
hint
pleased
itself
the
knocking
detection
of
woodwork.
process
s
the
version,
eighth
staff
evidence of a lost
Maybe
fresh
Library.
downpour
British
A
1
sacred
erupted as he emerged from Tower tube station and
the
from
theft
not-so-petty
Not to mention my
m
three
the
Pall
that
for
en
Mall.
noticed
One
he
ed
block from the station, a gust of wind gutted his um
bill,
his
paid
he
As
ead
streak.
h
have my own criminal
bUJ
begun,
had
soaked,
rain
Feet
odorous,
steady
A
he took a seat on a burgundy leather sofa. "Thanks
lla.
YMCA.
the
outside
bre
in topcoats were still gathered
for
agreeing
uch
to
see
me,"
he said. "I'm sure you must be busy."
m
so
folded.
their umbrellas now were
"Nonsense. We don't get inquiries like yours everyday, Mr. Traner. You
piqued my curiosity." The man wore a pin-stripe suit with a flowered silk tie
jacke
best
his
on
put
he
morning,
and matching pocket square. "American, aren't you? Cigarette? Been to any
l
one
House
Lascoll
After breakfast at
bowti
a
with
fidgeted
ceptional clubs in London yet? How did you trace Reciprocity to us?"
fingers
ten
all
Then
ex
e
and trousers, his only white shirt.
thesE
Randall thought a second. Then, mock-methodically: "Yes. Cod-Alwretched
how
know
handful
a
only
Billions of people in the world and
things are to fix, he thought. A fact that gives one pause. You need fingers two mighty-yes, but I quit. Not really. And, fourth, it wasn't difficult."
After a blank moment, the man's face broke apart. " Oh, in order, 1 get
feet long to stuff the bow through that damned loop, and if it's not tight enough
to begin with, you can't take up the slack later. But what else gives me that pen· it! " He tilted back in his chair. "I love an American sense of humor! " Finished
cil-necked-geek look that I've cultivated so well? When another attempt failed laughing, he rocked forward in his chair, put his elbows on his desk, and stared
he swore aloud and jumped up and down, one end of tie clamped between hi! hard at Randall. "Now, really, exactly what do you want? Are you writing a book?
front teeth. Finally he settled for a bow that sagged shamelessly on one side. II Did the BFI send you here?''
"In reverse order this time," Randall answered. "No, yes, and I'll be haplooks British/rumpled, he snarled into the cracked mirror.
tell
to
eve
you."
with
changed
l'j
mood
PY
his
Walking down three flights of stairs,
be
The
I'll
man brayed again, then lunged across his desk for a cigarette light
floor.
third
the
on
thought
new carpet pattern. This book is doomed, he
er
the
t
first
of a £ symbol. "Sure you won't have one? No? All right, let's
shape
my
read
who
fans
m
wc
trounced by academia and by the tens of adoring
g
l!
et
down
hal
to
the
business,
scanned
he
floor,
whatever the hell you said your name was. This better
books and my one horror story. Reaching the second
for Islamic pilgrims . I wish they'd stop asking me to go to one of their services be good, and if those Labor Party culture vulture BFI communist bastards are
He found the first floor pilgrim-free. Then again, this book might be a bulle! behind this you'll find out that-"
"Please," raising his h.and, "let me to tell you how I found your firm, Mr.
Maybe even go into paperback. Routledge will buy any piece of tripe with race .
.
Purely by accident , while I was browsing at MOM!, the Museum o f the
Signet
stair·
curved
grand
culture, and sexuality. Beginning his final descent down the
Moving Image, I came
c
trodde
dukettes
across a still from a silent version of H. Rider Haggard's
case, his confidence became giddy. I wonder if dukes and
this staircase before me? I'd sing a song from a Gilbert and Sullivan operetta 'She, the version made by Reciprocity, which was owned by Harold Tarnsower.
;<fo u know
MOMI, I assume? On the South Bank, by the National Film Theater?"
but I don't know one.
T
ol
he
lobby
man nodded, smoking. "Tourist trap," he hissed. "Never've gone
Anne, the heir-apparent to Lascoll House, was working in tl;le
.
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there, myself."

't
"Probably. But the still caught my attention, because I knew it was n
viewe q
taken from the extant footage of the Reciprocity version. I had already
those clips, at the British Film Archives. "
U
"So what?" He sounded impatient. "The MOMI people took the sti

from . . ." He waved a hand. "From an old poster or something."
"Not very likely, I don't think. No one at MOMI could tell me anything
g that
about the source, but it seems possible that the original still is somethin
l footage
the British Film Archives never found. Perhaps even some additiona

has survived somewhere."
You
"Maybe so . But just what do you want from my firm, Mr. Traner?
already seem to know much more than I do about Sir H arry's film."
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efore he disappeared. But Randall knew who he was. The same black
Jight b
who had begged from .him several times, sometimes in the underground
xnan
ede strian tunnels around Elephant and Castle, sometimes on New Kent Road .

p

" I ' m quite sure he's dead, sir." The woman at the British Film Archives

}1.ad bee n stern, professional. "When I first began working here, he would show
up from time to time, asl,<:ing to see some old footage. He never had money for
e, but we accommodated him when we could. Back then, everybody on
rne fe
fhe staff wanted to ask him questions about the early days . Some of us even

11eJped him

get into rehab programs for alcoholism, but he always went back on

tle."
the b ot
"But I have seen this man," Randall had told her. "He's alive . He pane
near my hotel in Elephant and Castle. It must be the same man."
s
dl
han
" If he were alive now, sir, he'd be nearly one hundred." She sounded

n
Randall waved one hand through the air. What do I want? I don't eve
know if this book has an argument, so how am I supposed to know how to scav. pest ere d. "And he ;ras in bad health fifteen years ago. How did you say you got
,
and
enge through decaying reels of film? " When Tarnsower quit directing
his name, anyway?
ilia, even
When Randall had first seen the clutter in the warehouse room, he had
founded your investment firm, he became a collector of film memorab
collection, N!r
about
his
something
given
up before looking through the debris. Books and albums thrown
know
you
might
st
date.
I
hoped
mo
early
at that
al
more ol everywhere, battered film cans, heaps of yellowed photographs. He would de
saved
Tarnsower
that
indicates
at
MOMI
the
still
I
saw
Maybe
Signet.
if his colle c.
his version of She than people know about. So I would like to know
stroy something, he worried, if he began rummaging around blindly. But after
maybe?"
family,
dering among the shelves and tables for a few minutes, he found the phohis
in
remain
it
wan
does
Or
tion was sold.
of
conte
minutes
several
After
Keeping it beside him as he read through Harold Tarnsower's diary
chair.
graph.
m.
back
in
his
.
leaned
to
Mr Signet
clos
t
sofa
leather
�
the
glancing up at it as he turned pages, pieces began to fall into place.
on
sat
hour,
o
and
desk,
the
an
around
for
walked
plation, he rose,
compressed
through
hushed
after
he
finished with the diary, he stumbled across the film can.
his
voice
hps
And
tell
you
this,"
shouldn't
"I
Randall.
still owm
"Tell me the name of the last man on Sir Harry's list, Stanley. The one
"But I like your . . . bowtie. Such buggers to tie, aren't they? My firm
It's
never
bee
Traner.
Mr.
earnestly,
still
alive . There's just one, right?" Randall had tried to make his voice
so
seek
1
who's
that
you
collection
Sir Harry's
di
Harry
Sir
ed
After
c
ual.
purposes.
as
insurance
for
except
,
indexed
c atalogued or

in a ware·
"Oh, Mr. Traner, I couldn't possibly." Mr. Signet had laughed. The two
seven years ago, we moved the collection to an air-conditioned vault
e
lowered
h
he
wink,
then
m
n
were
waiting for a train at Baker Street Station, after the pubs had closed.
conspiratorial
i!
key."
A
I
have
a
house in Richmond.
peculiaJ
a
put
Harry
Sir
"I
need to know," Randall insisted. "In the warehouse today, I found a
Traner,
Mr.
you,
for
tely
unfortuna
voice even more. "But
peop
certain
until
film
materials
photograph
of Tarnsower and Tellyragh with two black men. And suddenly I
the
allowed
to
use
lE
is
clause in his will. No one
need to know the name of the last man on your list."
are all dead. Several people named in his will.
teett
yellowish
him,
at
" Oh, how can anything for some professor's book be so important?"
smiling
sat
man
the
but
more,
for
Randall waited
Ran
alive?"
He
knew
is
still
looked
Tarnsower
down the tracks. "Really, I wish you'd stop talking about your
Harold
"Someone
showing b ehind thin lip s .
bloodyshe."
Or
old.
"
years
hundred
one
nearly
dall asked. " He must be

When Randall shoved him against the curved brick wall of the tube sta"Mr. Traner," leaning close to Randall's face, " I 'd like very much to sho�
Not
'
ti
n,
ution.
British
insti
Signet
A
very
gasped, then smiled uncertainly. But when Randall's hands gripped
tonight.
club
gentlemen's
�
�
you an interesting
h1s
sag·
the
throat
hfted
hand,
,
one
out
the
reached
smile died.
He
Japs."
the
tourist trap for the Yanks and
restrictio!lJ
"Is it Jankinn?" Randall shouted. "Rudolph Jankinn? Tell me ! " Signet
ging side of Randall's tie. "Perhaps a tiny exception to Sir Harry's
s
uttered
and coughed, twisting his head. Then he nodded, eyes bright and
key."
a
�
could be made. As I said, I have
Wlde.
Randal
waited,
man
the
As
sir!
bow,
my
Unhand
Randall twitched. Eek!
finally whis
Randall had let him go, even straightened Signet's tie for him and
coughed, edged away across the leather. Silence fell, until Randall
sm ot ed his pocket square. He nodded
at an elderly woman toddering up the
�
pered: "Why all the secrecy?"
sta 1rs m a long black bathrobe
.

�

flasb
Take me back to the metaphysic als, Randall thought. Shining his
r�l gums.
the
u
way
his
picked
he
forward,
�
light beam on each step before moving
m pall11
ting stairs . The man had only appeared at the window for a moment

"Good morning, madame. Lovely day."

"Bee n p ouring since six."

She scowled up at him, revealing toothless

"Lovely nonetheless. Good English rain."
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The hero, Randall thought. The black hero. A vision of his book's dust
She withdrew a knitting needle from a bag, began waving it sword-li�
"Steady, now." He eyed the outline of a pint bottle in her pocket, fled."I·�
ashed through his mind. Laughing, he dropped to the floor next to
fl
.
chmr.
afraid that academic books can be serious in more than one way, Mr. Signet
's
n
nkin
Walking away, he had called over his shoulder: "And I'm no one's "Randy ' ."
"You okay, son?" In the dying candlelight, the man regarded him cauWhen he reached the hallway at the top of the stairs, he edged past br� t usl .
i
ken chairs and mounds of trash. At the far end, a light burned through an ope1
"Never better, Mr. Jankinn," Randall finally managed. "Let's get you out
doorway. Randall found Jankinn lying on a mattress in the corner. When � f here . I think you need a change of location before we start talking."
o
"How about those cigarettes?" He glared, truculent.
stepped into the room, the man shifted his bulk, fixed a gaze on Randall througl
"Sir, you have smoked your last cigarette. And drunk your last drop of
the dim light. "You here to kick me out?" he asked slowly. But when Randall b�
gan to explain himself, the man slowly heaved himself up, then fell into a chaiJ a
You are now on the Randall Traner fitness and longevity program. At
sighing.
until I hear everything that you know about your father's version of She."
"Pardon me for saying it, sir." Jankinn drew himself up from the chair,
"And after I found the photograph, I found this," Randall concluded. !i1
took a pair of tweezers from his pocket, opened the small film can. "Do yo1
to the window and blew out the candle. "But if you think anybody today
know what it is?" He plucked the short strip of silver nitrate from the can, he]1
give a good damn about a black film made from that old book, you 're the
it dangling by one end.
ne eds a fitness program."
The man sniffed. "You think I got a movieola around here to look at tha
with? Looks old, though. What is that, about five minutes running time? H�
you got a cigarette for me?"
As you know, the Hammer production of She ( 1 965) ends with Ayeesha
" Cartons full," Randall said, "but first let me describe to you what's o: (She) and Leo, her reincarnated true love, the man whose return she has awaited
the film. Can you hear me all right?"
for centuries, alone at last in the subterranean cavern visited once a millennium
He nodded. "Ain't too deaf, guv," his eyes glancing between Randa; by a comet. To assure Leo that the fire sparked by the comet bestows immorShe walks into the flame. A long, high shot of the chamber interior, the
and the film. "Let's hear."
of green flame roiling between the lovers. The pillar of fire opens. She
When Randall was finished telling him about the film, the candle in tlt1
window had burned down to the sill. Randall caught his breath, suddenly awan enters. A panning shot of her body as the flames was over her thin white gown.
again of where he was. Jankinn reached out a shaky hand, closed it around Ran A close-up of She's face, smiling with sensuous satisfaction. Slowly, the smile
dall's wrist. At the touch of his scabrous, rugged skin, Randall winced. "Where't changes. She lifts her hands, sees that they are veined and gnarled. Raising her
you get that there footage, sir?" He coughed out the words , wiped his lips will arms to Leo, entreating him, She exposes her face. A series of dissolves finally
culminates in a close-up : the ravaged visage of an ancient crone. Leo recoils.
his sleeve.
"It's a long story, Mr. Jankinn. Please, do you know anything about it?" As She looks down at her body, perceiving her disastrous error, her long blonde
A long pause. He licked his lips. "Anything? Hell, I know everythilli hair falls in a pile at her feet. "Oh, horror! " she cries.
about it. My own father made it, the same time that some other company, a whil'
But what you don't know is how the story ends in the eighth silent vercompany, was doing the same book into a film. My father's brother worked o: sion of the novel.
From the reconstructed shooting script for
that crew."
A Story ofAncient Africa .
"Your uncle?" Randall asked. "Was his name Jameson?"
(Imperial Players Productions, directed William
"Jimmy we called him. He though Jameson Jankinn sounded snobbisl
Jankinn, 1 9 1 2) .
He was working for my daddy, too, but his white boss didn't know about it. Th<
lost.
space,
into
off
stared
As
She
begins
to enter the pillar of flame,
He
now?"
it
was
what
Hell,
.
.
.
was
name
man's
Ymbsloppogas races down the stone steps into
"Branshaw Tellyragh?"
the cavern. Shoving Leo aside, he pulls She back
"That's it, all right. Talk about your snobbish names. Damn nice mru
,
w'
ho
"Hey,
again.
strip
film
from
the flame. [Title card: "Stop! If you enter
the
at
looking
up,
head
his
jerked
though." He
it?"
of
left
the
flame
of eternal life again, 0 Queen, you
what's
Or
anyway?
movie,
dad's
my
of
Tarnsower get a copy
die ! "] Leo pullsYmbsloppogas away from She.
"What else?" Randall coaxed. "What else do you remember?"
The two men wrestle each other to the ground.
"Like I said, I remember everything else. That 's me in the film, ain't it?
native?"
a
Finally, Ymbsloppogas pulls his knife, stabs Leo
play
you
"Did
said.
"You're in it?" Randall
und
my
Man,
through
the heart. [Title card: "Die, English dog!
version.
daddy's
my
in
too,
"A native, yes. And the hero,
th
wrote
who
guy
the
what
Leave
She
for Ymbsloppogas and her own people ! " ]
thinking
just
and my dad would laugh and laugh,
Rising,
he
faces
the queen. They embrace. Close-up
book would say about that."
·

1acket
Ja
o y

]coho!.
]east
walked
would
one

tality,
column

.
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of She's face. [Title card: "Now I know it is you I
have always loved, brave warrior! My centuries of
Film Still After D avid Lean
waiting end at last."]
Through the shaft in the rock that admitted the comet's green light , th�
camera slowly pulls back. Below, Leo lies dead, the fair skin of his naked che�
spattered with blood. As the camera recedes further, darkness clouds the e ctg
.
peroxide Icon ,
.
es of the frame. Far below, in an iris shot, Ymbsloppogas enters the fire Whil( T}1e
in Bronze and PanaV1s10n
She watches. As the white flames play over his black skin, She raises her eb on cast
l gazes into �he desert lake.
arms, laughing, waiting for him to re-emerge, immortal.
dead guide spraWled
a sacrifice to the god of the rule of thirds
is stricken by the shotgun figure obscured
by the miraging mist
Willard J. Rusch is an Associate Professor of English at the University of Sou then
longing for the whip's kiss
Maine, where he specializes in Old English and Linguistics. His fiction twice h�
longing for the whip's kiss
.

been nominated for a Pushcart Prize.

Alex Merrill is a fourth-year English major at USM. "Film Still After David Lean " is
his first published work. He can be reached at xcolorfast@yahoo. com.
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Soul Train

Dianne wanted to be on

Soul Train . Since

THIRTY-FIRST PAGE

The Method

she was little and saw the p e 0,

ple dancing, all the amazing feats of the human body on film, she wanted to

be

there. To be spectacle. So she moved to Los Angeles. For other reasons to o. �
boyfriend. Well, a potential boyfriend. A boy she knew. It didn't work out. Bu1

now she was in Los Angeles and she wanted to be on

Soul Train .

So she got CU1

audition. All her moves in place. She even met Don Cornelius at the auditiolt

Some women who came in to do the test dance, he said, c ame in for fame. For
dreams of move careers. Rosie Perez was on

Soul Train . But Dianne said she j u81
wanted movement and song. So they put her on. She was good. She had b e e�

practicing. But the studio lights were hotter than she thought they would be, and
once the music started it was a real scramble to get in front of the camera . �
big push. One man was dressed as a giant chicken. Another man just waved his

arms in circles like a windmill. One woman had to be asked to leave because

she kept flashing her breasts at the c amera. That would be edited out in p ost

Dianne danced for the five songs of the night. Then she was done with Los
geles. It's easy to use up all the good a city has to offer.

An·

Glenn Shaheen recently received his MFA from the University ofHouston. He lives

in Texas and is co-editor of the journal NANO Fiction. His work has appeared ir,
Subtropics, New Ohio Review, Zone 3, and others.

No one heard him yell when he cut his hand because when the shop

ned, the sound m�y �s well have bee � �n archangel shouting. Espe
door ope
.
the light floodmg mto the theater. Sxttmg cross-legged on the stage
iallY with all

cext to the set, Cory put his mouth over the wound and thought that maybe the

�lood didn't taste s o bad.

The actors came in chirping and hugging and high-fiving. Theater folk

were very handsy with each other, Cory noticed. Somehow, he 'd never c aught

r. He rocked a little more dramatically on the floor, and groaned a cou
that feve
ple of times. Once Holly walked in, he immediately acted as though she had not,
and brou ght his volume up a little bit.
She made a quick little sound like, " O h ! " and broke away from the enter
ing artists. The next second, her hands were on his shoulders, and she breathed,
"Are you okay? Need a band-aid?" so that no one else would hear her mother

ing him.
He'd been there for three hours, working on the wood and metal mess

on the stage, an approximation of a j unkyard , he was told. And he hadn't eaten .
Holly was supposed to get a ride with him that morning, but she had called the
night before -to say she was going with D ave; neither of them had to be there as
early as he did. The way Cory saw it, actors j ust did less work. Why was she sud

denly pals with D ave?

He pretended not to like the attention. "If I needed a band-aid, I 'd get

one. Or, what? I don't know how to do that myself?" Everyone heard the berat

ing; they always did. They also saw him walk away into the dimness at the back

of the theater, behind the green padded seats to the lighting booth. The musical

they were working on was some sort of Jesus-freak spectacle from the 70s with
different colored lights flying everywhere. Holly used to read the Bible or some

thing, Cory didn't know, but that was why she was so into it: the play. He. could

tell that much.

Shawn was back in front of the smoky glass that separated the booth

from the audience, looking up into the c atwalk and shouting back and forth with

someone up there. His long greasy hair hung in clumps behind his tilted head.
He looked concerned.

"Melted? What, the red? How hot does it feel? Well, replace it, I guess.

We only have a week for this shit."

"I don't think I 've ever seen that look on your face," Cory grinned. "You
lo ok like someone told you the Earth was no longer producing weed."

"I think even that wouldn't faze me right now," Shawn muttered, and ran
his hand through that hair. "Why today, I wanna know, you know? It's gotta go

wrong today. Couldn't have been last week . . . " he trailed off, looking at pencil

sketches on a clipboard. Then, his head snapped up. " I ' m sorry, man, did you
nee d something, or . . . "
"Just looking for a little sanity. Everyone's acting all crazy, running
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around, yelling orders to each other." Cory pantomimed spitting on the grounq
His friend didn't seem to notice.
"Well, it is production week," Shawn replied, as though that were as
self-evident as the clipboard being in his hand. "Why, are you guys done ovet
there?" He looked down toward the stage. "I thought you had, iike, hours ofwor�
to do."
Cory sensed an edge in his voice, very unlike Shawn. So, he trie d to
lighten things up. "Hey, it's not Broadway or anything, right?"
"Yeah." Shawn's voice was flat as a two-by-four. "Look, could you give me
some time alone with this, man? We'll talk later, alright?" He reached through
the window into the booth and started manipulating something.
" Sure." Cory sluggishly walked back toward the stage, but sat down in
one of the chairs instead. If anyone asked what he was doing, he 'd show them his
torn hand. People were swarming around the set now, like flies around a dea(j
animal. Holly was wearing her denim overalls and a sports bra, gleefully apply.
ing paint to different areas of need, breasts bouncing. He saw more than one
freshman staring, but it didn't bother him so much, just made him smile.
He remembered that the first time he saw them he had sworn he was
the luckiest guy in the world. He said it, too, and she giggled. She wasn't used to
acting like that: taking off her shirt for boys. They were in the video store park.
ing lot halfway between their houses and they had watched some French movie
Cory couldn't remember. He told her he wasn't ever going to watch one of those
again. She laughed at that, too. She thought he was kidding. But she was smiling
and whispering and half naked so he had to smile back. She looked pretty cute.
Dave knew her from being in the plays, and he swore that Cory would never get
anywhere with her. So he also smiled because Dave was fucking wrong about
that.
Cory was thinking about what she'd said the night before about not
sleeping together anymore when the director arrived onstage. She was a stout,
loud woman with the kind of gray hair that looked more like a dirty bathmat than
the smooth silver his father had. "Everyone on stage! "
H e made his way up, Shawn and some lighting guys brushing past him
in their eagerness. As much as he didn't want to listen to C athy, it wasn't worth
the tirade. She knew everyone 's name, somehow (how?) , and would publicly
pummel any sense of dignity you had if you crossed her. Her productions were
always lauded by everyone in the school and the community, but C ory won·
dered if that was a fair trade-off for being bat-shit crazy.
"I'm very proud of all the work that's been done," she began. "But don't
get lazy. There is plenty more. We're going to be here a while and I want to see
everyone doing something all the time. I made everybody some lunch . . . " There
were murmurs . Cathy's ravioli were legendary, not to mention the bread she
baked. " Okay, okay. We 'll be eating in about an hour." Cory's stomach tightened.
"I have to work with the actors for a little bit in private. DO NOT TOUCH the food
until everyone is here and we can eat together. Clear?" It was clear. The group
dispersed.
Cory went to grab Dave before he went to whatever the hell the private
actor's meeting was . "Hey."
·

·
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Dave turned. He was about six-foot-five, and spoke in a jovial baritone:
the fuck have you been?" He smiled from his height in a way that
••C ory, where

look like a superior being, bestowing gifts of j oy upon the world berna de him

loW·

"Hiding, I guess. I'm dying, though, of hunger."
"Yeah, we have to wait, I guess." Dave shrugged massively. He was skip
ing preseason for this play and, as a result, forfeiting his position as captain of
etball team. A few months ago, that was all he could talk about, all he
ne bask
about. "You know Cathy. Plus, it's nice when we all sit together. Talk
c
re
a
d
ul
o
c out the show and what needs to get done. How's the set coming?"
b
a
"I don't know." Cory suppressed a burp from his hollow stomach. "Did
HollY say anything in the car today?"
"About you, you mean? No. We just talked about the show a little bit.
you two okay?"
are
Y·
Wh
"Yeah, sure. Same old. Except she's . . . I dunno. She pisses me off sometimes, you know?"
Dave shrugged again. "I guess, man. She always seems fine to me. Even
when you say she isn't. But I guess I don't really know her like you do."
Cory's forehead, already tacky from sweat, got hotter. "No, you don't.
You don't have to deal with her every fucking day. I know you two are new bud
dies now, but just wait. She'll get on your nerves, too."
"Alright." Dave put his dinner plate hands up in mock surrender. "I'm
going to the meeting now. I'll see you when you've calmed down." He lumbered

f

off.

Cory went red-faced behind a black curtain on the stage left wing and
made his way into the woodshop, where the food was waiting. The sun was still
screaming in, so he could see the particles of sawdust in the air and the gleam of
the dried paints on the concrete floor. Everyone was working somewhere else.
He grabbed a paper bowl and spooned some ravioli in from the Crackpot on
the table, tore off a chunk of bread and walked into the sunshine. The concrete
ramp led into the parking lot in the back of the school. He rounded a corner so
he was out of sight, sat against the brick wall and ate.
Everything was different now. He felt better, physically, but his head was
still full of sharp pieces: he didn't want to work, to think. He was being pushed
toward some sort of fixed point and didn't want to be, When he had blown out
the candles on his eighteenth birthday, everyone was smiling and he didn't
know why. He threw the paper bowl in a trash can outside so no one would see
it. He saw his car in the parking lot and thought about driving away. He went
back into the theater instead.
No one asked where he'd been when he started working on the set
again. They just told him what to do. Paint this. Staple this. Hammer this and hold
this ladder. He fell into the unconscious rhythm that manual labor becomes and
was almost enjoying himself when the actors started slowly dripping in. One by
one they appeared like ghosts with no apparent point of origin. Some of the girls
had wet puffy faces; they had been crying.
Cory tuned back in to the discrete sounds in the building, like when you
realize the voices in your dream are coming from your room. He heard Shawn
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still yelling up toward heaven, nails dropping to the ground, and drill guns whir.
ring in a strange mechanical chorus . Cory saw Dave, dazed, to his right. He was
staring at something or, more likely, nothing.
"Dave, you okay?" Cory asked his friend.
Dave's wide face perceived the boy standing in front of him. "Yeah."
"What happened? Are those girls alright?"
"I'm, uh, not supposed to tell you." He scratched his head, his short
brown hair.
"Are you serious? Really? Where's Holly?"
"Just. Come here, dude." Dave led Cory into the hallway on the side
of the stage. The art wing, antiseptic in the whiteness of its floors. He leane d
against a pencil drawing of someone's hand and explained. " Cathy had us do
an exercise. It was intense, is all. Since Jesus, in the play, he's betrayed. So we
had to think of a time someone that we loved betrayed us . And then we had to be
them. We had to act it out." He held out his arm, palm up, to signal that that was
it.
"Really? Wait, so what did you do?"
" I . . . did my Dad. And the time I got in that drunk driving accident. I was
really scared, remember? And he hit me, like, backhand slapped me. I know
I deserved it, but. . . " he pushed out hot air through his nostrils. "I mean, that's
what I did. No big deal but some of the shit people . . . That's all I can say. That's
my story, so I can tell whoever I want, I guess." There was silence. Cory didn't
know if he should pat him on the shoulder or what.
"What did Holly do?"
Dave immediately stood up straight from the wall. "No. No way, dude.
That's not for me to tell. We all promised and shit. No."
"Dave, look. I was an asshole before, I know. But I ate, and now I'm better, and I ' m sorry. I was a dick to her, too. Just tell me. I need to know."
"What did you eat?" Face carved out of rock.
"What do you think?" Cory couldn't be as stoic, but he tried.
Dave shook his head. "Go to hell. That's everyone's food. Who do you
think-whatever. I'm going in." He headed for the door to the stage.
"Can't you be my friend again? For two minutes. Just tell me what she
said."
"Ask her yourself." His voice boomed in the hallway, lingering longer
than the slamming of the door.
Before the cast and crew sat on the stage to eat, Cathy found out about
the missing food and nearly knocked the rest of it off the table. She was very
close to tears as she talked to the company about how they were a family, and
should treat each other that way. How no one else could understand that. There
were many solemn nods, and she even offered that the culprit present himself,
now or in private. Cory wasn't going to turn himself in for anything he hadn't
been caught for already.
On the stage, amid the chain-link fence and colored fabrics of the set,
Holly sat stiff as her boyfriend put his arm around her. He whispered things to
her, but she would not react for good or ill. She chewed at a measured pace .
"What did you do in there?" Cory asked. She wouldn't say. Not until he fol-
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er, pushed through the door she tried to close on him, into the room
rowe d h
e was to get ready for a dress rehearsal.
sh
re
e
wh
He was yelling. "Why can't you tell me? What do I have to do? I don't
okay. I don't. But I have to know," he said. "I want to know." His sincerity
get you,
.
him
d
rtle
a
st
She was sitting in a chair in front of a mirror. "If you really want to know,"
brown hair falling in front of her face. "Then you have to do what
she squeaked,
it. And you can't say anything."
1 say. All of
He agreed, and she sat him in the chair. She had him take off his clothes
on a sundress from the costume rack. She took his chin in her hand and
ut
d
p
n
a
on him. She gave him blue eye shadow, and he said nothing. Then,
tick
lips
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she took off her overalls. She looked beautiful, her skin surrounded by a halo
from the fluorescent lights behind her. His clothes were in a pile on the floor,
and she took his t-shirt and put it on: the same one he'd had for three years . The
same one he'd asked her out in. He looked up at her the way people do in the
Sistine Chapel.
Then, she kissed him. "I love you, Holly," she said. The more she looked
him in the eyes, the more she sobbed.
"I love you, I love you, I love you."

Patrick Hanan is totally in to writing and the work of the Lord. Perhaps he has

combined these two ventures successfully in this here story. Perhaps not. That may
or may not be up to you to decide, and if you figure that out, please email him at
harpo.butler.yeats@gmail. com.
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Retrospecter

I forget how quickly
the pretty girls fade, asleep in the football jerseys
they've worn with feathered bangs
since way back,
worn out.
How I wanted out so bad
late night tv was religion

Rollerderby at eleven,

-

Headbangers Ball.
Even stalled up next to yesteryear's deb
at the Shop 'n' Savesticky kid fixed to her hip,
dead-eyed stare
where once the blue Bonne Bell glitteredI still think theresnoplacelike
this nowhere town. Its shoe shop long gone,
sawmills torn down. Its poor
fat kids stealing Pall Malls and softly
falling back into the ground.

Layla Carroll completed an MFA in Poetry from Warren Wilson College. Her po
ems have recently appeared in The Carolina Quarterly.

Benj amin McDorr is an artist from the Portland area, who focuses his efforts on
Paintings of coastal Maine, as well as pen-and-ink drawings of historic Maine ar
chitecture. Benjamin is working to build a reputation as an illustrator as well, and
Was grateful for the opportunity to contribute this piece for Words and Images.
Please visit www. benjaminmcdorr. com for more information.
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Maker

Did he smile his work to see?
Once the ventriloquist had finished
the new dummy-buffed the pine nose,
tested the mouth action, sewed
the little tuxedo coathe heard a voice. This was not
unusual per se: he often found
the way a dummy would speak
by sitting with it. But this tone
and cadence were his own.
He looked again-his work
had been so careful, he never saw
this was a version of himself.
(This isn't a story in which the dummy slips out
at night and holds a pillow to his maker's face.)
An odd numbness comes, and fear,
when a voice you thought your own
leaves your body for another, when
a stage voice and your own are so
close one forgets the separation
once so clear. How does one not
confuse an audience and a room
filled with empty chairs?

Gibson Fay-LeBlanc's poems have appeared in publications including The
New Republic, Poetry Northwest, Tin House, and Verse Daily and are forthcom
ing in From the Fishouse: An Anthology of Poems that Sing, Rhyme, Resound,
Syncopate, Alliterate, and Just Plain Sound Great. Having taught writing at Co
lumbia, Fordham, and University of Southern Maine, as well as various second
ary schools, he is currently the Executive Director of The Telling Room, a non
profit community writing center in Portland, Maine.
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D ay of the Lord

When the Fair Heights Methodist Bulletin announced that the mayor
coming to the church's annual banquet, Ethelene Gladstone promptly took
wh<ll"ge . She lmew that members of the standing committee on church socials
ought her too snooty for a Methodist. But they had to admit that she knew a
wo about giving fine pcu·ties. She left nothing to chance, and right away
thing or t
began her mental checklist. Meet with custodian; get tallest, most upright boys
and girls from Mr. Russett's youth group to serve table; order tiny rosebuds for
centerpiec es; no, white carnations, put on Gladstone account; arrange for head
place cards; invite ladies to bring main dishes and desserts, steer
table and
Better
Homes and Gardens recipes.
toward
On the appointed day, Ethelene stood near the church kitchen. She had
dressed sensibly. Not too dressy for the occasion, but tasteful, in a robin-egg
blue dress with short sleeves and matching belt, nylon stockings and low heel
pumps. She moved her index finger down a lined yellow pad, and noted with
satisfaction that few tasks remained to be completed. She greeted ladies as they
arrived , flustered and laden with vases and bunches of flowers, casserole dishes
and congealed vegetable salads. She examined each food item and placed it at
the serving window. She directed sprays of flowers to Gladys, who was setting
white carnations afloat in clear glass dishes.
Amidst the bustle, Ethelene watched Clarence Shoefold drag long ta
bles into the social hall. He was slender, with youthful, sag-free skin that remind
ed her of brown, polished leather. He wore his work uniform: khaki trousers with
green shirt that had " Custodian" embossed on the pocket. Only the flecks of
gray in his curly hair might have suggested middle age, which Ethelene thought
to be about forty. That, and the almost constant limp. Clarence was working un
usually slow today. He frequently stopped, hunched over with pain, before plac
ing table and chairs in their places. That war wound, maybe it's giving him some
new trouble. Ethelene added a note to her mental list: have Clarence visit Dr.
Robins.
"Clarence, you be real careful now with your leg," Ethelene called out,
suddenly aware that he had grabbed hold of a post that supported the ceiling.
"Take your time. But make things look real nice, like a dinner party in my home."
Clarence nodded and began to spread plain white cloths across rows of tables.
"And after you get through with all that," she added, "won't you bring the round
pedestal table up here in front where Reverend Wilkinson and the Gladstones
will sit?"
"Yes ma'am, I'll see to it quick as I can."
Ethelene glanced at the church dinnerware, stacks of green-beige
plates and heavy coffee mugs that Clarence's wife Jodie May had pulled out of
taU cab inets and placed on kitchen counters. The dishes reminded Ethelene of
the lunch counter service at Grant's Drug Store downtown. Fair Heights Church
ought to do better. "And Clarence," she added. " I'll ask Harold to bring in
as
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some of Nanna Gladstone's china for the head table."
"Yes, ma'am. We'll just wait on that," Clarence replied as he smooth eQ
a white cloth over a table. After more than ten years, he had gotten used to Mrs
Gladstone's habit of trying to bring everybody up to the hilltop where she lifte �
her chin, sniffed the air and looked down on the world below. The Shoefolds haQ
worked for her family in one way or another since his Momma Clara becarne
cook and maid to Mrs. Gladstone's momma and daddy. That would have b een
about 1 9 1 0 , Clarence reckoned. Back then, he 'd been told, Fair Heights wasn 't
much more than a big cantaloupe field, a row of cheap houses where coloreQ
workers lived, and a few brick houses that the Company was putting up ne ar
the new streetcar tracks. Momma Clara said that Mr. Harold, the only son that
was ever born to the first Gladstones, just barely made it through World War 1.
Caught the flu when he came back home from the war, and when he'd been PUt
right again, he took over his daddy's coal business. Mr. Harold made so much
money selling furnaces and the coal to keep 'em running that he raised up a fine
brick house with great big rooms, tall, wide windows, pointy slate roofs , and a
roofed over side door where folks'd come visiting in their shiny new Oldsmo.
biles and Packards.
"Didn't take long to figure what Mr. Harold had in mind," Momma Clara
told Clarence. " Got himself a pretty young wife from a society family, and then
paid your big sister Cecilia to come everyday, even Sundays, to help keep house
for the lady he had smiled upon, and tend any children as they came along. Mr.
Harold spoke the name of his bride like he just loved to roll the taste 'round
in his mouth: Mrs. Ethelene Constance Thorogood Gladstone." Momma Clara
snorted. "That Mr. Harold," she said. "He built that brick house out ' a mountain a'
coal and puttin' on airs."
Clarence chuckled as he remembered Momma Clara's tale. Nowadays,
his wife Jodie May cooked and cleaned for the Gladstones, doing the same bone
tiring work that Cecilia had done everyday until she couldn't lift a load of laun
dry anymore. Sometimes, Mrs. Gladstone paid Clarence to tend rose bushes
and azaleas, or wash windows on the lower level of her home. Brought ice tea
to him out the back door, made him sit down and rest on hot days. It wasn't any
trouble that Jodie May helped Clarence at church banquets, she said, or went
with him every so often to see the doctor. The Shoefolds were part of her family.
Lord sakes, she'd say, going back long before Mr. Harold ever thought of mak
ing her a Gladstone. And Jodie May, why now she's pretty near a mother to the
new little Gladstones whenever they're brought by for a visit.

Clearing dessert dishes and coffee mugs from tables, Clarence watched
Reverend Wilkinson on stage. With sweeping flourishes of arms and hands and
colorful cloths, the Reverend was nearing the end of his after-banquet act, talk
ing non-stop, conjuring miracles, making people laugh, living up to what the
sign up there said, "World's Greatest Methodist Magician." Pretty near every
body knew what was coming. No matter, they'd squeal and laugh anyway when
the Reverend-there he goes now-he pulled aside a black cloth to reveal a
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i!d cage filled with white mice, scratching, skittering, burrowing into wood
l:> ·ps. He pretended he was going to let them loose, children shrieked. Mice
ol'Ut trying to get out the way o{ the light, Clarence thought. Whistles, screeches,
ju
er. Clapping hands. The Reverend smiled, bowed low, and suddenly dis
Jat ght
into the stage curtain as though some great fish had swallowed him
ared
e
p
ole , hat �d billowing purple cape, everything, gulped and gone. Just like
c
wa
a) ys . Mag1 .
Clarence picked up a pile of dishes and turned toward the kitchen. He
]<neW what usually followed upon the Reverend's conjuring show. He could feel
g by the clawing fist that gripped the inside of his stomach. It'd be Larry
.1 c ornin
nurrnan. Clarence wanted to flee to Jodie May and help her with washing the
dishes , not watch this school teacher making jokes up there where the Rever
end had just vanished. Acting like some Amos 'n Andy colored man. But he felt
g pushing him to watch it, too, if only so he could spit at it inside his
s ome t hin
rnind. He imagined Mr. Thurman in the men's bathroom. Dressing up in ragged
shirts and shiny pants, putting on a j acket that that didn't match, covering his
pink face with charcoal, looking in the mirror, studying up on picture-books,
turning himself into a black-faced, frizzy haired, grinning thing that shuffled and
clowned his way across the stage. Clarence had seen the show books stored
in a closet inside the church office. He'd read the titles, jolly Pickaninny Min
strels; Burnt Cork En tertainer. Once looked inside the books, trembling, agitated
by those leering blackfaces and suddenly drenched by a torrent of burning
Japanese soldiers, heat, explosions, smell of flesh-stink and war smoke, feeling
bruised and plugged up. He had wanted to pound on somebody, even Jodie
May.
Clarence reached the kitchen and laid a pile of dishes on the counter.
His face shone with sweat.
"It's comin' on again, Jodie May," he said, and headed back to the door.
"I got to get everything picked up real quick." He stopped at the threshold and
sucked in his breath.
Draped folds of velvet curtain whirred to the side. There, blackface Lar
ry Thurman uncoiled into a strut, darting back and forth across the stage strewn
with loose papers, milk bottles, over turned trash cans, rags and cardboard
boxes. He wore green striped yellow pants, a pink shirt and frayed maroon suit
jacket. Swinging from his neck was a cardboard sign that read "His Honor the
Mayor," which he kept adjusting with a white gloved hand as he kicked through
the debris. Suddenly, he stopped and looked up.
" Oh, hello deah," he said, popping his eyes and exaggerating the dia
lect. "I'se gettin' ready. Yas-sull. I'se gettin' ready fo' the most important address
ya'll gonna heah dis yeah. Jes gotta find de right spot up heah."
The mayor walked over to a lectern in plain view and bent down to
study a sign that had been attached to the front. "May-uh of Nawth-side," he
read, sounding out the syllables with great effort. "Uh-huh, dis heah's de place
awright. And look-a deah," he added, grinning and pointing to the head ta
ble where Mr. Wilkinson had returned to his seat next to Ethelene Gladstone.
"Deah's de Richmond city flag, right next to dat white flower floatin' in de dish ' a
Water. Dis sure mus' b e d e place."
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The audience laughed brightly. The mayor returned them a Wic:j
mouthed grin. He preened and puffed, pulled a cigar from his lapel pocket,
used his feet to move a wooden box over to the lectern. Mounting it, he wa13 ill$t
barely able to peer over the top. He cleared his throat audibly, and spit a gloh
onto the floor.
"My address," he said in a voice thick with self-importance, " is sebe n.
teen-oh-two Jeter Avenue."
Clarence winced. Jodie May had come from behind. She wrapped her
wet, soapy arms around Clarence 's waist.
"Don't you go paying attention to them folks out there," she said. She
turned Clarence, keeping one arm against the small of his back, and guideq
him to the sink. Clarence slipped a pile of dinner plates into the hot water and
picked up a towel.
"You know like I do, Jodie May," he said, gazing intently at her. " It's get.
tin' to be time we did."
Growing up, he had heard many times how Jeter Avenue had come to
be home for the Shoefolds . Clarence's granddaddy and daddy took jobs with
the Fair Heights Development Company, digging trenches and holes, laying
down steel tracks and setting up electric poles, mixing cement, hauling bricks
and spreading hot asphalt with wooden rakes. Made a spanking new streetc�
neighborhood for white folks, Momma Clara said. All the colored workers lived
in four room cabins the Company built along unpaved Jeter Avenue. They got
steady pay as long as they did whatever the boss said and paid rent every Fri
day to a man with "Fair Heights Company" on his shirt. Momma Clara had been
sure that someday there 'd be work for the women too, cooking and cleaning for
rich folks in the new houses going up near the streetcar tracks.
Clarence knew she'd been right . The Shoefold women had found work,
kept things just so for the Gladstones all these years, long after the Company
started some other big project across the river in southside Richmond. Clar
ence wasn't exactly happy that he and Jodie May still lived in the Jeter Ave
nue house where his parents and Granddaddy had died in their beds. He had
hoped to do better by Jodie May and little Jesse who'd become a sullen and
antsy fourteen year old, talking about sitting down at lunch counters and going
to white schools. Clarence now paid the seven-dollar a week rent to big-laugh,
big-stomach Mr. James, who showed up every Friday dressed in a suit and driv- i
ing a maroon '55 Packard. But there still wasn't any tar on Jeter Avenue. And the ·
fifty-year old wooden house was now run down-chimney top looking like a
mouth with missing teeth, tin roof rust-streaked and patched with odd shapes of
plywood, paint nearly gone, witch grass and dust for a front yard. But he could
walk to his job at the church. That was something. And after buses had replaced
streetcars, Jodie May got to Mrs. Gladstone's big house quicker than C ecilia
ever could when she worked there.
Clarence listened to the waves of laughter rolling through the social '
hall. He imagined Mr. Thurman spreading his painted lips and showing his teeth. 1
Mrs. Gladstone would be jiggling her fleshy body and clapping her hands in
merriment. The Reverend-he 'd be goin' along with it all, laughin' , being pa·
tient-what'd he say in his office that day? "Let patience do a perfect work. Like
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le says." Well, ain't it in the Bible that the Lord told Moses to smite all
!ne B ib
ople in the land a' Canaan? Didn't wait around being patient. Just went
e
p
"ern
h•
.
t.
id
1
and d
Clarence reached for another stack of dishes and set them down next to
hard that they rattled and clinked. A few forks and knives clattered
ne sink so
1 nt o the floor. " Clarence," Jodie May pleaded, alarmed. "Don't you let those war
ll all over the floor again. No tellin' what might come of it."
ouble s spi
Clarence looked at his wife, her ebony-brown hair combed up and
away from her face and forehead. He liked that rounded look, and the
pushed
waY she arched her eyebrows and cocked her head a little to the right. From
chin to hairline, her skin was the color of cream-coffee, and she usually lifted
ner he ad into a long-necked, wide-mouth smile. Like she just didn't make any
roorn for frowning. Except right now.
Clarence was fearful, too. In the ten years since the war, he hadn't slept
nights he 'd wake up sweaty and terrified. Excited, too, urgently want
any
M
l.
wel
all over Jodie May who lay next to him, lightly snoring, her head
climb
to
ing
tucked against his shoulder. At most any time during the day, waves of trem
bling rage would crash over him, leaving him sputtering and gasping like he'd
snorffed a mess of water into his lungs .
"I gotta study on this show right now," Clarence said simply, leaving
Jodie May's side and walking to the kitchen door.
On stage, the mayor flared both maroon lapels, puffed his chest, and en
couraged laughter as long as he could. Finally, a man peeked out from behind
the edge of the curtain and loped into full view. Uh-oh, thought Clarence. He'd
seen this Charlie Ray Russett nearly every week in Sunday school, smiling and
saying, "how're you this morning, Clarence?" And he'd seen him turn into black
face Randy or Rastus or Watermelon Seed many times before. Red hat, patched
and frayed denim overalls, shredded white shirt. Edge of his collar smudged up
with black greasepaint. Whatever his name is tonight, he 's looking over the lit
tered floor, pulling at his overall straps and rocking back on his heels. Wiggling
toes that you can see through his sole-flapping, worn out shoes.
"Mistah Mayor," he said.
The mayor rolled his eyes and peered down from the lectern. "What
you got runnin' through yo' head, Randy?"
"Don't you reckon we need somebody to clean up dis heah mess on de
flo'?"
"I s'pose you is right, Randy," the mayor replied. "Dat's most a' my
job, gettin' white folks to clean up de mess dey leave all over Nawthside." He
climbed down from the speaker's platform and moved from one end of the stage
to the other, trying to make eye contact with the audience, looking for a volun
teer. Clarence could see that nobody wanted to be a naked white face next to
two blackfaces.
"Come on now," the mayor pleaded in mock desperation. "Ya'll gonna
wait for the day 'a de Lord when he gonna come marchin' in and visit judgment
on dis heah mess? One 'a you oughta know how to sweep de flo ' and get rid 'a
What's up heah."
Mrs. Gladstone exchanged glances with the Reverend. Mr. Wilkinson
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studied the crumbs around his dessert plate. Feet shuffled underneath chairs
'
The mayor scanned the audience, from side to side, then locked o n1
o
Clarence. Eyes widening with self-satisfied inspiration, he thrust his cigar int
his mouth and gestured toward the back of the social hall. "Den go git C lar
ence," he told Randy. "Maybe if he jes stand up heah, deah'll be a conjure-mat\
miracle what 'll make dis stuff go 'way."
Clarence's stomach pitched wildly and seized up. Jodie May stoppe q
washing dishes and came to the doorway. The two blackface men bantere d 011
stage, throwing j okes back and forth, playing to the audience, stirring enthusi.
asm for the mayor's idea. Somebody shouted, " Go, on, get Clarence up there.' '
"Nothing but trouble," Clarence whispered to Jodie May. "Why don't
Reverend conjure-man go up yonder instead a' them coming after me?"
"I don't know, Sugar," she said, circling her arm around Clarence's waist.
"Maybe he ain't forgot."
"When we was in his office, you mean?"
"Uh-huh, You pourin' out a mess a' chittlins right there on his desk." Jo die
May swung around, lifted her face towards Clarence 's. "Telling nightmares
about Japs on fire, you wantin' to punch somebody in the face. And then bringin'
up Miss Rosa Parks and bus boycotts . . ."
"It's all crashin' in, Jodie May. . ."
"Makin' the preacher blush. Sugar, you was talkin' sass like our little
Jesse."
Clarence pulled away and covered his ears. "Crashin' , Jodie May. Things
poundin' like !hey's about to split my head wide open," he said, his voice rising
out of a whisper.
Jodie May put her hands on his. Her words came fast , agitated. "I know,
Sugar, I know. Jesse's fixin' to get himself killed before he 's even a man, talkin'
about sit-ins at the drugstores downtown." She stroked Clarence's hands . "You
ain't gonna do the same are you?"
" Somethin's on the loose, Jodie May."
" Clarence, Clarence, Sugar, hold on tight."
Clarence was rocking back and forth now, holding his head, breathing
heavily. "They's all comin' at me, jungle Japs, charcoal faces, you sayin' ' Slow
down ' , Jesse lookin' for a fight."
"It'd be the Reverend what said 'slow down'. I ' m tremblin' afraid for my
boy and my man."
Jodie May glanced out into the social hall. The stage banter had
stopped.
"Sugar," she said, pleading. "I'm just tryin' to lullaby you down. We gotta
do our work back here, just get through what's comin' ." Clarence took his hands '
from his head. "Don't make anybody else blush too much, too fast," whispered i

�

Jodie May.
Clarence watched the Reverend applaud as blackface Randy leapt from
the stage and headed toward the kitchen. "He ain't up yonder makin' conjures.
Still ain't got over his blushin' ," he said.
Randy was in no hurry to reach the kitchen. He grinned and talked
non-stop, weaving in and out among banquet tables. Snatched a cigarette butt,
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smoke it, put it in his pocket, clutched a piece of peach cobbler, then
Marjorie Adkins and pretended to lunge for her pocketbook.
to grab me next, C lare nc e thought. He and Jodie May moved away from
chen door. Jodie May ran some fresh hot water into the sink, stirred the
ne kit
Clarence lifted a stack of dinner plates into the large cupboard next to the
He reached for more. r t was too late to get out the back door. Had to
as range.
m� in blackface. But how was he gonna do that with so much
whit�
thi:>
t
ee
m his head?
up
ed
x
:mi
s tu
. ff
.
As a boy, he and his Daddy went to the Booker-T Theater on Saturday
, and for three cents, they listened to the Amos 'n Andy Show because
afternoons
Jeter Avenue had a radio. Grabbed their sides, and laughed and
on
y
od
nob
But
one day Daddy just up and said that the editor of the Richmond
d.
e
h
]aug
erican
was making a big fuss about it. And Preacher-man Dawson start
m
-A
Afro
that
the day of the Lord was coming like a mighty destruction on
ifying
est
t
ed
os
'n
Andy
white folks. Told everybody, "Just stay out 'a the way." And
Am
m
e
th
announced,
"I
sure ain't gonna let my family laugh at themselves any
y
dd
a
D
more with the help 'a those two white men."
After Pearl Harbor, the NAACP said Negroes had a right to fight in the
and that they could get rid of Jim Crow at home by killing Japs and Huns
ar,
w
ig
b
overseas. Clarence had believed it back then. Oh, yes, he sure did, as much as
Je sse talks sass. And when the Army finally stopped turning away Blacks, Clar
ence stood in a long line on Broad Street and signed up. Got enough fighting
to find out that he and his buddy Jerome had touched something overseas on
a Pacific island that was bigger than either one of them, bigger even than the
Jim Crow boot camp he had to get through on his way to the fighting. So big
that even ten years after the war, it still pulled him back into nightmares of fire
and ear-pounding explosions. He'd wake up feeling terrified and hugely pow
erful, left with the dream memory of Japs running from jungle holes, screaming
and slapping their sides, trying to smother flames that peeled away clothing
and blackened their bodies. What had he touched out there? Going through
hell without getting your face blown away, maybe. Feeling itchy alive. Nothing
between you and dying except luck and wit. Moving along a jungle trail, tense,
wide-eyed like a black bear grunting and sniffing in the Dismal Swamp. Ready
to take cover or not, to kill or not.
Now he felt cheated. Not even pounding inside Jodie May until he was
sore and she yelled " Stop ! " could get him close to the raw excitement of fall
ing over Jerome, taking a bullet for him, both of them pretending to be dead as
jabbering and grunting Japs walked past. They had lain there for perhaps ten
minutes, breathing as little as possible until the jungle had grown quiet. One
arm throbbed with pain. Without moving his head, Clarence could see blood
staining his sleeve and sinking into the pulpy, stinking earth. He felt his stomach
and leg pressing against Jerome's buttocks, Jerome beginning to breathe more
freely, and was startled by an urgent need to be held close and to give close
ness back. He pushed the feeling away, buried it deep, recovered his focus. He
and Jerome had to link up with the rest of their squad if anybody was left, had to
stop the blood from running out his arm. Had to watch out for Japs.
Shit, he couldn't even say that he'd helped get rid of Jim Crow. At Mur. d
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phy Hospital up north, he had lain wounded alongside white Gis, but had to
drag his bad leg down to a colored-only bathroom at the end of the ward. Jilt!
Crow made him move to an all-black train car in Washington, before he rode
down to Richmond. Jim Crow ain't gonna slow down for nothing. He's sure co,
min' after Little Jesse. Jim Grow's face is on the covers of every one of them show
books in the Sunday school office.
And now he 's right here, 'bout to step inside the kitchen.
"Aw, Mr. Russett," Clarence protested, wiping his hands on a towel. "I
ain't no showman. Don't make me go up there on the stage. I got work to do b ack
here."
Clarence looked at Jodie May, who had turned from the sink. She co\7,
ered her mouth with one soapy hand and pulled at an apron string with the
other. She stared helplessly at Mr. Russett.
" Come on, now, Clarence," Mr. Russett said, laying his hand gently on
Clarence's shoulder, politely it seemed, like he was ushering Clarence through
somebody's back screen door. "We need you to help us finish up this skit. It 's
just good fun."
The touch on Clarence's shoulder became heavy. Fat fingers squeezed
and pressed deeply into muscle. Clarence glanced at Mr. Russett, and quick
ly looked away, seeing that Mr. Russett's greased and painted face had grown
hard.
"I'd sure hate to see you not cooperating when somebody in the church
asks you to do something," Mr. Russett said.
Clarence glanced at Jodie May and laid the towel on the counter. He fol
lowed Mr. Russett out. They twisted their way through the jumble of tables and
chairs . " Come on now, Clarence," he heard Mr. Russett say. Clarence sank into
an overheated mass of jiggling heads-men, children, and bosomy ladies, grin
ning, guffawing, smelling of tobacco smoke and flowery, underarm perfume.
Thinking, presently Mr. Russett's gonna turn into that dipping and grinning Ran
dy, doing his eye-rolling blackface talk for all these pink-white faces.
"De mayor done tol' me to git you up deah," Mr. Russett said, almost
shouting as he waved his arm toward the stage and looked around the social
hall. "All you got's to do is stand deah on the stage. Jes' be yo' self."
At the front of the social hall, Mr. Russett leapt on stage. Clarence hesi
tated, gripping his thigh, uncertain. A hand grabbed his. "Heah," Mr. Russett
said, pulling Clarence up and holding on until he could adjust himself to the
new position. "Put yo' hand to dis broom. Don't do nothin' but look at de mess .
You's maybe gonna make us a conjure-man miracle."
Clarence took the broom and limp-walked to the back corner of the
stage, about as far as he could get from everybody that was watching him. He
saw Jodie May standing at the kitchen door, trying to meet his eyes. Trying to
say something. Like she's sad and scared, maybe wants to put herself in the way
of all those rifle-barrel stares that're aiming bullets at him. She didn't move be
yond the kitchen threshold.
Mrs. Gladstone leaned toward the Reverend Wilkinson and whispered.
What, Clarence wondered. She'd been nice enough to him, telling him in her
looking-down voice that he and Jodie May were quality, better'n most Nigras
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ew. She spoke plainly about how her windows had to be washed, and
sne l<n
bushes in the yard trimmed, and let him know right smart if he didn't do
tJ:t� gs the way she wanted. She gave him lunch when he worked around her
Even came 'round with a plate of fried chicken the day after Daddy died
�\0 }tis bedroom upstairs. Maybe she's whispering right now that she doesn't
they're doing right by Clare nc e Or maybe she just thinks it ain't real up
old go-along Clarence j ust playing himself. As if that wasn't picking at a
sore on your arm, making your skin puffy and the blood run.
5
Clarence stood stiffly on stage. He aimed a halting smile toward the au
set his eyes on the lower edge of the stage curtain, hiding behind
and
ce
n
die
· ust going-along. Watch and listen, without looking.
1
The mayor was at the lectern. Randy stood nearby strumming a banjo.
man blustered on stage. Clarence had seen him before in these
third
a
on
So
Shadfish,
Bobby Raye Joyce, dressed in silvery striped pants and a
els.
str
n
mi
looking
like
a funeral man, fingering a gold chain that hung from his
t,
coa
g
ton
The
big
talker,
always making your head swim.
ocket.
p
st
ve
Shadfish looked at the littered floor. "Look here, Mistah Mayor. Any
person of good breed-in' , and of superfluous rank in the corrununity such as
yourself," he said, exaggerating syllables for emphasis . "I mean a high class
xnan such as your eminent self would realize that this misfortunate trash requires
a most prodigious effort to get cleaned up. I 'd even say it needs a miracle. I
been calculatin' and I know exactly how Clarence yonder can eef-fectuate one
of them miracles."
"What's p.at?" said the mayor, a little suspiciously.
"Have you got a dollar in your pocket?"
The mayor thought a moment. He poked a hand into one pocket, fin
gered around, and then thrust his hand into the other, grinned, and drew out a
crumpled dollar bill. He carefully smoothed it before handing it to Shadfish.
"I am in most indebtedness to you," Shadfish announced. While the
mayor beamed his pleasure toward the audience, Shadfish spirited the dollar
bill underneath a pile of newspapers nearby.
Clarence shifted weight off his bad leg. He felt dizzy. Pictures flashed in
his head. Trash on the stage. Shadfish. Ridiculous wigs, shuffles and dips, grins
and painted skin. Mrs. Gladstone at a round table, leaning her bosomy and pow
dered self toward Mr. Wilkinson and whispering. Jodie May-she 's standing
at the GE washing machine, turning a crank with one hand, and with the other
pulling wet clothes through the wringers, tired to death. Cecilia drifts into view,
looks down inside an open casket, and smoothes silky sheets. Corpse without a
face. There 's Mrs. Gladstone again, calling through the back door screen, Clar
ence, here 's your ice tea. Everything vivid, fast. Spinning into a watery blur.
Clarence steadied himself on the ash can. He tried to focus his eyes, but
a jumble of laughing, pink faces rose up, pressing him. He felt disconnected,
as though he were not on the stage, not really a part of what he was watching
but not looking at. Voices floated past. " Mr. Mayor," he heard Shadfish say. "I'm
gonna show you how we take this small expendin' of one dollar and remove this
trash from the floor. Now can you just stand here tendin' your business while I
get Randy to help me?"
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" Sure, Shadfish," said the mayor, looking toward the audience and gr i:n.
ning broadly.
Shadfish faced Randy, who was continuing to strum the banjo.
"Randy," he said loudly. The music stopped.
" If you was to extracate all this trash, puttin' every last bit in the can over
there where Clarence is standin' , I am rest assured, posi tively, that you can fi:nd.
a gre-een dollar bill in here someplace." Shadfish paused.
Randy looked around the stage. He scratched his cheek, seemed uncer.
tain.
" I'll be most honored to ree-compense you with half of that doll ar,"
Shadfish added.
"Why, sho ' , Shadfish." Randy said, laying down his banjo. "I guess it
oughta be easy enough to spot a dollar bill in all dis mess."
Randy moved around the stage. He turned over piece after piece of trash,
and finding nothing, deposited them in the ashcan. Shadfish watched, dipping
and weaving, cajoling, staying just ahead of Randy's movements. Finally, only
the pile of newspapers remained. Seconds before Randy approached, Shad
fish snatched the dollar bill from the pile and quickly stuffed it inside a pocket.
He eyed Clarence, saying with his narrowed expression, "Don't do nothin' , ya
hear?''
Clarence kept his hands locked on the broom handle. He tried to keep
himself steady, his face blank, lips firmly closed. But he felt as though he were
spinning and falling backwards. He shuddered, watching but not looking, aware
that Randy had now put the last piece of newspaper in the ashcan.
"I'se sorry, Shadfish," Randy said, moving his big eyes over the cleaned
up floor. "But I jes can't find dat dollar bill."
Shadfish turned toward the mayor.
"Well, now, Mistah Mayor, do you see any more mess 'round here? I told
you that Clarence yonder was going to eeffectuate a miracle." He then held his
hand to one side of his mouth and faced the audience. "And I procured for my
self a dollar, easy as pie."
Laughter and applause punched Clarence's chest. He released the
broom with such force that it struck a clanging blow against the ashcan and
bounced off onto the floor. He abruptly turned his back on Shadfish, Randy, the
mayor, the audience, Jodie May. As quickly as his limp allowed, he disappeared
through the stage door into the hallway behind. Hot and flushed, breathing hard,
he came around the building, entered the kitchen through a back door and saw
Jodie May swirling soapy water over dishes. She looked up, alarm in her eyes.
He moved toward her, swinging his arms together, right fist slapping left palm,
repeatedly, with increasing force. She turned slightly and raised one arm, wet
to the elbow, and tried to draw him to her. Clarence pushed her away, hard. He
drew back one hand, but stopped in mid-swing.
"Jodie May, don't touch me. And don't say nothin' , nothin' at all ! "
H e seized a dinner plate and smashed i t against the edge o f the drain
board. And another. And another. Spent, he hunched over the double drain
sink.
"Clarence ! " Jodie May cried. "Sugar, I know it was bad." She opened
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again. "Come on in here, Shug' , don't let that war come tumblin' out
ner arms
"
again .
Clarence reared back, shard in hand, and swung fiercely. He just missed
cheek as the broken plate struck the edge of the slate sink. Beige
May's
o die
rapnel
exploded, some pieces splashed into dishwater, others bounced
sh
een
plashboard
or skidded across the floor. Clarence stared at the pile of
s
e
off th
fragments
on the floor. He tasted soapy steam as he heaved and
the
s,
dishe
wanted
to
rip
the sink from the wall, let water come gushing out and
He
d.
e
gasp
all
the
goddamn
shit that was stinking up his mind.
ay
w
a
tal<e
He looked at Jodie May. A leering and twisted blackface from the cover
of]olly Pickaninny Minstrels blotted out her brown-black eyes, the delicate lift of
lter cheek bones, the short pushed back hair that he loved to draw to his chest
at night. He hated her. No, not her. This fuckin' black Jim Crow face. He hated Mr.
Russett squeezing his shoulder, meaning, Nigger, you and jodie May need this
job. Mrs. Gladstone's big house where Cecilia worked until she just about killed
herself. Jeter Avenue and the ramshackle house. He hated being pinned down,
trying not to show the festering sores of just-going-along.
Jodie May tried again to encircle Clarence 's fury. He lay his head next to
on tight, felt a little calmer, then abruptly tore away. Turning quickly,
held
rs,
he
limped
out into the social hall. Looking straight ahead, pushing past
walkhe
knocking
over a few water glasses, he ignored astonished pink faces,
les,
tab
right
past
Mrs.
Gladstone and Reverend Wilkinson, paying no heed to the
ent
w
sound of chairs scraping the floor. He set his mouth, fixed his eyes, felt himself
compelled by a hot force that tugged at him like the hand of God drawing the
children of Israel to judgment day. He moved into the hallway, walked along
polished floors past the men's b athroom and stage door. Made his way to the
Sunday school office.
Once inside, he swept minstrel show books from the shelf, ripped cov
ers and pages, threw them on the floor. Seized boxes of stationery, ditto paper,
lost-and-found sweaters and hats and mittens, pushed everything together in
a pile. He stopped for a moment, breathing hard, then lunged for the closet.
Throwing the door open, he gathered a row of starched choir robes still on their
wire hangers and threw them all onto the heap. Wigs, black, frizzy, pairs of over
sized shoes, checkered bandanas, red velvet bow ties, wide-brim hats, jackets,
tins of burnt cork and grease paint-pull it all out, pile it up.
The sound of excited voices came to Clarence from the hallway.
Quickly, he seized a can of spirit duplicator fluid and violently shook
its contents onto the disheveled mound at his feet. He patted a pocket, found a
small box of Diamond matches. " Clarence, are you in there?" somebody called.
He stepped back, scratched a match to life, and threw it onto the pile. An explo
sive whoosh engulfed hymnbooks and paper, Jim Crow faces on the cover of
Burnt Cork En tertainer, choir robes and shoes and wigs and hats. Searing heat
assaulted Clarence, sucked at his lungs, pounded his eardrums. Excited him.
He yelled, "Jerome ! " and dropped to the floor. He watched orange flames eat
away at Japs, shrivel and blacken Mr. Russett-Jim-Crow from head to foot. Tables
With flowers and white cloths burst into flames, rows of sneering faces collapsed
into oily smoke. White-suited Preacher-man Dawson rose in the flames, swing-
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ing a Bible down and up like a cleaver, shouting, that day's gonna be a day of
scorching brimstone. A mi-i-ghty day! Clarence welcomed fire to his shirt and.
trousers , let it blister his skin and reach deep, deep, into flesh. Explosions, smell
of jungle-rot, the thud of bullets burrowing into gasping Gis.
Clarence crawled into the center of the flaming heap. "Jerome! Jerome !"
he yelled again. Cover him, pull him close, take the bullet.

Burke Long is the Kenan Professor of Religion and the Humanities Emeritus at

Bowdoin College. He has published narrative histories of the Bible and its cultural
representations in America, most recently Planting and Reaping Albright . Ide ol
ogy, Politics , and Interpreting the Bible (1 997) and Imagining the Holy Land..
Maps, Models and Fantasy Travels (2001). Last year, he studied with Dianne
Benedict at the Stonecoast Writers' Conference. "Day of the Lord" is his first work
of fiction. It is one piece in an evolving collection of stories set in Fair Heights, a
fictional neighborhood in Virginia, circa 1 950.
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These T wo Eleanors

There is this bad Eleanor
who can't hear what the teacher says
she keeps plugging her ears
hurnrning
laying her head on the desk to listen
tho se eerie scrapes from below the floor
suggest a dungeon, a subterranean school
even if the pupils are pupae
even if their skin is see-through
and there is the constant danger
of being eaten, slowly, their little
mouths everywhere, she'd rather
be there, so she stops
the sink with paper towels, she
spills grape juice on purpose
she writes her name backward
and chews gum and chews gum
and chews gum, underneath her desk
a bulbous field of faded pinks
what must I do, she thinks, to b e
banished from this place
forever
There is this good Eleanor
who copies the teacher's picture
of three bears perfectly, resists
the urge to add a bow atop
the mamma's dreamy yellow hair
which isn't there because
she has resisted it as well
she is never so thirsty
that she pushes to the front
of the fountain line, never
so frightened after falling
from the monkey bars
that she will not wait orderly at the door
when the b ell rings, where she watches
the back of the head of the girl
in front, traces the intricate brown
Weave of her french braid in order
not to look down, in order
·
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to avoid noticing the way blood
blooms through the knees
of her neat, white socks

Melissa Crowe holds an MFA in Poetry from Sarah Lawrence College and a Ph.D.

in English from the University of Georgia. For the past four years, she has taught
American Literature and Creative Writing and directed the Honors Program at the
University of Maine at Presque lsle. ln june, she moved to Portland, where she Will
write and make visual art full time. Her work has appeared recently in Calyx, Seneca
Review, The Atlanta Review, and Crab Orchard Review, and her chapbook, Cirque
du Creve-Cur (Circus of Heartbreak) was published by dancing girl press in April.
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[ Between the lines ]
Fill in the blanks:

on the porch where the wood slats don't touch
and snow falls through the cracks.

Did you hear the birds this morning?
Beaks snapped off
their stiff bodies cased in snow
feet curled
Napkin folded

in her lap :
she breathes against the window
pane
Soft focus, snowblind
the light, the glint, the glare
their eyes

LindseyWallace is approximately twenty-two years old and lives in Manhattan. She

hop es to attend graduate school next year in pursuit of an MFA in poetry She hasn 't
written anybooksyet.She doesn 'thave anykidsorpets.AndRachelZuckerisherhero.

EllE IS AN AWARD- WINNING POEM BYALLAN PETERSON
H
. year, we 1·ntroduced a new contest. We've had contests before. For years
Th1s
,
we had b o th the Andre Dubus Award for Fiction and the Stephen Dunn Award.
· t e 1th
· et
for Poetry, each with a prize of $ 1 00. Certainly, we have noth'mg agams
Andre Dubus or Stephen Dunn; both of them are/were perfectly wonderful Writ.
ers. This year we just decided to do something a little different.
So here it is: the Dos Cosas Award. What does Dos Cosas mean? We 're told it
means "two things" in Spanish, but we forgot to look it up, and nobody on the
staff speaks the language. So, Dos Casas - why Dos Casas? Maybe all litera.
ture is just two things, banging together. Characters banging against settings;
dialogue banging against secondary action; similes banging against allit era.
tion; memory banging against the present moment. This reminds us of some.
thing somebody said once, about how all writing should hold a contradiction.
Of course, those aforementioned pairs aren't really contradictions. But man oh
man, a contradiction surely must consist of two things. Maybe nobody said that
thing about contradictions. Honestly we can't remember. But Lawrence Ferling.
hetti said something about how poets should hold up mirrors to strange streets,
right? That doesn't have much to do with the Dos Casas Award, but it's a good
line anyway.
Or maybe it does have something to do with the Dos Cosas Award. How about
you decide? It's a $ 1 , 000 prize given to the poem or short story that b �st ex
plores the different ways in which disparate art forms can affect and 1�form
one another. This could mean ekphrastic literature, or poems about mov1es, or
fiction about pop music, or fictions influenced by the structures of pop music, or
poems with images straight out of a 1 940's film nair. We had four j udges of this
contest:
Jessica Anthony, faculty member at the University of Southern Maine, and author
of The Convalescent, which is forthcoming from McSweeney's.
Nancy Gish, Professor of English and Women's Studies , and the University of
Southern Maine's 2008-2009 Trustee Professor. Her specialization is modern
and contemporary poetry.
Betsy Sholl, whose seventh book of poetry, Rough Cradle, is just out from Alice
James Books. She teaches at USM and in the MFA program of the Vermont Col
lege of Fine Arts.
Justin Tussing, the author of The Best People in the World, graduate c;>f the Iowa
Writers' Workshop, and director of the Stonecoast Writers ' Conference.
The winner of the first annual Dos Cosas Prize is Allan Peterson, for his poem
"Inexhaustible Rooms." Please, look to the next page, and read the poem.
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Inexhaustible Rooms

ggested that Vermeer painted
·
I1 1 s s u
.1n onlY five rooms, useful rooms hke these:
aces for reading paneled in juniper,
dreams, for sex till the �heets �urn to water,
nother with books underlmed w1th wood
nd set about with special objects:
sea biscuit plump as a tick, corkscrew
carved from the long tooth of a walrus
scrolled in flowers, the envy of the sea,
antique glass, monkey j aws, perfumers,
the needle beak of a gar and inkwells,
something folded in paisley and a kitchen
trom which trigger fish and salads sail out
on china, and on the other side of the window
like a varnish, the largest, with sky for a ceiling.
.

;�r
:

It c ould happen here as well. Almost never
needing to leave, small poems/paintings
of perfect interiors, life as we live it,
impasto and swash, never exhausting variety.
The contents could be endlessly rearranged,
Each room new again moving the furniture,
the carved chairs skied room to room,
upholstered flowers fluffed up, the occupants
dressed or undressed, music applied.
I move a candelabrum to the shelf,
the two figures cast on it stand in front
of a metal tree which are its candle-holding arms,
thirty prisms shuffle their rainbows,
the tinkles ring out and reenter the glass.
The room is ready for another interpretation.
We and the light have come so far j ust to be here.

Allan Peterson 's latest book All the Lavish in Common won the 2005 juniper
Prize. Recent prin t and online appearances include: Gettysburg Review, Gulf
Coast, Boston Review, Northwest Review, Perihelion, Press 1, and Ted Kooser's
American Life in Poetry. Recent awards include the 2008 American Poet Prize
from American Poetry journal. Visit him online at www.allanpeterson.net.
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Puzzles b y Pablo

why do people come apart so easily?
first an arm,
then a leg
and we are almost disassembled
are we not made of the right materials?
perhaps plastic or rubber
would have been more suitable than flesh
it's so vulnerable to jagged things
could it be a mistake of design?
or are the things we build around us
too sharp and heavy?
maybe we should eat more fruits and vegetables
avoid the sun, and drive cautiously
I try to watch movies with happy endings
and smile often
but these things
will not put us back together
there are some broken people
I would like to fix myself
I'd sit at a comfortable little table by the window
start with the edges
then slowly work inwards
if I couldn't decide
where a piece should go
I'd return to them the next day
for a sure fit
though, until they are put back together
I can only wonder at them
like I wonder at this
beautiful, confusing, painting

Amanda Nies is a recent graduate of Temple University. She Jives in Philadel
phia with her non-existent cat, Merlin. Amanda loves to write poems about people,
places, and things. She enjoys making up her own rules, especially when it com es
to playing board games and writing poetry. Her favorite poets include Robert
Frost, Charles Bukowski, Billy Collins, and jane Cassidy-Lawson.
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Rule 2 1

There are many who attribute the resurgence of dueling to the recent
the economy and the devastation this has wreaked on businesses and
of
h
s
a
cr
Others augment this assertion with elaborate theories on the probable
es.
mili
fa
of
this regressive behavior. A monogram by A. G. Thompson of Princeton
es
s
u
a
c
IJnive rsity, for example, proclaims that Modern Man has become mentally un
hinge d due to gradually increasing levels of stress . The dam has finally burst,
a p rimal id has emerged and now runs amok, dominating the behaviors of oth
erwise peaceful, law-abiding citizens, driving them towards erratic displays of
haughtiness and bravado, culminating in consensual manslaughter on subur
ban soccer fields, city parks, residential backyards, and foggy country mead
ows near cemeteries and old churchyards.
In short, it appears that men now crack at the most inconsequential of
provocations. Strangers, family members, and life-long friends alike will not
hesitate to challenge each other to step ten paces from a back-to-back starting
point and unflinchingly shoot holes into one other. These theorists would have
us believe that our collective unconsciousness has chosen dueling as a means
of securing cathartic relief, a stress purge to reset the proper levels of serotonin
in the minds of the modern neurotic. The fact that women are almost never af
fected by the dueling phenomenon is never explained, and so the critics of this
theory proclaim it bogus and completely without merit.
A separate school of thought, formulated by a Mr. Jonathan H. Stack of
Norfolk, Virginia-whose explanations were attacked in more than one respect
able university journal-purports that lawyers and insurance companies have
become so brazenly rapacious that civil justice has fallen beyond the reach of
the ordinary working man. With little or no recourse, he is compelled to take
matters into his own hands and resolve effronteries to personal honor with face
to-face encounters using single shot dueling pistols. Stack's theory, not surpris
ingly, spawned lawsuits from agitated attorneys whose sense of professional
honor had been slighted. Having no money to defend himself, Stack grew des
perate; he challenged one of the attorneys to a duel, and was shot in the chest
an inch or so above his right nipple. As he bled out onto the ground on a cold
hillside in Pennsylvania, his second kneeling beside him with a stern look of
remorse, he panted his last few breaths and died, symbolically suggesting to
the world that his theory was right after all-that the high cost of civil justice is
the taproot of society's trend toward violence and personal combat.
Finally, there is the camp that asserts that the rage of dueling is the inev
itable result of global overpopulation, that dueling has been adopted by Nature
as a mechanism to control the unending carpet-bombing of the natural world
With an ever-expanding film of strip malls, landfills, highways, theme parks and
master planned communities. This theory has gained wide acceptance in re
cent weeks and, similar to the case of Mr. Stack, spurred an intense reaction
from competing theorists. The above-referenced A.G. Thomson of Princeton
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challenged the originator of the overpopulation thesis, Mr. Harold Jacks on Of
Columbia University, to a duel. They met at dawn on the beach at Coney Island.
The wind blew fiercely as the dark cloudbanks approached from the east. Jack�
son was dressed in his usual blue leisure suit and starched white shirt, his red ti
flapping wildly in the wind as he steadied his long, bony arms by his side an
tried to look calm. It was said that his small mustache and bulbous head With
comb-over hairdo reminded the onlookers of Edgar Allen Poe. Thompson, for
his part, stood before his challenge with a squat stance and pugnacious deter.
mination. He consulted briefly with his entourage, made up mostly of acadernic
cohorts, and when the pacing was underway he unexpectedly spun around and.
shot the left ear off his opponent. Jackson's dislodged ear landed twenty fe et
away on the beach. It was retrieved by a sand crab that clamped onto the e ar
with its giant claw and scurried off into the dunes to devour it.
Sadly, I am able to write with some experience on this subject. It hap.
pened when a man named William Shell challenged my cousin, Steven Holt, to a
duel, ostensibly because he slept with Shell's wife, who is in fact quite charming
and voluptuous, and with whom my cousin did in fact have a seedy affair. Steven
implored me to be his second, showing me the note that he had just received.:
"It has come to my attention that you have slept with my wife, Angela," Shell
wrote. "She confessed this to me when I pressed her for an explanation as to her
unusual behavior. Having made my wife a whore, you will be punished for it by
forfeiting your pathetic life. Meet me on Thursday morning at 6 :00 am at Baker
Stadium. You will find me on the pitcher's mound. I will bring a brace of pistols.
If you do not show up I will hunt you down and crack your head open with a
baseball bat. Until then, yours very cordially, William Shell."
My cousin responded to Shell's challenge by calling him an idiot, but
agreed, in the end, to meet him on the field of honor.
We arrived at the appointed hour. It was still dark but Shell had thrown
the lights on and we found him where he said he would be, on the pitcher's
mound. He was dressed in a Yankee's cap and a numbered T-shirt, and wore
cleats to match his baseball attire. We found his second, a co-worker of Shell's
named Bill Henson, whom I knew and greatly disliked for his snarky boorish
ness, sitting alone in the bleachers. He ambled down onto the field as we ar
rived.
" Good morning," Shell announced.
" Good morning," Steven returned.
"Are you familiar with the rules of dueling?"
"No," said my cousin. "It doesn't seem so very complicated to me."
Shell motioned to Henson to step forward. Henson did so and handed
us copies of a printed pamphlet entitled "The Code Deullo," written, I later
learned, by a cadre of Irish gentlemen in 1 777 for the purpose of standardizing
the rules of dueling conduct. I will not reproduce the entire contents of this doc
ument here, but will set down the first five rules of the Code Deullo to provide
for the reader some context and insight into the minds of those who considered
dueling important enough to have its own written protocol:

�

Rule 1. The first offense requires the first apology, though the retort may have
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more offe�sive than the insult. Exam_ple: A tells B he is impertinent, etc. B
JJeen
that he lles,· yet A must make U1e flrst apology because he gave the first
rts
reto
and then (after one fire) B may explain away the retort by a subsequent
e,
s
offen
apology.
Jlule 2. But if the parties would rather fight on, then after two shots each (but in no
case b efore), B may explain first, and A apologize afterward.
[V.B. The above rules apply to all cases of offenses in retort not of stronger class
th an th e example.
Jlule 3. If a doubt exist who gave the first offense, the decision rests with the sec
on ds; if they won 't decide, or can 't agree, the matter must proceed to two shots, or
to a hit, if the challenger require it.
Rule 4. When the lie direct is the first offense, the aggressor must either beg par
don in express terms; exchange two shots previous to apology; or three shots fol
lowe d up by explanation; or fire on till a severe hit be received by one party or the
other.

Rule S. As a blow is strictly prohibited under any circumstances among gentlemen,
no verbal apology can be received for such an insult. The alternatives, therefore
the offender handing a cane to the injured party, to be used on his own back, at the
sam e time begging pardon; fl"ring on until one or both are disabled; or exchang
ing three shots, and then asking pardon without proffer of the cane.
If swords

are used, the parties engage until one is well blooded, disabled, or dis
armed; or until, after receiving a wound, and blood being drawn, the aggressor
begs pardon.
N.B. A disarm is considered the same as a disable. The disarmer may (strictly)
break his adversary's sword; but if it be the challenger who is disarmed, it is con
sidered as ungenerous to do so.
In

the case the challenged be disarmed and refuses to ask pardon or atone, he
must not be killed, as formerly; but the challenger may lay his own sword on the
aggressor's shoulder, then break the aggressor's sword and say, "/ spare your life!"
The challenged can never revive the quarrel-the challenger may.

"This is the stupidest thing I've ever read," I observed, wadding the
pamphlet into a tight ball and throwing it back at Henson.
Shell's second was sorely offended by this remark and challenged me
to duel. "Luckily I've brought another brace of pistols," he said, giving me a
snide little smile. I refused to apologize for calling him a weasel, and merely
dug myself into a deeper hole by suggesting they were both certified morons,
even going so far as to spit on the ground at their feet. Eventually it was de
cided that we would all of us fight each other simultaneously, in a four man duel:
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Shell to face my cousin Steven, and I and Henson, standing at right angles to
principals, facing each other.
Shell suggested we spot our firing positions by having a man on each
base of the baseball diamond, our pacing to start at the pitcher's mound, then
turning and firing at will once everyone had reached their designated sp01
Steven was asked for his preference: he selected first base. By default this PU;
Shell opposite him on third base. I took home plate, which of course put Henson
on second base.
The pistols provided were reproductions of the old style dueling pistols
except that they allowed for a single cartridge to be introduced into the cham:
ber rather than the old powder and ball method. We familiarized ourselves with
these weapons by cocking and re-cocking them to get a feel for the quickne ss
of the mechanism. Henson gave each of us two cartridges.
"It's not too late," I said, gazing at the bullets in my hand. "We could play
a game of pool instead of trying to kill each other." But the challengers would
have none of it.
We each took our place on the pitcher's mound, back-to-back, and slow.
ly stepped our way to our designated firing bases. When I reached home plate 1
turned and aimed my pistol at Henson, who had already arrived at second b ase.
The others arrived at their bases the same moment I did, and we stood for a
brief moment, the four of us, with our pistols aimed at each other.
We fired. No one was hit.
Panicked, we cracked open our pistols and loaded another round.
We fired again, almost simultaneously. I heard Henson's bullet hit the
stands behind me with a sharp crack against metal.
Steven, myself, and Henson remained on our feet, unharmed; but Shell
was down on the red dirt with a bullet in his arm.
As we stood over him and watched him wince in pain, he looking up at
us as though not understanding how his life had come to this, I wondered how
men had come to consider dueling an acceptable deterrent to incivility, injus
tice, cruelty, and rudeness. But then I also realized that if men like Pushkin or
Hamilton were brave enough to stand in front of an armed adversary and court
death in order to right a wrong, then who are we to denounce it? No. We can
not judge these men. We cannot so easily dismiss them as inferior for fighting
to protect their sense of self, their place in the world, or the women who loved
them. Had I lived in their time I would have gladly acted as their second. But we
have none of their flair, their sense of decorum, and regardless of the reason be
hind the rash of duels that now plagues us , I suspect the victor in such engage
ments is never truly vindicated or restored.
In the interest of finding some semblance of closure, I fulfilled my ob
ligation as second under Rule 2 1 of the Code Duello, and requested that we all
shake hands and go home to our wives.
Rule 2 1 . Seconds are bound to attempt reconciliation before the meeting takes
place, or after sufficient firing or hits, as specified.
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jr inside touch your skin like breath. Nothing bites, it's neither too hot nor too

yet it feels wrong. You know it's a bad idea, but you can't stop this,
�old.usand
like. You'd like
e you're beginning to forget what your Mommy looked

No Plac e for a Pink Angel

Your friend Marion squeals beside you as another car whizzes pa st
.
She's mne and suppose_d to be the mature one. Faking a laugh, you glance at
_
third floor apartment wmdow where the doll stands in a lush pink dress with
back to the street and the world.

th�
h

She doesn't squeal at passing cars. She does

:.:

talk talk talk about herself the whole day through And if you could see her f ace
·

.

Just one more hme, you're sure you would find she doesn't have a nose th at '8
.

wrinkled like an old mushroom either.

self_.

On the grass verge, Marion sits with her legs tucked safely under her.

�ours are stretched out on the road, heels drumming a tune on the storrn

dram. the latest song from the Pussycat Dolls. You like the rush of air hitting your
sandaled toes as cars whoosh by. It takes you that little bit closer to Mommy, who
?ot herself knocked down and never stood up again. You told her to stop drink

mg that stuff-what _was wrong with Coke or water anyway? But no one listened

to you; so now you hsten to no one.

Y�u st ��d and cross the street. Behind you, Marion hasn't shut up. "Talk
.
mg for pnzes . IS how Mommy would have put it. You remember her telling you
.
that people with a lot of money usually have a lot to say; too much in most case

:

Maybe that's why you don't talk much and why Marion won't quit, not even a

you walk away. She asks where you're going. Taking a walk, you say. Can she

com�? No, you need to be alone. You don't want to sit around and talk about

nothmg, you want to stick your leg out on the road-you want to see the doll's
face. Besides, sitting around, you'll only start to miss Mommy too much.

Fearing Marion might tr y to follow, you decide to check first if the fire

�oor around back is o�en. No need. When you glance back she is already play

mg hopscotch on the Sidewalk. But she can do that, move on in a heartbeat
ca�s� she's nev�r lost anything, never wanted for anything. So you slip insid

be

� the

bmldmg, unnoticed. Climbing the stairwell, part of you wishes you could walk
back ac�oss _the �treet, scoop up the bottle cap marker, hit that ' 1 ' spot, and get

j,ec a
she's getting
Grampa's glasses she's already so blurry in your mind. And
to use
you need
because
inside,
you have to push open this door and walk
wors e. So
to know.
You creep along the hall towards the door you're sure is right. As you
hap
nd uncurl your fingers you listen to the voices outside. Still there. Still
curl a
Mommy's
on
smell
to
Y· The apartment is quiet . It stinks of the stuff you used

P

and clothes, the stuff you now smell on Daddy's. You feel like you're walk
ittg farther and farther into a giant mouth that's waiting for just the right moment
preath

to slam shut around you.

As you reach the door and touch the metal handle-it's warm-you think
Daddy's been since Mommy left. You wish you could be more
ab out how lonely
you can't, and he cries after you try. Blinking once, twice to
like her for him, but
you open the door.
ri d you rself of the thought,
There she is. Wearing the halo you made but cannot see when you're
down on the verge. An angel in pink looking at you across a room littered with
cr ushed metal cans and broken glass. An angel in pink surrounded by framed

photographs. An angel in pink looking down upon ever ything from a high sill,

a smile on her painted lips. And her face-her face is the most beautiful face in

the world.

You look at her until the tears stop. Inching closer, you glimpse your

reflection in the glass, skin china-white like the doll's, and for a moment you

see your Mommy's face smiling back at you. And then she's gone, and you're

left looking at your own reflection again. Looking at the photographs gathered
around the angel-doll's feet, the ones of you and Mommy together and happy.
Looking at Marion playing hopscotch on the sidewalk far far below.
Looking, always looking.

As your Daddy walks into the room behind you, Marion glances up at

your window, sees you, smiles, waves.
But she doesn't know.
She thinks you're home.

�

to h?�PI�g hke hfe was so s mple and ea_sy you could get through it one-footed;
but It ISn t and you can . t. Bes1des, somethmg about Marion's concentration both
ers you, makes you wonder if you called out to her would she turn would she

h

recognise you? The world moved so fast; didn't anybody ever use t e brake?

The door to apartment 302 is open. You're surprised: you expected to
.
.
fmd It locked as usual, then you'd be forced to "give up the ghost"-another

�

o Mommy's phrases-and return downstairs to Marion. But you're not a good
fnend anym�re and she's not a good listener, and the door-the door is open.

There are voices along the corridor, around the corner. Friendly voices. Happy
_
VOices. Someone laughs. Someone else joins in. You smile. The door smiles back
with a toothless letterbox grin.
You're almost inclined to turn around and walk away, but you've stood
here ever y day since Mommy died, and today you need to see that doll's face
more than ever. You poke your fingers in through the gap, wiggle them, let the

British writer Steven J Dines' short fiction has appeared in over sixty online and
print publications. His story, "Unzipped, " was selected as a Notable Story in sto
rySouth 's Million Writers Award and recently received an Honorable Men tion in
The Year's Best Fantasy and Horror 2008. He is currently writing his first novel. For
more information, visit his blog: stevenjdines. blogspot. com.
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After Fairfield Porter

Great Spruce Head Island, Maine

Only the dog in the paintings isn't here, although
I suppose he really is, still waiting
for the heavy front door to be
opened, this same front door on the same rise
above the harbor, the ever-growing
grass behind him. And there he is
again, lying at the corner of the house, head
turned sharply at the bay to a familiar boat coming in,
unimpressed by the wide pilaster of the house so firmly
in the foreground, the corner we see
on our way up from the dock. What small
histories we absorb: the wooden bench
in the great room, a sweater even now hung over
a porch chair, the oak bureau with tiny castors
that held another poet's socks. Like the deep trim
on the farmhouse making a sharp angle
at the end of the roof, we pass
and pass on certain solidness.

Linda Buckmaster has lived within a block of the Atlantic most ofher life, growing
up in Florida and Jiving in midcoast Maine for over 30 years. She currently works
for Women, Work and Community and is Adjunct Faculty in Communication in the
University of Maine System. She has published three chapbooks ofpoetry, the most
recent of which Heart Song & Other Legacies took Honorable Mention in the
2006 Maine Writers & Publishers Alliance annual contest in the Self-published Cat
egory. Her work has appeared in various national and regional publications.
-

-
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The hoy who loved orange

ha d a brown penis, medium
fine point, and pissed in the
sink when he was really drunk.
Be loved to call girls on the phone
and talk for hours. He just liked
to hear what they were doing.
The boy played drums in a hard rock
band that sang obscure lyrics
and played in churches.
Be wanted to lose his virginity
sometime. He had a bicycle
that was expensive and that had
a name no one had heard of. He rode it
to the lake during the short
summers in Michigan. But
he wanted a Corvette to ride
around in and spin in the snow
with. He wanted to dress well
and have his own ideas. His best
friend saved him on a climbing trip,
and also dressed well. He
kissed him at Drama Guild parties
to get their dates' reactions.
The boy was slow and smooth
and entered a room expecting
his emotions to precede him
in such a medium-size town
that he knew.
The family
business failed and this was
the time of the year for the thaw
and he had graduated and now
the job in the bike shop was not
enough and he was suddenly moving,
even away from the girl with
the ponytail and to the west
where his life would begin again.
He packed his blue j acket, his
black shoes , his silk bike pants,
his orange shirt,
that he loved.
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A 4X4 (Four Words
Per Line, 4 Lines
Per Stanza) Exposition of
Bern Porter's Appropriated Photographs

I'm nobody! are you ?
Are you nobody, too?
. . .

-Emily Dickinson
l.
All photography is appropriated.
Every photograph appropriates a
Piece of the world.
To appropriate means to
Take possession of someone
Or something exclusively for
Oneself, without the tacit
Permission of the owner.
(Who owns the world?
Answer: God. Answer: Nobody.)
Every photographer steals a
Piece of the world
And claims it as
His/her own because
In our society the
Act of framing has
Come to mean ownership.
To compose is to
Possess. The stolen piece
Of the world cries
Out, "I've been framed!"
(Or should cry out,
For the peace of
The piece has been

•
•
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�
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Imprisoned, violated, falsified, disturbed.)
In the name of
Art, beauty, and truth
That piece of the
World is represented to
The viewer as the
Piece-itself, when in
Truth the photograph is
Merely a two-dimensional
Picture of a four
Dimensional reality, and not
The piece-itself. (To
Prove this, try surviving
If starving by eating
A photograph of grapes.)
Photographers appropriate imagery and
Think little of it.
(Even those who pray.)
This much is true
Of every photograph, which
Is why 1 9th-century
Native Americans confronted for
The first time with
Cameras and photographers thought
Their souls were being
Stolen when their photographs
Were being taken. SeeIt's in our languageWe "take" photographs, we
" Capture" images, we "frame"
Them. The photograph is
Larceny in broad daylight.
II.
Photographer Bern Porter never
Owned a camera, never
Pressed a shutter once.
He made do by

SEVENTIETH �lf
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Making do with what
He did by not
Buying what he needed
He boldly borrowed it.
There is so much
Waste and over-consumption
In the land, why
Purchase what he could
Get for free, as
Long as he did
Not take from the
Needy, down-and-outers?
He made photographs by
Appropriating them and signing
Them (ironically) as his.
(He knew ownership was
A kind of sick
Joke, fueled mostly to
Keep the rich rich,
And the poor poor.)
He poked fun at
Copyright, trademark, registration, royalties,
With photographs he had
Not "taken," but "found."
He appropriated other photographers'
Appropriations, and anonymous became
Synonymous with " Bern Porter."
He did the same
With language-he made
Poems out of found
Texts, many of which
He rescued from trashcans,
Zines, flyers, books, signs .
"Obsolescence revolts me," he
Wrote. In revolt, he
Reused what others discarded.
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Economical, thrifty, sparing, free,
He made art out
Of abandoned, rej ected materials.
Decades before appropriated art
Became fashionable, even lucrative,
Porter made found art.
(Capitalism turns everything into
Profit, even products most
Critical of its foundations.)
His precursors were Duchamp,
Schwitters, Cornell, Evans (Walker) ,
And a few others.

\

Beginning in the 1 940s,
While living in California,
And publishing Kenneth Patchen,
Bern Porter, born 1 9 1 1 ,
In Porter Settlement, Maine
(Outside of Houlton) , received
In the mail or
Found in his perambulations
Free photographs for marketing,
Publicity purposes that did
Not credit a photographer
By name. These nameless
Photographs Porter resurrected from
The trashbin of history
By claiming them as
His own (temporarily and
Extemporaneously) . Look, he implied:
I have reconsidered, recontextualized
These photographs, and thereby
Can claim them as
My own (ha-ha) ,
Because I have repositioned
Them in space-time,
So that the viewer

I
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Ukulele Me

It happened with the ukulele, didn't it? I remember when I was the only
one I knew �ho had a ukulele, the summer before eighth grade. My dad to ok
�e to a music store and bought me a $30 Hila instrument, and I set to le arn.
mg to play as many Beatles songs as I could. The first was "I Want To Hold You
Hand," followed by the slightly more challenging "Eleanor Rigby" and "Some
th'mg." Shortly after, I graduated to the Magnetic Fields, the best advertisement
.
for learnmg
to play the ukulele I can possibly think of. And then I started high
school, and the ukulele was suddenly popular; everywhere you looked, there
was � ukulel e. Even here in Germany, where I am an exhchange student, they 're
.
�tartmg t� pick u? . They're small, portable, and universally satisfying for guitar
Ists who hke the Idea of taking up another instrument, but lack true patience or
commitment. The ukulele is individual and easy to play, a perfect addition to
one's repertoire. People started bringing them to school, soprano ukes in soft
c �ses. They �d walk across the grass to set down their things for another game of
fnsbee dunng the lunch break: ukulele cases slung over their shoulders, book
. one hand and Birkenstock sandals in the other. They'd abandon it all, then
bag m
take off running, barefoot. I see it more perfectly in my mind than this morning's
breakfast: hippie kid, ukulele, bright blue sky.
But let's go back a little first, back to before the instrument was "in"
when I was a novelty. "Ukulele ! " people would exclaim at art shows or Lati�
classes. "How'd you ever pick that up?"
"I went to a music store." I told the boring story. "I played one, I liked it,
and my dad bought it for me."
''Fascinating! ' '
I often strummed my ukulele a s I walked down the street, long skirt
.
b�ushmg the grou�d, leaves in my hair. I was self-conscious at that age, about
thirteen, so I made It my goal to be as "individual" as possible. However, I often
lack�d the imagination for anything truly unusual, so I turned to a few staples
.
.
of ongmahty:
ukulele, hat, skirt. I was falling apart, but I was also perfect: out
spoken, young, full of ideas on the outside. At the time I saw only the uncertain
ty; I was constantly moody, angry, unappreciative, lonely, and I hated the way I
looked and acted. It was only within the presence of certain people that I could
relax. I felt like I was unfolding, and I could see my perfection shine through.
The first person was David Meiklejohn. He worked at the bookstore my
parents owned when I was a child, and for some reason we always referred to
him by his full name: David Meiklejohn. He was my childhood hero, and my
brother Isaac's; when we talked about him, we treated him as a messiah. It was
assum�d that we both aspired to be exactly like him, although we never spoke
about It; after all, who wouldn't want to grow up to be perfect like David Meikle
john? Could such a person exist? Our aspirations bonded us, like nothing could
e�cept for our �h�red love for David Meiklejohn. I see the image perfectly: I'm
.
eight or mne, sittmg at a shiny silver table in the family bookstore with Isaac ,

�
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cutting out mouse ears from recycled cardboard. We 're having a conversation
ab o ut dragons. Isaac is convinced that there 's no evidence to prove their certain
non-existence - that any day something could be found, a new fossil from China
or Tanzania, and the world would know that dragons once existed. Maybe they
even exist today, he suggests. But I'm not so sure.
"They're not real," I tell him with certainty. "I know they would have
some
evidence. I mean, where are they hiding? Why hasn't someone seen
d
foun
"
them?
"There could be dragons, somewhere."
"I think you're wrong."
He scrunches up his face in anger, but says nothing, turning back to the
rnouse ear project. lt's quite an effort, since the scissors we're cutting with aren't
used to such work. I finish my second ear, but Isaac's still struggling with his
first. I turn to the roll of shiny green ribbon, trying to decide how long to make
rny mouse tail, and I notice someone standing behind the cafe counter. David
Meiklejohn waves at me, and I halfheartedly wave back. He's just recently start
ed working at the store, and he irritates me, mostly because he tells j okes that
I don't understand but which Isaac thinks are hilarious, and I am suspicious of
anyone who tells such jokes. His specialty is pirate jokes, and he tells the same
ones over and over.
"What did the pirate say when he came out of the closet?" his face eager and excited.
"Mom, I'm gay."
"What? How did you know?"
"You've told that joke before, I think."
"But isn't that sweet? He told his mom first! "
"Yeah, okay."
A few weeks after cutting out mouse ears in the bookstore, my parents
go out somewhere, maybe to a movie or a restaurant. This is rare for them. When
we do go out, it's almost always as a family, and they like it this way. But every
once in a while, they call an aquaintance from the bookstore to come hang out
with us for an evening, and we cry as if someone has died. But the person al
ways comes, and my parents leave, and eventually they return. And like dogs,
we learn that the arrival of the babysitter and our usual rituals of frozen maca
roni and cheese, building a fort in our living room, and talking about life and
dragons mean that our parents will be back in the morning. We believe in these
rituals, and every babysitting experience of my life becomes virtually the same.
We speculate, make up stories. I tell long ones, mash-ups of Greek myths and
mystery novels, complete with talking animals.
This day is no different. David Meiklejohn comes to se e us , and I par
ticipate in the fort and dinner just out of ritual. In truth, I am absolutely furious
with David Meiklejohn for interrupting our life and completely ignoring me. He
sings songs with Isaac, but I feel left out and alone. I sit in the garden watching
the flowers I bought last weekend shrivel in the dirt. I don't know what's wrong
with them. Perhaps they just haven't taken to the soil, but they are dying. I lie
on the dirt and cry. David Meiklejohn comes outside and tells me a story about
unicorns.
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"Unicorns are pretty awesome," he offers half-heartedly.
"They don't exist."
"Yes, they do."
"You're an idiot," I say quietly. I mean seriously, does he think I am that
stupid? Who is this person coming to my house and talking to me about uni
corns when there are so many more serious things to think about, things like life
and death and disease? The fact that everybody dies someday, and maybe the
person who says she's my mother is not my mother, and someday I will have to
grow up and live a serious life? But after calling him an idiot, I feel bad. I follow
him back inside, and we sit in our fort. We are quiet, the only sound Isaac's soft
breathing as he falls sleep. The fort is held up by an electric fan. I lie on my b ack
and watch the sheet above me floating, moving, as if alive.
A year later he leaves Portland and moves to New York. By this time he
is famous. He is made even more famous by not being here. Every so often we
talk about him, and even miss him, but with the actual David Meiklejohn absent
all we have to judge him are his films , which he sends to my mother through
e-mail. Each one is better than the last, and they prove more than anything that
he is the absolute ideal: living in New York, making movies, not tied down by
work or obligation or anything else. He is free, and this fact, plus our father
encouraging us to pursue artistic interests instead of more practical things like
math, makes Isaac and me grow up with a very specific person in mind, the
person we, too, will be someday. We will both live in New York, we decide, our
lives will be happy, and there, that's the end, isn't it?
I am the family scholar, first interested in writing, then Greek and Latin,
then music and philosophy. Isaac is the designer, interested in art, architecture,
computers and design. And my parents continue to encourage us. Our family
feels so complete, and so happy, yet at some point I reach an age where I feel
like I've forgotten all of that. Why did I ever want to live here? I think while
looking at the packed New York street from 9th Street Espresso. Why did I think
everything would work out? Nothing works out. Nothing happens like you ex
pect. Back in Portland, I look in the mirror: I'm wearing a boring black shirt,
jeans, and Converse sneakers. I look like a hipster. Am I a hipster? I ask myself.
I have never thought of myself this way . No hat, no skirt, ukulele packed away
in its case with old school things and balls of yarn. Even the Simone de Beauvoir
book, resting demurely on the bed, appears right now as more of a prop than
an actual, physical book to be read and learned from . I examine myself again.
I am obsessed. It's not that I am afraid to be trendy-! wear and do what I like,
without paying much attention to what is "in" or not. But in this moment, that
word conjures up such a negative image for me, the idea of individuality being
so overdone that it becomes banal. And that idea leaves a lasting impression on
the ukulele-strumming girl in the long skirt and crazy hat, singing songs and
laughing.
Doubting that I am individual leads to other doubts. After all, am I
not completely miserable in every class in school except biology? Can these
newfound scientific ideas coexist with everything else in my mind? I have a
conversation with my biology teacher after writing a particularly scattered es
say about zoonoses. We 're discussing my grade, which is the highest possible ,
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bUt accompanied by surprisingly critical comments and suggestions.
"You understand the topic," he mumbles, " and you've got a lot of sources
that's
for sure." Suddenly he turns to me, very serious. "I recently got a per
,
re
he
profile
describing how I think. Some people think in systems, you see.
lity
a
n
so
Whenever I learn something new, I try to connect it to everything I've learned
th at's related, around the same topic. I think you think in systems too, but I think
that when you learn something new, you try to connect it to everything you've
ever learned. Ever. You've really got to get more specific , here."
What he's saying about my mind is absolutely true, I decide, but when it
to
his second point, things are a little more confusing. Get more specific?
es
m
o
c
A more specific zoonoses essay is easy, but if the key to happiness is specifying
mY life, I'd rather think in systems and be miserable. Maybe my mind is proof
that I love to learn, that I am forever that creative person inside no matter how
much I feel as if I have been lost. I hang on to that thought.

You may be wondering why I am writing about this now, lost in a com
pletely different kind of self-confusion. I am now an exchange student in Ger
many, sitting at my computer surrounded by things that are not mine, in a place
that is not mine, and feeling very, very alone in a different way than I ever have
before. Why speculate about my supposed "loss of identity" when the obvious
reaction (and the one that I would feel under normal circumstances) is anger:
the feeling that I should have known things could be worse and stopped feel
ing sorry for myself when I was at home in Portland? The reason is that now,
although I still feel alienated sometimes and I ' m still doubting my childhood
ideal of happiness, I feel more at peace with the self-loss. I can even cheat a
little and pretend that it's only the result of my physical place, far away from
the people who really know me. After all, who doesn't welcome such an excuse
sometimes? "I'm homesick" works for everything: identity issues, exhaustion,
physical pain, sadness. And nobody judges you as cool or not cool, you're the
exchange student, and all you can do is try to be the best exchange student you
can be because you're probably the only one these people are ever going to
meet.
But sometimes I get really sad, and I'm not homesick and I'm not tired or
in pain. I am sad, because I still question who I am regularly. Without someone to
offer comfort, I feel lost and alone. When this happens, I often turn to a memory
of perfect, pure happiness: I'm squinting in bright light. Beneath me, dozens of
women run on a football field, waving lacrosse sticks. They're just practicing,
and what few people are also in the small stadium, I don't notice. This is because
right now I am truly, purely happy, and I am relishing this feeling so much. It is
like a dream. In fact, this whole day has been like a dream. I'm wearing this ri
diculous Gunne Sax dress that doesn't fit, but today I don't care. I feel so perfect,
and so beautiful. That's the best way I can think of to describe this happiness.
Straight ahead of me, Rachael adjusts the camera and David Meikljohn
shouts, "Now sing! Look at me, and sing the song ! "
I do. I pick u p the ukulele and sing a s strongly and clearly a s I can,
and when I say these words, I really mean them. I feel so entirely and perfectly
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happy, everything is okay and right with the world. I am here, and David Meikle.
john is here, and I'm singing and not thinking about creativity or obligation or
who I " am or anything complicated. I am thinking about being here and b ein
g
happy and playing a little song on the ukulele, and nothing could ever be mo re
simple or more perfect. There could be dragons, I think. There could be b one s
buried somewhere.

Zoe Woodbury High is sixteen and is currently living in southern Germany as an
exchange student. She has been writing for radio for five years, and has appe ared
on four different shows on WMPG. In her free time, she enjoys baking, covering th e
Smiths on the ukulele, dancing the Madison, and going to the library. In the future,
she hopes to study philosophy, keep writing, and improve her French and German
skills.
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An Int erview with Salvatore Scib ona

We at Words and Images think Salvatore Scibona 's novel The End is one of the
great books of 2008; google his name and you will see that plenty ofpeople agree
with us. This debut novel was a finalist for the National Book Award, and won the
y0ung Lions Fiction Award. Scibona was kind enough to let jill jacobs, our fiction
editor, ask him some questions (see below).
Jill]acobs: You've said that it took you ten years to write The End-how did you
/alOW when you were well and truly finished?
Salvatore Scibona: Well and truly is a high standard. I finished it a hundred
times, all of them with increasing degrees of ersatz finality*. I suppose that's
one of the meanings of the title: we expect our plans will come to final comple
tion or destruction in a single vivid moment, an end. But that expectation is
misleading.
In my case, around year nine of writing the book, I gave what I had to my agent.
Then we went through eight drafts between us , each of which was sort of final.
Then he put the thing in the mail to editors, which at the time felt like the culmi
nation of everything. I was done.
I went through four or five more drafts with my editor and with several other
editorial hands at the press who all read and gave their comments. Each of
these versions seemed sort of final. Then the copyeditor got it, and I spent more
than two months going over her proposed amendments and queries. So then I
was done.
Except then the proofs came, on which I made about ten changes; then the
proofreader's copy and her recommended changes and queries, all at the level
of letters and commas. Then uncorrected proofs, which we corrected. Then I
was done.
Finally* (see above) the book itself came in the mail. And I was done.
Later on I discovered that in the proof changes, someone had put " dreary" where
I had written "dreamy"-both of which made good sense. My poor handwriting
was at fault. So then I had to decide whether in the second edition to leave that
alone. Which I did. Then I was done.
The book is about to go to a copyeditor at the new house that's publishing the pa
perback. They want to give it a last look. And you wonder why writers drink.
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Jill Jacobs: How did the story evolve over such a long period of time?
Salvatore Scibona: New characters kept showing up, announcing themselves
as the true soul of the novel. The story had to change in big ways to acc om
modate them. Then another character would come along, and so on. The final
result is a novel with six main characters, all of nearly equal import to the plot, a
plot that bears no resemblance to my stupid original idea.
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I wanted to convey that the characters were sometimes speaking English and
so metimes Italian, a:nd that it wasn't terribly important which they were using,
bUt that if you looked closely you could tell. They are more formal in Italian,
{or one thing. Some passages I would write in Italian and then translate back
into English with the hope of getting just a whiff of translated syntax. Umberto
says, "May the Lord sustain me, but only so far as I can throw my spit." That isn't
an American speaking American vernacular English, and the reader gathers, I
nope, that he's speaking something else.

Jill Jacobs: The narrative structure of The End was fairly complex, often switch

ing perspectives and even time periods between chapters. How did your under
standing of the novel's architecture develop?
Salvatore Scibona: With respect to the time: I admire books that go chronolo gi
cally. They're probably harder to write than something that cycles through time
the way The End does.
Every novel makes its own kind of sense. In one novel, it may be necessary to
the plot that we see each piece of action in chronological sequence. In another,
events in a character's past might be hidden from the reader and even from
the character for formal or psychological reasons, so that the events of the past
come to light late in the book.
As for this book, I hoped it would make a kind of musical sense: the melody line
of the novel is the action of August 1 5 , 1 953. You first see it from the point-of
view of one character, and you later see it from the point of view of many dif
ferent characters . In a similar way, a piece of symphonic music will introduce a
melody and then complicate it with harmonies that take the listener far enough
away that he forgets what the melody was-only to hear it come back at last,
fulfilled by the body of the piece.
Jill Jacobs: The story centers on Italian immigrants, not all of whom are fluent in

English. Can you speak more on your use of syntax in the story, particularly your
approach to dialogue ?
Salvatore Scibona: I spent a year i n Italy researching the book and came home
with one solid rule: no Italian words , in dialogue or (almost) anywhere else. I
like Italian, but I write American English. Which is hugely supple, able to com
municate all manner of subcultural shadings if we will just listen for the way
people really use it.
I do not understand the literary convention of implying that a person is speak
ing a foreign language by including words of that language in an otherwise con
sistent English sentence. Like, the Spaniard says to the other Spaniard, " She is
a lovely chica, isn't she?" As though he would pepper his speech with a second
language on that word. It's ridiculous. Likewise in American movies we expect
foreigners to speak to each other in English that is screwed up by their foreign
accents.

JVIost of the time the characters are j ust speaking their own version of Ameri
c an English inflicted by the neighborhood where they live. That sort of thing is
wicked fun to write. I love to listen to people talk. Broken syntax is always bro
ken for a reason, and the reason is often marvelously telling. The grandparent
of screwy syntax in American literature is Mark Twain, than whom no one has
ever had a better ear. Huck Finn says of a raft that breaks up on the rocks that it
"went all to smash and scatteration."
Jill Jacobs: What would you say The End is about?
Salvatore Scibona: If I could say, it would not have been important to me to
write the book.
Jill Jacobs: When writing The End, did you work on anything else ? Did you ever

get any ideas that disrupted your work on the novel?
Salvatore Scibona: No and yes.
Because the book takes place so far in the past, a lot of ideas came flitting past
my eyes that I couldn't use because they pertained so much to the contempo
rary world. If I could press them into service, I did. If not, I tried to save them for
later, but with little success.
I've found I can't go back to those things. God hands you an ice cream cone on
the beach; you can't say "Thanks, I'll have this later."
Jill Jacobs: I'm assuming you worked on various pieces before you started The
End what kept you writing on this particular story?
-

Salvatore Scibona: I got older. I calmed. down. I got more habitual. Novelists
tend to have drab and staid daily habits.
Also, anyone we know for a long time makes a claim on our feelings. After sev
eral years, I felt a sense of family obligation and love for the characters (all of
them) . I didn't want to let them down.
fill Jacobs: Many writers start working with short stories, since most writing pro

grams and workshops in general are tailored to fit the smaller format-how do
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you think working on a novel throughout your years in higher education inform ed
your learning process?
Salvatore Scibona: If I had written stories I would have cycled from one group
of characters to the next. Instead I marooned myself with the same characters
for years on end, and they became indistinguishable to me, in a psycholo gical
sense, from real people. They seemed, at least for me, to grow souls.
Somebody told me in high school that Elizabeth Taylor married all those men
because otherwise sleeping with them would have violated her code. She 'd
rather get remarried than sleep around. I think I am saying I learned to prefer
a few stout wives to many many lithe mistresses.
Jill Jacobs: How has teaching affected your writing?
Salvatore Scibona: Writing a novel can be an egoistic enterprise, and yet ab
sorption in one's own ego-narcissism-is like a toxic gas that makes the writer
as sick as her readers. I think of teaching as a sustained and intentional invest
ment in another person's imagination and goals-which is very interesting of
course for a novelist, since that's mostly what we 're doing with our characters.
It's also salutary for novelists since if we didn't get out of the office and periodi
cally make ourselves of basic use to another person we would chew off our lips
with self-contempt.
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D ream in Which I Find Myself Confronted
Yet Again With Why the Marriage Failed

}Uways there are squabbles and fussings over assets. The difficulty in this
dream
was water. Because while our neighbor had the good mind to build his house
bY the river, my own husband was a slipshod tropical forest who dawdled his
life away
singing and playing throw-stone with the children. The children were hand
some,
but thirsty. Their mouths dried up like peaches in dust storms and so they
almost always got
the almost-always-fatal diseases until they commenced their affairs with the
neighbor's
idiot daughter, who in addition to being stupid was the most doting girl in the
land.
She made my boys lemonade and bathed them at night with water perfumed
in lavender.
She sewed my boys britches with needles she dipped in blood and picked
fine lettuces
she grew with seeds she germinated in her belly and hence concocted a salad
some said could sing, as their father so beautifully did. I loved that bad man,
their father.
When he walked in the woods the birds would land on his hands. And he
always saw deer
swimming in the stars or other intact mammals lying in pockets of grass with
their eyes
as big as planets. But he was impossibly frolicsome, their father. He was more
like
a woodchuck than a man. I mean, I called him Cinderella. I mean, when I said
at last
that I was going to cut my own throat to get reborn by some feral river or lake
so my boys would never leave me again for stupid, magic, crazy, whorish, dot
ing girls,
he showed me the pennies he kept in his mouth and swallowed each one so
tenderly down.

Adrian Blevins 's The Brass Girl Brouhaha (Ausable Press, 2003) won the 2004
Kate Tufts Discovery Award. Blevins is also the recipient of a Rona Jaffe Writers
Foundation Award, a Bright Hill Press Chapbook Award for The Man Who Went Out
for Cigarettes, and the Lamar York Prize for Nonfiction. A new book, Live from
the Homesick Jamboree, is forthcoming from Wesleyan University Press. Blevins
teaches at Colby College in Waterville, Maine.
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Turkeys

The Harris Girls

When the wild roses and tiger lilies
bloomed at the roadside, they came out
Coppertoned, lip-glossed and Farrah-haired.
Younger, I copied their posture,
watched them drink coffee brandy
down at the riverschool jeans cut to their hips,
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1 said they were ugly
and I meant it. Jesus,
they are ugly as sin.
faces only a mother
c ould love. Not a pretty
bone in their body.
But isn't that after all
the blessing of not being
human?

brown legs bare on the rafts,
while skinny boys in baseball caps
and pick-ups with gun racks held them still
as the current moved past.
And where could they have gone?
They took jobs at the drugstore in town.
They died dragged behind a motorbike one night.
They drowned ten feet from the lakeshore, alone.
They married those boys.
I never came back.

Layla Carroll completed an MFA in Poetry from Warren Wilson College. Her po
ems have recently appeared in The Carolina Quarterly.

J.R. Solonche is coauthor of Peach Girl: Poems for a Chinese Daughter (Grayson
Books). His work has appeared in numerous magazines, journals, and anthologies.
He teaches at SUNY Orange in Middletown, NY.
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Vehicular Manslaughter

It's a morning with a view,
Squinting is necessary as the pierces of glare
From the new snow and few shining cars
Still vain enough to be clean stings the eyes.
The rest drive by, being slowly
Devoured by a coating of salt.
From half a floor up, people look slightly smaller.
A large man in a pea coat proves
Distance can be as slimming as black.
I'm tapping my foot erratically
To an indie-folk-rock-j azz song
Playing through the cafEl's speakers.
I take a limp-wristed sip from my coffee
Cup to prove how much of a cynical bohemian
I am, using my chair more as an object
To drape myself over than a device to sit on.
I've got a cigarette in my hand for effect,
Not because I smoke.
Blaming oneself is always the stylish choice,
Even if it's not the right one.
But as the sun strikes my eyes
And my pupils dilate painfully,
I realize I am waiting for a car accident.
Some random, one of every so-and-so second chance
Happening to unfold,
To hear the blunt plastic crunch of cars
Being stopped by each other,
Like a slammer into Pogs,
Simulating a bombing raid.

Jesse Leighton is a senior English major at the University of Southern Maine. He

has read various poems around Portland for a few years. This is his first publica
tion
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True Love and the Giraffe

God damn these furious beasts. Nothing stood between Paul and the
mother rhinoceros now. She pawed at the pale yellow grass, narrowed her eyes,
and shook her hideous head. Paul was lean and muscular, but he held no illu
sion of winning in unarmed gladiatorial combat: Rheena resembled a purple
tank, her sides flapping over her legs like jowly sheets of steel, and that spike
loomed on her nose like some fearsome medieval polearm. Why couldn't it be
an ossicusp, those furry, gentle protrusions so beloved on giraffes?
This is why you're always endangered, thought Paul. You just can't get
along with anyone. Rheena showed every intention of stomping the assistant
zookeeper in plain sight. He had no doubt she would kill him right there in the
Tallahassee Zoo. A crowd of spectators gathered around the fence and held
their breath. Parents, agape, covered their children's tearing eyes. The mother
rhino flicked back her ears and snorted.
His mission was to haul her calf to the clinic for an inspection. When he
stepped too close to the baby, Rheena had snapped to attention, jumping up
and swiveling, landing on her feet with a thud. At the sound, he had dropped
the eight-foot pole used to keep the giant beasts at bay. Now it lay out of reach
in the grass and his heart raced.
Paul knew he 'd blown it. He was a specialist in giraffes, not rhinos . He'd
chosen a career so unusual that no word existed to define it. He knew less about
this rhino, he was sure, than some of the ten-year-olds watching from the fence.
Rhinos are fast, short-tempered, and irrational. That much he did know. Without
a pole, tranqs are your last line of defense. There were dart guns in the mammal
house just a few paces to his left. Pole in hand, he'd floated right past them, his
mind focused solely on Ginger.
"Etorphine hydrochloride," Paul whispered now. "Etorphine hydro
chloride."
You stay away from that baby, spat the mother rhino. Her eyes were re
pugnant black balls, scarcely larger than sesame seeds and utterly vacant. Her
decision was made. She was ready to charge. There's nothing going on in that
head anymore, thought Paul. Just five hundred pounds of bone. It's like an anvil
with legs.
Paul sidled to the left, a painstaking step toward the mammal house
door. The mother rhino lurched forward half its body length, then stopped. Dry
dust clouded into the air. Down the side of his leg, Paul felt a warm stream of
urine. From their safe vantage, a couple of kids laughed, raised on TV nature
shows, where humans always escape danger. Paul was too scared to bother be
ing embarrassed. He found the warm wetness comforting. Rheena was going
to flatten him. In the known history of Tallahassee, nobody had ever been killed
by a rhinoceros, and that was going to change. Paul hadn't bargained for this
when he applied for the position. He'd only been working there for a couple of
weeks.
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She lowered her head, pawed the dust, reared up a few inches and.
snorted. Then she charged, breathtaking in her burst of speed. She was upon
him instantly. The horn pierced his flesh like a bullet through a paper. It b ored.
through his intestines and poked out the other side. He felt himself lifte d off
his feet and choked on his own scream. Still she charged forward, with Paul at
tached. The air rushed around his hot cheeks. He couldn't breathe. Blood flew
freely from the wound all down the rhino's face. The spectators cried out and.
ran. He heard their screams and their feet clapping on the asphalt concourse .
The pain was electrical, coursing through his toes and his teeth. Suspende d on
the horn, Paul couldn't find the strength to move a muscle: he could feel only
pain. There was no doubt about it, he was going to die. This is what I get for
exaggerating my resume , he thought.
As Rheena gave him another vigorous shake, her horn snapped off com
pletely. Paul flew over the fence in a twenty-foot arc. He landed on his palms
and skidded down the pedestrian walk. The rhino horn remained, sticking out
of his gut.
Onlookers gathered around him asking questions to poke him and ask
if he was okay. Honking horns and a siren signaled the arrival of paramedics.
They wiggled the horn but did not pull it out. Beeping noises in the rushing am
bulance, announcements from nurses on a hospital PA system, a fading glimmer
of a man in a mask: these were his only recollections.
He was not going to die. He was going to live.
He was going to die.

It's not that Paul was a bad person, but that all the major zoos, with spe
cialists for every breed, weren't hiring in this recession. The gift shops couldn't
move plush stuffed animals and T-shirts , and states were withholding funds from
anything that sounded like it might be fun or educational. So, zoos relied on
admissions fees and donations-but little money came in with purses pinched
tight. The smaller zoos couldn't take keepers like Paul who could only handle
one breed. So, instead of being specific on his resume, he had deleted 'giraffes'
and typed 'ungulates,' a far broader category, under 'skills' . He would have put
'Snuffalupagus' on there, too, if it would have helped him get a job-recession or
not student loans had to be settled. Tallahassee interviewed him, watched his
wo�k, and seemed to like him. They managed to miss him studying the placards
in front of the cages and hurriedly memorizing all the "Did you know?" fun facts
that he did not know. So, they hired him, and now he was in the hospital.
The horn had pierced his intestines and torn a hole in a lung, which
had collapsed, causing air to enter the cavity between his ribs. In back, it had
scraped a kidney and dislodged his bottom rib. The doctors installed a cath
eter. A tube ran from his crotch to a bottle under the bed. They'd cut off the
horn's sharp end-the horn was chemically more like a giant toenail than like a
nose. Now he could lay flat, and they'd sanded down the keratin on both sides
of the horn, but the bulk of it remained lodged in his gut, like a cork. The ex
posed ends would be vulnerable to fungus spores, but its placement-and the
huge dose of antibiotics in his IV-might protect him from internal bacterial
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infe ctions. Most importantly it would stop the bleeding.
When he'd first come to, some young doctor had pulled up his gown to
him
the exposed purple-yellow disc, some three inches in diameter. It
W
hO
s
was fascinating, momentarily, before he recognized his own body. He'd broken
hiS left leg in the fall, too, and he had burns on his face, arms, and hands. Doc
tors had covered him with cream and bandages and a cast for his leg, plus an
ho urly shot of local anesthetics that made him drool and hallucinate. Were he to
Mal, the body might expel the horn/cork, over a span of years. But he 'd be in
pain all his life, and would surely never eat solid food again. In any case he was
not expected to survive.
The surgeons-carpenters, really, working with clamps, saws and belt
sanders-had left the tip of Rheena's horn on the windowsill in his room for visi
tors to admire. It was nearly a foot long, and that wasn't even the whole thing. It
sat there on the windowsill like a trophy hunter's prize.
Some visitor had taped newspaper headlines to the walls. Assistant
zookeeper Gored In Rhino Rebellion. Piqued Pachyderm Punctures Careless
Caretaker. Rhinos 1 , Zookeepers 0. These were supposed to provide some
cheer, apparently, but just made him feel stupid. What about all the things he'd
done in his life that weren't stupid? Research, theses, a couple of publications.
The public would never know about those. He'd always be that dumb zookeep
er who made a mistake and got himself killed. He'd let his focus slip . . . .
Ginger. . . I t was her eyes that had caught him off guard. . .
The male giraffes had all the appeal of oil derricks, painted yellow, or
some contraption built from #2 pencils and rubber bands. Ginger was differ
ent. There was a particular distinction to her pale-yellow face, that of a frustrat
ed princess. Her long eyelashes and brown eyes betrayed a fierce, opinionated
intellect. She was slinky, a little underweight, but never seemed weak like the
other giraffes; her buttocks loomed high, proud and firm behind her swishing
tail. Not that Paul felt this sexually-it was both sexual and non-sexual at once, in
some transcendental gray area-but Ginger was certainly giraffa camelopardis,
not something he wanted to stick his dick into.
On his first visit to the giraffe pen, Ginger gave Paul a look he would
never forget, a long, lingering stare that he returned in kind. The zoo staff saw
this as a good sign. But all thought of rational giraffe-handling had flown out of
Paul's mind: he was a man smitten. He'd nearly faked his way into a marriage,
once, trying to force a love that wasn't there. This felt like passion was supposed
to feel, an exuberant and all-consuming need for togetherness. With the other
animals-the elephants, for example-he sometimes grumbled sarcastically at
their neediness, but every momem with Ginger felt like domestic peace, like
they were frolicking ainong dandelions. Between cleanup activities he'd linger
in her section of the pen, pressing against her to feel her warmth. She would
respond by tilting her neck, lowering her head to his level and smiling. He'd
gently scratch her forehead, ears, and ossicusps.
Previously, in his research studies and his yearly safaris, he 'd loved gi
raffes. Now he loved a giraffe. There was a difference.
Should he have sought psychiatric help? So what if he loved Ginger?
Male giraffes aren't concerned about sexual identities. Males will rub their
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necks together happily and then fuck each other. Jimmy and Jerry, at the Tal

lahassee Zoo, troubled many visiting parents who noticed the dangling gonad
s
on both provider and recipient. At the zoo, it was impossible to protect childre n
from the raw displays of animal copulation, but this was still a bit much. Homo.
sexual sex didn't bother giraffes, and te �ching them religi�n, modesty, or any
other form of shame, on account of the1r onlookers, was s1mply not re alistic
Unfortunately, ·Ginger and her cousin Jenny were, to date, barren. This was no�
only a problem for their species but a sales problem for the zoo. The public
loves high-profile animal births. The pressure was so severe that the previous
assistant zookeeper had resigned. The chemistry just wasn't there and nobody
couldn't force it. There was only a one-week overlap while the outgoing assis
tant gave cursory instructions to Paul.
Jenny, the other female, was supposed to breed with Jimmy, but for un
knowable reasons there was no romance. She spent her days staring out at the
zoo visitors with an expression that seemed to say "I know my marriage is a
sham." At times the visitors tossed peanuts at her and she'd flinch. Giraffes, Paul
would patiently explain, do not eat honey-roasted peanuts, and they especially
do not catch them in flight. He'd tap a sign: Please Do Not Feed The Animals.
Paul did not sense any self-pity, like Jenny's, in Ginger. In their moments to
gether, Ginger and Paul were satisfied, and their moments apart gave him a
purpose.
Now, in the hospital, his mind drifted to other things. His first girlfriend,
who seemed to be allergic to everything and impossible to please. His first time
drinking beer with his friends in high school. His first and only automobile
accident, in which he'd broken a leg, same one as this time, and spent a day in
the emergency room. The day in junior high when he'd found a dog bleeding
from its neck and carried to the vet, cradling it with one arm while riding on his
bicycle. When he called the vet later, the vet told him the dog had passed away,
and he'd hung up right then and cried.
The hospital room was white and dull and antiseptically dead. The only
colors were up on the television screen. The nurses turned it on every morning
and left the remote somewhere unreachable. Right now it showed a soap opera:
lots of names, affairs, blackmail, shadowy figures returning from earlier seasons.
None of the dramatic revelations meant much to Paul. One of the characters, a
woman, was supposed to be wandering the streets of Calcutta-a wild array
of greens and pinks and orange walls-but it looked stagy like it was filmed
indoors in Los Angeles. He tried to imagine the character falling in love with a
giraffe, or any sort of large mammal. What would the viewing public make of
that? What would the real public make of him , if they knew? In the show, the
character was gawking at the Taj Mahal, but it was clearly a still photo superim
posed on a greenscreen. Paul's mental faculties were intact enough to see that,
anyway- he congratulated himself.
He requested to see her. They led her in on an embarrassing leash,
towing her like some mere circus animal. She hunched through the doorway
into the hospital room. Her handlers left them alone, quietly closing the door on
their way out. She was bowed over, under the low ceilings, and took up most of
the room, her fragrant body shielded by a screen.
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For a while, she was silent, serene. He could see that his condition made
ne r uncomfortable. She looked out the window at the cars in the parking lot.
Tltis room stood on the second floor. In the distance stood a black metal gate,
a thin rectangular outline, existing for no obvious purpose as the hospital was
open 24 hours per day. On the crossbar were the words: MAX HEIGHT 9 ' 6 " .
Finally Ginger spoke, shaking her head: You shouldn't have gone in
re.
tite
Ginger, I'm going to die.
She batted her brown eyes. We're all going to die, Paul. It's natural. It's
no t something we get to control.
He said nothing. Her mosaic of mud-brown spots, set like stonework
gainst
yellow
grout, was particularly striking in this pale void of a room. One
a
Ginger's
spots
was a near-perfect hexagon, set just below her long j awline
of
on her left side. One afternoon in the pen, he'd spent an hour tracing it with his
fingertip.
This place is a cage, said Ginger.
I guess you would know.
That isn't nice.
He tried to make a contrite face but winced instead, from the burns on
his cheeks.
Rheena's really sorry about this. She says she really flipped out. She
told me to tell you and send her apology.
That apology and eighty cents'll get me a cup of coffee. Which I can't
drink anymore.
Look, what do you want me to do? Go back in time and make it all better? There's some talk about putting her down, you know.
Oh, they shouldn't do that . . . That's just wrong.
Ginger sniffed and said nothing.
After a time, Paul said, We 're not going to be able to see each other anymore.
Don't you think I know that?
Quit being so short-tempered with me. How do you think I feel? I'm
stuck here.
I know the feeling.
At least you've got your health. You're young and fertile.
She sighed. Why are we arguing, Paul?
What the hell is wrong with me? You're a giraffe for god's sake. I'm a
human. What is this, Walt Fucking Disney World?
Paul. . .
What.
Some things are better. . .
I don't know what I'd do if i t was you here and not me.
There would be others. You would get over me.
No I wouldn't. I'd leave my j ob and I'd be here every day and you know
it. As soon as he said this, he regretted making her feel guilty.
If. . . Then she stopped and looked down at the white tile floor.
I'm going to die, Ginger.
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She turned again to the window and watched two elderly men haul a
wheelchair out of the trunk of a blue sedan.
I wish there was something I could do, said Ginger, quietly.
If you think of anything. . . Ginger, 1 . . .
She placed her head against his good leg and nuzzled it with the side
of her face. The handlers rapped on the door and entered. She slowly turne d
around, struggling for space to move. They stroked the mohawk running doWn
her neck. Paul grimaced, involuntarily, then winced again. Ginger slouche d
through the doorway without saying goodbye.

Once he had read a scholarly article linking American zoos, and spe
cifically their importation of African animals, to the black slave trade. "After
the Civil War and the demise of slavery as an institution, the instinct to plunder
and destroy Africa transmuted, through the safari rite, into the modern network
of public zoos." The intellectual who had made this argument was prominent
and well-regarded but, to Paul's mind the argument was historically inaccurate.
Nevertheless, from then on, Paul had been careful to never patronize the ani
mals as incapable of human-like emotions and sensations, as slavers had once
treated their captives. But, j ust as it was a mistake to think of slaves as animals ,
it was a mistake to think of animals as people. Animals were limited in ways
humans were not: instinct versus reason. Paul had forgotten. On that one day in
the rhino pen, he 'd misjudged the permissible boundaries. He'd expected his
enlightened view would protect him, that he could reason his way out of it. The
laws of nature did not change for him just because he wore cargo shorts and a
khaki-colored hat.
He slept, in the hope that Ginger would be there again when he woke.
The doctors and nurses didn't say anything to him except vague pleasantries-
"how are you feeling today," sotto voce and rhetorical. Every day he felt weaker.
They blurred through his view, adjusting things, marking charts and checklists,
turning him in the bed, wiping the sweat from his face, swapping out his IV bag
or his urine bottle. A zoo HR rep, smelling faintly like lawn clippings, came to
tell him he 'd receive worker's injury compensation. Good, thought Paul, it can
go toward my student loans. The zoo, the rep went on, was struggling to find
a suitable replacement for him. To the extent that he could focus on the rep's
monologue, or care, Paul was not convinced. If he hadn't been injured in the ac
cident, they'd have fired him immediately for incompetence. Rheena's broken
horn wouldn't hurt her any-some zoos snapped off rhinoceros horns intention
ally-so there was no issue there. And the newfound sense of danger surely
raised the visitor count. His grassy odor lingered after he left.
His mother and father arrived and visited, weeping, every day. They'd
flown down from Minneapolis and his father wore a leather j acket, pungent
from the rain. His two brothers, too, paid their respects. He couldn't do much
but grunt, now, but he was grateful. They read newspapers and stories to him,
or watched television at his side: the Simpsons, a program about sharks, local
news, Meet the Press. When they laughed with a sitcom's canned audience, they
cut themselves short and acted guilty. just laugh , thought Paul: it's fine-but he
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c o uldn't say it or smile. An Asian doctor came in and told them powdered rhino
ttorn had uses in traditional Chinese medicine. He sounded hopeful. His family
eyed the horn, but left it untouched on the windowsill.
Over time, colors drained from the faces of anyone in the room. Sweat
er s he knew to be green or red were now gray. The television had turned black
and-white. Outside, the sun, too, glowed without color. He had difficulty under
standing people when they spoke. There was a daily calendar on the wall, but
nobody was turning the pages to update it. Paul did not know how long he had
lain in the bed. Death came to seem less abstract, a necessary formality like
the copyright at the end of movie credits. It seemed to be taking a long time,
though. Maybe he was going to live after all. Sometimes nurses transferred him
to a stretcher and rolled him down the hallway into circular rooms with glass
walls. Men and women in masks moved their arms, machines beeped. He was
smeared with conductive goo and measured on electrical scopes. Behind the
glass, he could see the faces of students, silently flapping their lips. He saw
scissors and scalpels shining beneath the white fluorescent lights. The smell of
formaldehyde stabbed tartly into his nasal cavities. He'd wake up in his num
bered room. His mother had bought him a stuffed hippopotamus, probably by
mistake, and someone had written "Paul's Paddock" on the wall. Enough with
the zoo jokes, he thought: I am not a zookeeper, merely a mound of flesh, and it's
time to feed the worms.
The room seemed cold. The hum of the air conditioner unsettled him.
He could detect an E.R. arrival as a faint bloody smell from down the hall, and
could hear the young man making up a story to explain the bullets in his torso.
A fly buzzed around the room and landed on his white gown, sniffing around his
horn. He twitched and itched in places he could not reach.
Tell Ginger I love her, he groaned, to the empty room. Hearing his own
voice he could not interpret the words. Snatches of conversation now and then:
"-go into a coma-" , "-dramatic recovery- " . He did not know if they were talking
about him.
And then it happened: he was not going to die. His brother had tuned
the television to local news and there on the screen was the headline: ZOO ANI
MALS RUN AMOK. A nervous-looking reporter stood by the mammal house
in front of bent iron bars, twisted steel doors, and crumbled masonry. Paul's
brother stood up quickly and raised a hand to change the channel. As he did
so, the colors rushed back into the television. Helicopter footage showed two
hippos pounding down the interstate at top speed. They were no ordinary pur
ple-grey: the color seemed so intense that it bled from the screen into the air.
More footage: tigers, flaming orange blurs, patrolling the state capitol building.
Jabbering monkeys perched on parking meters and kangaroos hopped across
the tops of parked cars . The headline changed: UNDERSTAFFED ZOO BLAMED.
The president had sent in the National Guard, and they posted themselves in
strategic locations with spidery white nets and tranquilizer guns. The green
of their uniforms burned Paul's eyes. Watching a gorilla smash the window of
a pet shop, he felt hopeful. But where was Ginger? Paul would pull out of this.
He would revise his resume and get a job leading safari tours in the Serengeti
or Kruger. Maybe do some original research. He could be to giraffes what
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Jane Goodall was to chimpanzees. His brother flipped to a different station
a
woman selling knives at a bargain price, while incomprehensible stock mark:e
t
symbols flashed beneath her-and said something in a soothing tone.
Yes, the animals had freed themselves, but to what end? Where would.
they go? Canada? Could a gibbon read a map . . . ? He heard helicopters b eat
i�g over the hospita� , distant police sirens and megaphones. He stretched out
h1s arms. They felt hght, weak, but perhaps salvageable. His brother to ok his
right hand and held it. His brother's hand was warm, smooth. "Paul . . ." he s aid.
then reached into his pocket to pull out his cell phone. He let Paul's hand go and.
walked out into the hallway.
Paul moved aside his gown and looked at the chunk of horn still lodged.
within him. The skin around it was purple and yellow. He wrapped his fingertips
around it and began to pull. It slid effortlessly but the sensation felt strange
vaginal, perhaps. The nerves in his intestines had never been yanked in this
direction. As he drew the black cylinder out, a thick fluid, maybe pus, spread.
across the sheets, but there was only a little blood. Nothing to be alarmed about.
I'm healed! He held the bulky end of the horn up to the light and studied its stri
ated contours.
The door flew off its hinges with a tremendous boom. Rheena had.
charged through, head first, a smooth, flat disc on her nose where her tremen
dous horn had broken off.
Where's Ginger?
Outside. Come, Rheena said, and began charging into the wall beneath
the window. First the glass cracked, and then it shattered, falling into the room.
The once-antiseptic hospital air now filled with delicious smells, humidity, and
warmth. Stepping on the broken glass, her ungulate paws bled a rosy stain
across the tile, but she continued throwing herself forward and backing off. Her
horn fell off the windowsill and skittered across the floor. Rheena did not seem
to notice. She crashed her heavy skull into the wall, again and again. Chunks
of drywall flew through the air, first, and then insulation, and cement. The noise
was deafening.
In the gaping cavity where the wall had stood, Ginger's smiling head
appeared. She wiggled her ossicusps and ears. A feeling of love overcame
Paul, surging through his chest and warming his body. He felt his strength re
turning, the pain abating. Rheena pushed his bed to the hole and Paul threw his
arms around Ginger's long and lovely neck.
Now he could see the parking lot. It was full of animals. They had tram
pled the cars and surrounded the hospital: elephants, lions, polar bears, ze
bras, apes, crocodiles. Smaller creatures, too : wolverines and otters, a cuscus, a
bandicoot, a pack of foxes. A party of penguins clustered like ushers toward the
back of the lot. An albatross perched on a parking lot light. A ring-tailed lemur
frolicked atop an ambulance. A pair of hyraxi rummaged through a dumpster.
Paul breathed deep of their collective smell. Jerry, Jimmy, and Jenny were all
there, and Rhett the bull rhino, and Rheena, once she emerged through the slid
ing doors. The crowd was thick, brightly colored, stretching to the ends of the
lot. He could hear them breathe. These animals came not just from Tallahas
see, but further afield. They formed a carpet of faces, glistening noses, furry,
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wide ears, black eyes watching him as Ginger began loping across the parking
]o t , stepping around the flattened cars. She ducked under the black gate and
the kingdom of animals swelled behind them. His gown fell off in the breeze,
and the bandages on his burns slipped down around his atrophied form. He
remained up there, mostly naked, clinging to her neck. He could sense in the
animals goodwill and an overall feeling of cheer.
Thank you, Ginger. 1 . . . Where will we go?
I've always wanted to see Costa Rica, replied Ginger. How far is that?
I don't know, two or three thousand miles. Most of it's Mexico. We can
take I- 1 0 , then turn south and follow the coast.
Well I guess we better start walking, then.

On e of a million writers residing in New York City is actually seated beside you on
th e train, but he prefers a certain degree of anonymity He may be disguised, but I
assure you it's him. If you want to get his attention, you 'll have to stand up, point at
his face and repeatedly shout his name while clanging a tambourine against his
shoulder. After some effort he will fin ally confess to being Benj amin Chadwick,
but he will disembark at the next station. He has an MFA from George Mason and
his writing has appeared in Rattapallax and Cafe Irreal.
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The Way Life Should Be

Shacks, rusted out trailers,
Every style of shit house
Designed by architects
From the School of Desperation
And Shelter barely stand,
Pressed and molested
By the filthy weight of March snow.
Family heirlooms-the good old
Chained dogs bark.
"Beware of Us Dogs ! "
We 'll eat you up !
"Beware of us, dogs ! "
We 'll beat you up!
Blades of a fan are grafted to a tree.
Shrapnel of exploded car parts
Break through the crusty
Scalp of snow.
Soda bottles, a toy gun, pink teacups,
Spoons, dismembered dollsA tiny plastic chain saw,
Bloom like gay crocuses
Through the gray mantle,
Waiting for small hands to pluck them.

Mia Cartmill was born in Boston, Massachussetts and lived in Freeport, Maine for
25 years. She has written essays for the Christian Science Monitor and The Boston
Globe. Her poetry and fiction appear in Boston Literary Magazine, Winter/ 2009,
the Aurorean, Spring/Summer 2008, and Fall/ Win ter 2009 issues, Main Channel
Voices, Win ter/ 2009, journey/ 2009, Eden Waters Press, and is forthcoming in
pemmican: an online magazine of poetry, Spring/2009. She currently lives and
writes in the small southwestern town of Casco, Maine.
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Epithalamium with Adulter y

This is a marriage in a sidecar-she's
at the wheel, her hair like silver streamers
and us, blinded and breathless, our lungs
full of wind. It's a saloon wedding, all peanuts
and beer, raised steins, back corner kisses,
and the dancers shuffle in dirt. Somebody's
gonna get hurt, go home with blacked eyes,
blood mouth-when this goes south, broken
hearts all around, broken teeth all over town.
For now, I'll lick the salt from your hand
and down this bitterness-outside in the dust
perhaps two pistols eye each other through
the high and wavy light, but here, here we take
whatever we want, what blooms from this bodice,
what rises in that throat. If it could be noon
forever, if the sun didn't set-but enough of this.
Climb in. Let's see where we can get.

Melissa Crowe holds an MFA in Poetry from Sarah Lawrence College and a Ph.D.
in English from the University of Georgia. For the past four years, she has taught
American Literature and Creative Writing and directed the Honors Program at
the University of Maine at Presque Isle: In june, she moved to Portland, where she
will write and make visual art full time. Her work has appeared recently in Calyx,
Seneca Review, The Atlanta Review, and Crab Orchard Review, and her chap
book, Cirque du Creve-Cur (Circus of Heartbreak) was published by dancing
girl press in April.
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I would like to draw
the biggest ampersand any
one's ever seen.
It would be bigger than
an elephant shit. Big
like a sky or a cow
or some sort of car.
I could j am it in the ground
in some desert out West;
big-sky typography in big-sky country.
Or inscribe it on some
urban grid, a ghastly
symbolic meaningful
lump of alloy. The tallest
metal flower growing in
the concrete garden
of a skyscraper.
It will shake its aluminum blooms
in the streetcanyon wind;
outside in the city people
will smell metal pollen-smells like
"et" "et" & " and." Or smoking paper
& tobacco flowers or waiting
for someone no one will notice it because
there are always more important
things to do & wonder. Like: "what sort
of sandwich will I have tomorrow?"
Like : "will my wife be happy to see me
when I get home?''

Wade Linebaugh Jives in Portland, ME where h e is finishing his B.A. in English

at USM. He plans on pursuing a Ph.D. in English beginning in the Fall of 2009 and
hopes to continue publishing poetry throughout his graduate studies and beyond.
Ben Bishop, 23, was a near-broke art school drop out. . . which didn 't stop him
from selfpublishing a massive 300-page graphic novel, Nathan the C aveman.
Both written and illustrated by Ben Bishop, Nathan the Caveman weaves together
two relationships, placed in prehistoric and modern times, to reveal a story of
primal human experiences, creativity, loss, love, and self discovery Ben is cur
rently working on his next novel, Something Like Falling, searching for publish
ers, and working various freelance illustration jobs out of Portland, Maine. Visit
Ben online at www. bishart. net.
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Bloody Show

Sarah is four, maybe younger; she is whatever age memory begins, be
cause this is her first. She is trying to tell a lady that her baby doll is going to have
a baby. Her tongue is almost too young to shape the sentence. Her never-cut hair
hangs around her face. Her baby doll isThat word. Magic, maybe bad word; P- word that Sarah 's big cousins
know.
Your dollie is-? the lady friend of Mommy's prompts, fixing upon Sarah
the intent coaxing gaze Sarah longs for from her mother, who is inside making
clinky-ice drinks. Barefoot sunlit Sarah and the shaded highheeled lady stand out
side on the pine needly patio that smells of damp brick and moss. Sarah rubs her
foot on a secret patch of moss and squeezes her soft-bodied hard-headed doll.
"She-she 's p- p- p-" Sarah stutters, the lady's gaze urging her toward the
word Sarah feels she knows, yet it won 't come. Won 't let her speak it and free her
self from its spell.

"The baby becomes you."
In bed, in her 7th month, her husband's words woke her-setting Sarah,
setting everything, in motion. If he hadn't said that, she'd later wonder, would
they have made love that afternoon, that way, that late in her long-awaited preg
nancy? Would she and the baby have stayed safe?
"Wha-?'' Sarah rolled over, their Birds of Happiness afghan sliding off
her bare shoulders. Her belly jutted up. She blinked in winter afternoon light.
Her tall deadpan husband stood above her: home early, coat off, snow still spar
kling in his beard. "Baby," she muttered, '"becomes'-?"
"You. Is 'becoming' to you. I was just looking at you . . ." Like he hadn't
done in months. Dark glints of his eyes matched the sparkles in his grayblack
beard.
"At me and him," Sarah reminded Paul, meaning to sound gentle, ca
ressing her belly. Her son inside stayed motionless. When pregnant women
get upset, she'd read, fetuses fall into anxious stillness. Sorry, Sarah told hers
silently.
"Hey Sare," Paul asked as if he'd heard that unspoken Sorry. "You OK?
You overdosing on CNN?" He set a SweetNGreek bakery bag on his nightstand,
a waxy crackle. Then he turned to the mini TV she kept muted. He switched it
off.
Bomb flashes vanished into eternally dark Afghanistan sky.
"I'm OK," Sarah made herself say as Paul settled on their bed. He
stretched his big body beside hers the way she'd lately longed for him to do.
She rallied her widest grin, shaking back her rippled unbraided hair.
"Hey. . ." She picked a last ice crystal from Paul's beard. "First snow."
The year's first snow meant for her and Paul, always, first sex. Her first ,
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ever: thirteen years before, when she was 22 and he 39. In his car, in a November
blizzard as fierce as the one outside. Tick tick against their bedroom window.
Rain that had shifted to snow was shifting to pure furious ice.
Is PJ, Sarah wondered as she crushed the melting crystal, still out there?
Standing guard? She wiped off her wet fingers, knowing she should tell Paul
right now that his son, PJ, was back. But Paul was half-smiling at her.
"We'll have to do something to celebrate," she murmured, tugging
their wedding afghan around her. Its once-white wool showed pale stains of
wine and chocolate and semen. How long had it been since they'd made love?
" C 'mere . . ."
"You sure?" Paul stretched out, resting his heavy arm on Sarah's shoul
ders. He eyed the worn Birds of Happiness afghan she clutched like a shawl.
"If Grandma Stratidakis had knitted that, it would've been the Birds of Unhappi
ness . . ."
Sarah rolled her eyes. Paul and his pessimism; his family's supposedly
doomed genes. "C 'mon. We 've got a plan, right? Our bad genes will clobber
each other." She switched to her Headline voice. "Manic and Depressive Have
a Baby. . .
"Manic had that plan," Paul grumbled as Sarah mimicked her own man
ic smile. At least she, unlike Paul, had never reached what he'd call a 'clinical
level.'
"Manic Versus Depressive. And guess what?" Sarah hauled herself to
her knees. Her belly hung over her sweatpants waistband. "Manic won."
Stifling her unromantic grunt, Sarah straddled her husband's bear-sized
body. Her breasts strained her stretchy maternity bra. "Admit it. This is why
you're here so early." She settled onto Paul, pinning him under her 7 -and-a-half
month weight. She breathed the chill bracing taste of winter on his skin.
" ' C ause of the snow," she insisted, deciding that, yes, she must seize
this chance. Then after they'd made love, at long last, she'd be able to tell Paul
what happened today when 1 9 year-old PJ reappeared. "Cause we 've been way
too cautious. We can . . ." Sarah smoothed Paul's chilled buttondown shirt. "Cel
ebrate."
She breathed deeply, smelling still-warm baklava. "I mean, if you
want."
Their iron heater clanked and hissed. "I want," Paul breathed back,
"But-"
"It's about time," Sarah cut in, surprised by her oversized overheated
body, suddenly sexed-up the way it had been in her second trimester. Wasn't
that one reason things got so strangely secretly messed up with PJ last summer?
Especially (Sarah shut off this thought almost before it formed) that last Spy
Pond day.
Paul shifted his legs; Sarah heard him bump her book at the foot of their
bed. WHAT TO EXPECT WHEN YOU'RE EXPECTING. The book had explained
it all in a passage she 'd practically memorized last summer. Some pregnant
"

women experience increased sexual appetite, their vulvas engorged and ultrasen
sitive.
I'll say, Sarah thought. She rubbed Paul's zipped crotch through her
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damp-crotched sweatpants. Her belly curved out full and white between her
and him. The scar from the infected appendectomy that had threatened her
fertility still showed. But her belly's lush white was marked only by her line a
nigra.
Paul fingered that darkened line lightly, respectfully. "Your racing
stripe."
"Damn straight."
He traced the line, his fingertip steady. "You sure earned it," Paul told
her, sounding tender, though he hadn't always been in their years of 'trying.'
"You too." Sarah pressed his strong hand, flattening it on her belly.
His hands were what she'd first noticed about Supervisor Paul Stratida
kis. A tall tense man with big calm hands. In the Profound Retardation Ward,
he cupped wildly jerking heads. In the Center Cafeteria, he tossed spilt salt
over his left shoulder. Their shared superstition formed a first wordless bond
between them.
"The baby does become you . . ." Paul eased his hand from under hers
now, still studying her. Determinedly, Sarah nodded down at him. Because she
was still shaken up by PJ's surprise visit earlier today; because she did some
how have to make things right between her and Paul before she told him.
Tick, tick. Ice tapped their window like it might crack the pane, break
in. Sarah pictured strong-limbed crewcut PJ climbing the glazed tree branches
outside. She wanted to yank the bedroom shade all the way down.
But Paul was giving his sure Supervisor nod. So she began rocking on
top of him. Their wood sleigh bedframe creaked a slower version of its sex
song. Sarah took hold of Paul's shoulders as if he lay on a real sleigh. Paul
rocked with her, under her. Sarah held onto him like she was holding on for the
ride of her life.

"But it is safe?" Paul made himself ask, clearing his smoke-roughened
throat. He kept rocking beneath his flushed fierce-eyed wife. Even in the dim
room, Sarah's rich brown hair showed the subtle reddish glints he'd always seen,
once he'd first noticed them, and her. What was she up to now?
Quiet Sarah McCall, her pale oval face almost plain, until you looked.
Sarah's pregnant weight, plus the cigarette he'd snuck this morning,
made Paul breathless. The belly he'd rarely looked at so close loomed before
his eyes. He planted his hands on Sarah's new curvy hips, holding her steady.
For all its weight, her belly seemed a giant bubble. His cock was stiff
ening, straining through his briefs and pants toward the moist warmth of her
crotch. If he thrust up inside her, would the bubble burst?
"Sure it's safe," Sarah insisted, breathless like him. Her face too pink,
her olive eyes too bright. " Couples do it all the time this late. We 've been miss
ing out. Be-sides," she hurried on, "the snow; it's a sign." Her and her signs. She
fingered Paul's shirt buttons, tickling his chest. "D-don't you think our lives late
ly have been missing a, the-" She worked the top button free. "-'point'?"
"Think I know what point you mean. . ." Now she was talking. Paul
shifted his legs, his cock getting (it used to be easy for her to get it)
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hopelessly hard.
How he'd missed this hot anticipatory ache. Sex with Sarah was his
sweetest form of oblivion. He half shut his eyes, half surrendering. But as Sarah
unbuttoned her way down his chest, the folded paper in his shirt pocket crack
led.
Paul blinked. The email from PJ that he 'd received earlier. The printout
he'd carried all day over his heart. Where PJ himself damn well belonged. His
troubled son, 'estranged' son- or maybe he only wished PJ was estranged.
Seemingly not noticing the crackle, Sarah smoothed open Paul's shirt.
She curled her fingers into his chest hair. Thick and black; no grey like his
beard.
"Hey now," Paul mumbled, " anything inappropriate will do."
• inappropriate' was their j oke word from the Clinton Impeachment year,
when they'd timed sex to Sarah's cycles. This past pregnant year-as they had
both grown cautious about vigorous sex, as Paul had nursed his depression
about his Dad's death and his anxiety about the baby-he and Sarah gave each
other head and hand jobs: nothing that rose to the level of an Impeachable Of
fense.
Sarah let her warm fingertips graze his nipples. "How's this for 'inap
propriate,' Mister?" Clumsily, her belly bumping him, she stripped off her
sweatpants, releasing her faint wet scent.
" Care-ful," Paul warned her-and himself. She resettled her breathtak
ing weight on top of him. She rubbed against his zipped pants, his hardening
cock. She was wearing only what she called, with shy pride, her Maternity Bra.
Her belly's lower curve rubbed, through cloth, Paul's balls.
Wasn't this, yes, what he 'd come home early for?
As she pulled his shirt further open, he heard and felt like a warning the
stiff paper in his pocket.
"What's that?" Sarah asked. He pushed her hands gently back.
"Just an email I printed out. From-PJ."
" Oh?" Sarah's voice and body both subtly tensed. Damn; was PJ going
to break this spell between them? "When-when did the email come?
Why ask that, Paul wondered.
"This morning," he told Sarah, watching her eyes deepen their olive
green.
PJ's midnight email had greeted Paul on his office computer. Paul had
felt the jolt in his gut he felt at all PJ's emails. He'd read and re-read his son's
latest while smoking a forbidden cigarette for breakfast and listening to Anton
Bruckner. His favorite since his Dad's death in June. Nothing like Bruckner's 8th
to take you beyond your own puny brooding. Those unearthly French Horns.
Listening with eyes shut was like being dead, only conscious. Black bliss.
As Paul made his afternoon Rounds, tromping from the Severelies' resi
dence hall to Moderatelies' , the year's first snow tingled and chilled his bald
spot. On impulse, Paul locked up his Center Director office illicitly early. One
thing he'd learned in years of managing his on-and-off depressions: when a
hopeful mood hit, as one did with the snowflakes, he damn well had to act on it.
So he'd stopped at SweetNGreek. They would find, as Sarah used to
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say, something SweetNDirty to do to celebrate. Then he'd show her PJ's email.
"We can talk about it later," Paul told Sarah now. "It's nothing so bad . . ."
Sarah was nodding slowly as if she already guessed it was something
big. But, Paul told himself, they'd talk it all out after sex. She'd see, Paul vowed
as he unbuttoned his own last buttons, why they had to do it, try it. Taking PJ in.
And if she said no? Paul wondered as Sarah opened his shirt all the way.
She was balanced on top of him, waiting. His hard-on waited too.
"Hey." She bent low again so her loose hair brushed his bared hairy
chest. "I got something to show you . . ." Reaching up with both hands , matter-of
fact as a stripper, Sarah stretched her bra, its nursing slits. Her breasts burst out,
swollen in their mesh of blue veins. Melons in netted sacks.
She breathed in as if modeling the lingerie she used to order by mail.
"Is it 'too much' , this bra, or does it 'work"'?
Her breasts bounced with her words, her nipples milky wet.
Below her, Paul answered emphatically, like a husky-voiced boy:
"Both."

Sarah dared a belly-quaking laugh, rocking harder along with Paul, her
bobbing breasts leaky. What had WHAT TO EXPECT promised in that sole sexy
passage? Some pregnant women experience orgasms or multiple orgasms ac

companied by streams of milk spurting from their breasts?
Sarah's laugh peaked. But she glimpsed again the folded email waiting
in Paul's pocket. God knew what it said. Though PJ sent it, Sarah reminded her
self as she stopped laughing, this morning. Before his surprise afternoon visit
to her. Her pulse thumped. She straightened her back, her grin fading.
P] was here, she braced herself to say to her still-grinning husband. But
Paul was stiffening his long body under her, speaking first. "Hey Sare, you're
not gonna faint or anything are you? Maybe we shouldn't, if you're too, too . . ."
"Big?" she filled in, scooting back, reaching down. "Beyond Big?"
"Stu-pen-dous," Paul said seriously, drawing the word out as she un
zipped his zipper. Sarah smiled, serious too. That word seemed to her the final
sign.
Back on the May night when she'd woken Paul to tell him the EPT Home
Pregnancy test she'd taken had come out a big red Yes, groggy ambivalent Paul
had somehow found the perfect word. If that's true, that's stupendous.
"You said it." Sarah resettled over his unzipped crotch, feeling some
how sure they should go through with this. "I'm fine, really. I am stupendous . . ."
She hunched lower, her freed breasts pointing toward Paul's face, drip
ping. He pressed the small of her back, easing her to him. His bristly beard
scratched her most sensitive skin. She gasped and squeezed shut her eyes.
The deeply familiar yet startling feel of Paul's tongue. He licked one
nipple, milky fluid the book called colostrum. Flavorless when she 'd snuck a
taste herself.
Paul smacked his lips behind his beard. Had PJ smacked his lips, that
last summer day? But he couldn't have tasted anything through layers of cloth.
And the whole time Sarah was pushing him away. Sarah blinked hard now, re-
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placing PJ's eyes, purplish black like his tatoos, with Paul's.
She met Paul's black glinting gaze. Maybe his husbandly radar regis
tered something in her face. P] scared me today, Sarah silently rehearsed say
ing.
"As long as it's-OK, this late . . ." Paul's voice sounded strained. His
hard-on prodded, through cotton, her wet vagina. "Christ, I don't the-hell know
anything. What's that damn book say?"
Sarah swallowed, relieved and exasperated. "I told you. The damn
book says that it's-sex is, even third trimester-usually, normally, y' know, O
K."
Surely WHAT TO EXPECT only mentioned risks to avoid being sued by
reckless luckless couples. Of course Sarah must follow her instinct and seize
this much-needed moment. Like (only the opposite) the life-saving instinct of
the 9/ll plane passenger who decided not to take his doomed flight. 'FUNNY
FEELING' SAVES BOSTON 9/ l l C OMMUTER, read a headline Sarah had clipped.
She was trying to shut off her manic mind; she was burrowing into Paul's dense
snow-scented beard.
Her breasts and vagina and heart all pulsed: just go, just go. Sarah
stretched back one leg, groped with her bare foot. "Anyhow, fuck the book."
She kicked. WHAT TO EXPECT thudded the floor. Paul gazed up at
Sarah as if he had, in fact, no idea what to expect from her next.
"After all . . ." Sarah shifted her weight, tugging down his briefs. "Nothing
in this pregnancy's gone by the book. Why should-the home stretch?"
She freed Paul's hard-on and straightened with it, her breasts and belly
jutting out regally above him. He rocked beneath her again, with her. Sarah
rubbed his plush upright cock, its welcome heat. She shut her eyes against the
silvery dim bedroom, shutting out the whole apartment, whole day.
Sarah murmured under the tick tick of snow turned to ice. "It's OK, Saint
Paul, we'll all three be OK, we'll be stupendous. Let's just, y'know, go."

Go , Paul echoed, repeating Sarah's repeated word. Her belly filled his
sight, so solid. Yet he still felt it might burst.
He rocked harder beneath her, slip-sliding his way in. Her whole warm
weight rocked hard too, like she was about to topple. "Go Full Met-al, go-oh,"
Sarah crooned, lost in her own rhythm, her face above him heedlessly happy.
Her pale skin glowed in the room's chill half dark.
Paul's mouth held that milky oyster taste from her breasts. That warm
liquid trace still alive on his tongue.
He was thrusting up ; careful, careful. But Christ, this solid a hard-on
didn't come easy at his age. How long had it been, what with the baby and his
own craziness? When the mood hits, you have to-quick before it vanishes
act.
Right? Paul moaned with Sarah. He was re-gripping her smooth curvy
hips, struggling to hold her steady, his glowing bubble of a wife.
Everything silenced now, in the deepest silence and flesh folds of her.
Safe in his beautiful room; where his new son was cocooned. My son,
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Paul reminded himself as he eased deeper. Mine, mine.
With PJ, when pregnant promiscuous Adina had confessed to simulta
neous affairs, Paul really hadn't known for sure. Even with Sarah, his paranoid
side had fleetingly wondered how his borderline sperm count had produce d
this so-called miracle baby. But-he thrust harder-Paul knew he could trust , if
no one else, Sarah. Her soft mouth half-opened now and her muddy green eye s
half-closed.
Up and down, but more gently. Christ, Paul had to keep Sarah safe, dou
bly safe. From everything outside their home; from PJ soon to be inside . Paul
slid his hands to the roundness of Sarah's ass.
"Go, go," Sarah was urging again. So Paul thrust harder again, harde st
yet, the sleigh bed shaking. Sarah's belly swelled in his sight, huge with his
son.
"Go, yes ," Sarah keened, rocking along with his next sure thrusts. Al
most there. Her skin shifting to its deepest pink. Beautiful pink balloon, car
rying him away. Christ Almighty, any doubts about their miracle baby were
screwy, crazy. Paul could feel his baby now, so close.
This son was his, was his, was his.
Paul's cock swelled; he was the one who burst.
When he blinked open his eyes, gasping from his thump of a come, Sar
ah's own gasps were fading. Her face above him shone with her feverish pink
flush. She was blinking too: not down at him but at her bulging brown-striped
belly. Aftershock, Paul thought, gazing at Sarah's stilled dazed face.
Like she'd just been through an earthquake only she was the earth.
"GodPaul," she mumbled, one word. "Something's happening in me . . ."
Movement, Paul was startled to see. He kept his hands on Sarah's ass,
holding on. A protrusion-a heel, a hip?-moved like a shark's fin under the
pale stretched skin of her belly. Sarah was holding her belly with both hands: a
globe she was about to hurl Paul's way. She locked her gaze with Paul's.
What the fuck have we done?

"What's wrong, what is it, Sare?"
"It's OK; I'll be OK-"
They both spoke at once. Something was tightening inside Sarah's belly,
her groin, like menstrual cramps only bigger. Plus her crotch was still pulsing
from her come. Plus the baby was stirring in there, waking, doing the Watusi.
Sarah braced her hands on her belly, straining to contain it all. She wobbled on
top of Paul, rolled off him in slow motion. Panting like him, harder than him, she
lay flat on her back beside him.
Her belly a mountain he'd climbed, she thought dazedly. But of course
he hadn't. He hadn't climbed on her. She 'd been on top the whole time, her bel
ly bobbing between them: solid and white, uncrushed and unharmed. Right?
"Does it hurt, was I too rough? Did I hurt you? Christ, did I? Sare?"
"It's, it's not that; it can't be. It's-you know what? I've heard, I've read
that sometimes coming, the Mother 'coming,' it triggers contractions . Not
birth contractions but like birth contractions." Sarah faced the ceiling, feeling
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herself babble as she always did when trying to calm down. "And those come
contractions make the baby move is all, I think is all. I'm all stirred up, so the
baby gets stirred up too. It's just he's been so still all day. It's just it's been so
long for us, it feels so, I feel so-funny." She couldn't stop talking, trying to con
vince herself. "We sure woke him up. Woke me up too, Saint Paul. Felt like I was
coming for two. Plus, God, I'm starved . . .
On top of everything (the cramplike birth- or post-sex-contractions fad
ing; the familiar post-sex throb in her crotch stronger than ever, doubled; the
baby clenching again into launchpad stillness) Sarah's stomach rumbled.
"You sure, Sare? That's all you're feeling-him moving?" Paul reached
with his long arm for the bakery bag. Maybe eager like her to eat not talk.
"I'm not sure of any-thing lately," Sarah mumbled, blinking. Reminding
herself with a fresh heartbeat of dread she needed to tell Paul that PJ had been
here today. And Paul needed to tell her what was in PJ's email. Plus, what was to
stop PJ himself from stomping into their home, blurting out who knew what?
But Paul beside her seemed companionable, like the pre-baby Paul. So
the email couldn't be bad, could it? Paul unrolled the waxpaper bag, releasing
the supersweet supergreasy aroma. Both their mouths (she felt it) watered at
once.
"

way.

"My mouth's watering for two," Sarah announced, reaching.
"Women and children first." Paul tilted the honey-steeped bag her

She plunged her hand in. She seized two sticky pastry diamonds.
Weighted with dates and nuts, slick with honeyed grease.
Luxuriantly slow, Sarah bit her baklava. Paper-thin layers of crust, then
the rich inner mix of date paste and chopped nuts and achingly sweet honey.
Happy, Sarah felt despite everything. She struggled to chew it all, her mouth
brimming with honeyed saliva. Sex and baklava. Couldn't she simply savor that
combo. a little longer? If her baby was OK, that's all that mattered.
And wasn't her baby OK? Hadn't the crampy sensation subsided?
Sarah wiped her mouth. "Doesn't your body just feel so-happy?"
"All over," Paul allowed, chewing. Sarah nodded, reassured, biting
her second diamond. Sinking into a mini food trance. But Paul swallowed and
cleared his throat, a professor introducing a difficult new topic. "Listen, Sare;
this email."
Sarah nodded, her eyes wide and her mouth bulging with food.
" PJ's back in Boston, or so he says. Another crazier-than-ever mes
sage . . ." Paul wiped his fingers on the sheets. He reached in the pocket of his
unbuttoned shirt. His voice and movements still calm. So what on earth had PJ
said?
Paul held out the unfolded paper, wondering why Sarah hesitated to
take it.
"So Paul, you got this-this morning?"
"Yes. I already told you. PJ sent it last night."
"Right, right . . ." Sarah lifted PJ's email from him, shakily.
She leaned back on her pillows, half covered by their afghan. She had
pulled her bra back on over her blue-veined sweet-tasting breasts. "What
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now?" She bit another baklava diamond half. Paul leaned close so they re ad it
together.
DAD : YOU'LL BE OH-SO-SORRY TO HEAR I'M HERE, BACK IN BOSTON/
STEPMOMMY'LL BE SORRY TOO/WAIT&SEE HOW SORRYI CAUSE , SEE, I NEED
$$ PLUS A PLACE TO STAYI YOUR PLACE THIS TIME, SEE/ YOU CAN'T LET ME
DOWN THIS TIME, DADDY-YOUR (REMEMBER ME??) # l SON PAUL
Christ, Paul thought as Sarah contemplated the note.
"Not surprised the kid sounds mad at me, as per usual," Paul muttered
over Sarah's shoulder, "But for him to sound that way, almost threatening, to
you . . ."
Tick Tick like a timebomb outside: the ice storm kept coming down.
Paul felt Sarah beside him sit heavily silent, maybe taken aback.
"Anyway." Paul drew a husbandly high-dive breath. Sarah was stuffing
another diamond into her mouth, whole. "Looks like PJ wants to stay-with us."
"Now?" Sarah managed, though it sounded like Ow.
She was chewing too fast, pastry flakes scattering onto her bared belly.
As she wiped her gleamingly greased chin, she coughed. Her face deepened
its pink; her eyes went watery. Her hands flew up to her own throat.
UNIVERSAL SYMBOL FOR CHOKING, Paul had intoned in many a Cen
ter Training Seminar. But Christ, was she? She?
"Sar-rah ." He jolted upright. An earthquake in the bed: baklava bag
spilling, Birds of Happiness lumped aside. Paul slapped Sarah's tensed bare
back.
She bent over her belly, spitting out nuts and dates and honeyed drool.
Shooing Paul off with one hand.
"I got you! " He jerked himself sideways so he could reach around her,
clasping his clenched hands above her belly. Heimlech for Pregnant or Obese
Victim instructions leapt into focus in his brain. But Sarah j olted her elbows
backwards, hard, breaking his awkward hold.
Let her, his trained brain told him. She was coughing; that meant she
could do it. Her doublesized body doubled up, Sarah more heartily gagged and
spat.
"Don' hurt-th' ba-by," she was able to gasp. She was wiping her chin,
twisting to face Paul indignantly over her hunched shoulder.
Paul, shaken with relief, muttered that he wouldn't have hurt their baby,
he knew the right way. That he 'd known from her coughs she'd get it out. Sarah,
trembly too, shook her head as if to clear it. She wiped her wet-lipped mouth.
Then she laughed, her usual throaty laugh but higher pitched.
She told him sorry sorry, trying to wipe her stickily streaked belly. Then
she wadded up the stained Birds of Happiness, dropped it overboard onto the
floor. Her belly looked smeared, glazed with honey.
"Hey, I haven't lost my strength, have I?" She flexed one white arm, still
as strong as in the days when she'd lift adults onto Center changing mats. Paul
was rubbing his arm where she 'd elbowed him. He was grinning but feeling
irrationally annoyed. Even if she'd been right to shove him back, he didn't like
it.
He wanted to have saved her.
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" Manic Versus Depressive again," Sarah proclaimed gaily.

" Manic

"Doesn't she always?" Paul muttered, gathering crushed sticky baklava
h alves. Thinking that he would win this one; he damn well better. He would
make sure they came through for PJ, for once. In the months since his own Dad
died, since PJ pulled his 9/1 1 disappearing act, Paul had longed for another
chance with his son, before PJ was truly grown and gone.
"Y-you were right, Saint Paul; I don't believe it. What PJ wants now. Now!
Plus, God, did you have to wait till my mouth was full?" Sarah pressed her belly
like it was hurting again. But she kept talking away in her manic mode. "Not that
we both didn't know what to do. You taught me, remember?" Back at her Ori
entation, Paul in the Heinlech Demonstration had stood behind her and curved
his body around hers. Their first touch. "So sexy and scary," Sarah claimed now.
"Your big hands in fists like you were about to punch out my insides."
"Which maybe I just did." Paul heaved a sigh that turned into a cough.
"Look Sare, I'm thrown by this too. It couldn't come at a worse time. We couldn't
have him stay here on our couch for long. It's just the way he's asking. Like if we
don't do this, I'd be-he's right-letting him down one more time . . ."
"But Paul, you-"
"Halt." Paul held up a Traffic Cop hand to ward off her usual You've
tried; long-distance-parenting-sucks; it-wasn't-all-your-fault. "When the kid's
right, he's right. Don't know what the hell's up with him. But I do know I owe
him."
"I know, I know," Sarah mumbled, "I just can't think." She rolled off the
bed. Standing up naked except for her black bra, she opened her arms as if in
dismay. " God, look at me." She displayed it to him and to God: her voluptuous
impossibly swollen body, her racing-striped belly stained with what she'd spit
up, faint glazed streaks. "I need to get clean. Then we need to talk. After I , you
know, think this whole thing over. . ." She looked again at her body, as if it was
the Whole Thing. And it was, for her. Shouldn't it be for him too?
" 'You're dirty-sweet and you're my girl,"' Paul told her, low-voiced,
echoing the old rock song he'd long ago declared was hers.
She laughed with him, her laugh still tense. "Just let me try to picture it,
him. PJ, here . . . ." She hesitated as if to say more. Then she turned her creamy
white back on Paul. She padded barefoot and naked toward their bathroom,
moving a little stiff-legged, like something still felt stirred-up inside. Cramps,
again? He watched her bare rounded ass, each slow step.
Christ, Paul exhaled as the bathroom door shut. She'd be the death of
him yet.

P] here. Let me picture P] here.
Sitting half submerged in warm but not hot water, her b elly half afloat,
Sarah shut her eyes. She'd fall asleep, if she weren't so keyed up. Let me try to
picture it, she'd told Paul. When she should've told him PJ had been here today.
But then she'd also have to explain why she hadn't told him right away. Which
would mean explaining their last encounter last summer. Sarah kept her eyes
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shut: PJ on his knees behind the forsythia bushes, grabbing hold of her. Bow
could she have let it happen? What exactly had happened that last Spy Pond
day? His hands and mouth, all of it so fast.
In old wrestling games PJ used to play with her and Paul, Paul would
always warn PJ and Sarah not to get too rough, like he was their Dad.
Sarah blinked, her breaths wheezing. Why had PJ stolen-today, while she was
in the kitchen fixing him food-that birthday card? The one he never should
have sent and she never should have kept. Yet another thing she should've ex
plained right away to Paul. Sarah swallowed hard, her throat sore.
Almost choking on baklava had been the latest, surely not the last, ob
stacle to her baby. Sarah swallowed slower, trying to guage the state of her
unsettled insides. So riled up after the shock and pleasure of sex; then so
stilled. And now? That odd inner pressure was rising again, like pre-menstrual
cramps.
Underwater, Sarah fingered her appendix scar. Her infected appendec
tomy had scarred her Fallopian Tubes, she'd been told at 2 1 . Her doctor had
predicted infertility. Sarah had often slipped behind the Center's metal diaper
cabinets to cry. To finger her appendix scar as if it marked where her womb had
been removed. To hug the adult-sized diaper packs as hard as she used to hug
her dolls.
She'd taken to telling her cousins to make her an 'Auntie,' saying, Looks
like that'll be it for me. One day from behind the diaper cabinets, before she and
Paul had even spoken, she overheard one of the female staffers praise Paul's
diaper-changing finesse. He 'd make, the woman told Supervisor Stratidakis, a
great Dad.
I've got one son , Paul had replied flatly. Looks like that'll be it for me.
A sign, Sarah later believed. And when she and Paul started dating, she
was relieved at first to realize Paul meant it: he felt he should have no more kids.
He believed Sarah's doctors. He believed there was little chance of a miracle
birth when she stopped using her diaphragm, even when she started the in
fertility treatments that Massachusetts insurance covered so fully. But to Sarah
their sex began feeling reckless and momentus, like she was speeding down
the highway, death just an accidental swerve away. A single split cell, fizzing.
You were meant to be, Sarah thought in the tub. I was meant to have
you.

It rose from between her thighs : first cloudy white curls of Paul's semen.
Then-- Sarah's curved spine stiffened; her gut jumped-a tint of red.
She stared dumbly through her stuck-up knees. Paralyzed, thinking at
once: I'm bleeding; I can't be bleeding; it's PROM; no, it's post-sex spotting. No,
it's the first fucking stage of Labor. My God, it's my Bloody Show.
Sarah hauled her body up, slip-sliding, stirring a wave that sloshed the
bathroom tiles. She gripped the slick sides of the tub, wobbling upright, climb
ing out, sloshing yet more water. A flood unleashed. Watery red streaked her
inner thighs. Sarah spun toward the closed bathroom door; Sarah's mother ap
peared in her childhood bathroom doorway when Sarah had an unstoppable
nosebleed in her bath and Mother burst out at the bloody water: What have you

To have and to holdHer hand circled her taut rounded belly, lightly massaging it. With this
baby so close at last, with Paul's dark mood finally lifting, Sarah couldn't upset
everything. Maybe PJ had been, as he'd claimed today, misguidedly 'playing'
that Spy Pond day. PJ was her son too. She had to take care of him. Of both
her sons. Plus, she thought on dreamily, she had to take care of herself. Her
nerves.
Sarah slowed her hand, her circles. Despite her manic mind whirring
away, her post-sex body was relaxing in the bathwater. Her baby usually liked
her warm lingering baths, his serpent curves moving like waves inside her bel
ly. But he stayed, today, notably motionless. Sarah pressed her back into the
curve of the tub. She let her underwater thighs loll apart.

done?
Bloody Show, Bloody Show; first Stage of Labor. Sarah wrestled the wet
doorknob, shouldered open the door. God, she was nothing but a big leaking
sack of flesh. Spitting up food, secreting milk, trailing fucking blood.

Bloody Show, Early Labor, Hard Labor, Transition, Delivery
The Stages of Birth she'd memorized ticked through her head through
the rush of what happened next : Sarah slipping on her red-wet barefoot steps.
Sarah freezing in her big-wet naked body, her legs streaked with blood. But
trickles of water and blood, not a stream. Premature labor maybe, but not
please God, not-Premature Rupture Of Membrame?
So Sarah was thinking, stumbling through the darkened bedroom toward
the bed. She tripped, at the foot, on WHAT TO EXPECT. Then she kicked the
damned book she suddenly realized she might now need far under the bed.
What good had it ever done her? Had it predicted any of what really
had happened during her crazy about-to-crash pregnancy?
Sarah staggered her bloody way around the bed to her side. Paul lay
stretched out there, unforgivably snoring. Panting, Sarah gripped the slippery
phone. Bloody Show Early Labor Hard Labor Transition Delivery. She didn't
need the damn book. She had memorized too the signs: how Bloody Show is
light at first, a mere trace of blood signalling the start of Labor.
"Is it bright red?" Sarah's maddeningly placid OBGyn Dr. Claire Lutz
asked when she answered, her question posed with a casual lilt.
"It's red- red," Sarah all but shouted.
Paul sat abuptly. He snapped on her bedside lamp. In one unsurprised
sizing-up, in the circle of light, he faced shivering bloody-legged Sarah like she
was part of some nightmare he was already having.
"-well, see, Dr. Lutz, we were, like everyone does and nothing like this
happens to them, we were having sex." Sarah's voice shook as hard as her
hands.
Paul pulled himself to his feet. He draped like a cape over her shoul
ders the Birds of Happiness with its new stains.
"-Sarah?" Dr. Lutz asked coolly, "Take some deep breaths. Is the bright
red blood 'gushing' out or are you more-Sarah, are you there?- 'spotting' ? "
"So i t could b e Premature Rupture o f Mem-brame? O r it's only that if
it's-it isn't, I swear-gushing? It's-well actually there's all this water mixed
in and I-I' m not sure what-all it's doing, my blood. But I do feel these, sort of,
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cramps . . .
"Hate to say so in this weather, Sarah," Dr. Lutz's professionally soothing
voice replied, a hospital elevator chiming in the background. "But you and your
husband had best get down to the ER, just to check you out. Sarah? Sarah?"
"You were right , you bastard, you're always right," Sarah told Paul , shov
ing the still-talking phone at him. He took it; he pulled Sarah against his che st.
She soaked his unbuttoned shirt and the black hair of his chest. He spoke to the
Doctor, his bearded chin bumping her head: Yes and I understand and We will.
"Screwing this kid up, but good, and he's not even outa the womb ! " Sar
ah pushed away from Paul, dropping the chocolate-and-wine-and-semen-and
baklava-and-blood stained Birds of Happiness. "You were right, Paul, we can't
do this! How'd we ever think we could do this?"
She was rummaging in the mass of sheets for her bra and sweatp ants.
Paul was climbing into his rumpled pants and snatching up his rattly car keys.
Like a soldier assessing a battlefield, he took a quick hard look out the win
dow.
The car, Paul was saying. He'd start the car engine while she dressed,
start it warming up; he'd come right back to get her. He was hugging her again,
too fast. Then he was gone too long. She kept trying to suck in her sobs, pull on
her inside-out clothes . Screwed up; she'd screwed up everything royally.
Now would the baby come too early, would the baby even die, because
she'd so guiltily impulsively pushed for sex?
RUTTING COUPLE LOSES BABY TO LUST.
Sarah rampaged through their closet, pulled on a coat. PJ had said she'd
be 'sorry' too. I'm sorry now, Sarah thought toward PJ wherever he lurked.
Paul was thumping back up the stairs. He was leading Sarah through
the pumpkin colored living room, the walls that she wanted to cling to. They
thudded down the steep narrow stairs together, Sarah clutching her clunky 9/1 1
Survival bag. She 'd packed it back in September based on CNN's instructions:
batteries, transistor radio, bottled water, underwear, swiss army knife. All wrong
for now but all she had. Metal clanked inside the bulging canvas satchel.
Sarah inched onto their unshovelled stoop, her sneakers soaking up
slush. She hadn't been able to find her boots or her heavier coat. The bath
dampened ends of her hair went siff, instantly iced. Sarah and Paul bent to
gether into the wind, needles of ice stinging Sarah's face. Tears welled in her
eyes, too hot to freeze. She and Paul high-stepped through blown snow.
Their trusty Toyota was steaming, stewing in frost-whitened clouds of
its own exhaust. It looked seriously stuck in the snow drifted high against their
driveway fence. Paul banged on the neighbor Sweeney's door but no one was
home.
So Paul got out in front of the car alone, to push. Sarah wedged her belly
and herself behind the wheel, the car in Reverse. She pumped the gas, but not
too hard. Paul rocked the car with his pushes. Had cramping started again?
Was she too numb from cold and fear to feel it? Was Labor starting, ready or
not?
Not if I can help it, Sarah promised the baby, clenching her thighs to
gether under her coat. To hold, to hold, to hold.

Paul shoved himself against the right front bumper, up to his knees in the
snowbank, his coat blowing open. Sarah felt him strain to force the car from the
drifted snow. Inside the car, she hunched over the wheel, wearing her own un
zipped coat and sweatshirt and funky sweatpants and inside her sweatpants her
maxipad. Beside her, instead of the overnight bag she should've had packed,
sat her 9 / l l Survival Pack full of batteries and water. She and Paul should've
called 9 1 1 . Did he even have his cell phone out there in the snow?
Everything they should've done, they hadn't. Everything they shouldn't
have, they had.
As Sarah clutched the notched wheel, rocking with the rocking of the car,
she thought of the third plane, the one the government later claimed was merely
a crash-crash not another terrorist crash. Incredulously, Sarah had heard on this
car's radio that yet another j et had crashed outside New York. She 'd been driv
ing home from her monthly Dr. Lutz visit and the Oldies Station DJ, his smooth
fatherly voice plainly shaken, cut into MOON RIVER with the news. Sarah at the
wheel had started sobbing as she hadn't done on 9/ll. Planes were falling right
and left; grown-ups were falling apart. America was falling into chaos, noplace
safe.
Sarah let only a few tears squeeze out now. Their heat felt welcome,
however fleeting. She was still bleeding. That much she could feel even in her
numbed fearstruck body. Her whole-body pulse pumped, futilely: not now, not

"

now.
And Paul outside in his frozen shirt was still pushing, the tires spinning.
In the dark rearview, through her heated tears, Sarah saw a huddled figure zig
zag toward their car through the snow. Was it real?
Someone-yes; the sound beneath the engine rumble and tire whine
was real-- crunched closer, blurred by the blow of snow. The car wheels spun
and squealed; the engine choked and died.
"Hey," Paul shouted into the sudden quiet, the blowing snow. "What're
you-PJ? Is that-you?"

Elizabeth Searle is the author of three books of fiction: My Body to You, which is
forthcoming in a new paperback edition, A Four-Sided Bed, a novel nominated for
an American Library Association book award, and Celebrities in Disgrace, which
is forthcoming as a short film. Her most recent work is a musical theater piece
based on the Harding/Kerrigan skating scandal, Tonya & Nancy: The Rock Opera.
The show premiered in 2008 and received national media attention; new produc
tions are forthcoming. Elizabeth teaches at Stonecoast MFA.
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Lessons from the School Talent Show, 1985

Notes on Thirt y Years in the Life of a Ventriloquist

1974, Somewhere in the Midwest
First smile disguises gas.
Stuffed bear cries for milk.
1976

Speaking is a kind of listening.
One hand must learn deception
while the other plays the innards.
1986-1987
Malarkey and bog-rot in parachute pants, then
a girl named Sweet Distraction.
First Job Interview, 1988

Begin the sound of flowing water,
begin words of the toes.

Can you juggle rings of fire?

First Soliloquies, 1977-1980

I can throw my voice through rings of fire.

Often a redstart in the boneset and spotted knapweed.
Voice throwing from fifty feet. Everything talks to me.

Kids like the rings, know what I mean?

1981
Inimitable powers.
Exit father
1982, Normal, IL
Early studies with the master
necromancer, W. T. Moncrief.
Mother is skilled in sales
and the kind of smilelips open but not turned up,
eyes not crinkled-that is
its own accomplishment .
Realizations of 1983
There are words one cannot say,
letters to be avoided.
1984
First major scar: closed
mouth on the left hand.

I can make dancing bears sing
as the girl juggles rings of fire.
So you can't do the rings?
No.
Thing is, nobody wants to listen
to a dummy. Plus , your lips move.
World Tour 1989
Cairo, Illinois to Denmark, Maine.
I ' m never going home.
1990 NewYear's Resolution, Whereabouts Unknown
No more hebetudinous frippery
or hell-bent chicanery.
1991, Fergus Falls
The Art of Forgetting
the Art of Speaking Plainly.
More legerdemain.
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Early ' 90s, Travels with the Circus
Two magicians, the one who swallowed a live piranha at five
and the one with room for acres of oranges in his lungs,
play their night orchestra on ash cans and bed springs.
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I'm in the dressing room a little
later, shivering in front
of a black mirror. There's a toll
and that's not all of it.
Acquired Wisdom of 2 002

Dressing Room Soliloquy, Las Vegas, 1 994
. . . He found that, in proportion, as the strength of his assumed voice increased,
that of his natural voice diminished. -The Life and Adventures ofValentine Vox,
1 840.

In Gary, Indiana once
the day's sulfur still
settling, a thin sheen over all
of us-I left the audience
sniffling and puddling for more pangs.
I wanted them somehow
clean. Such easy strings. I laughed
until I couldn't breathe.

The tongue muscle wants
tooth-lip sambas, verbal pyrotechny.
The feet want flip-flops.

1996

Pub Soliloquy in Zero, Iowa, Spring, 2004

Divination by finger ring, divination
by the flight and cries of birds.

You get to the point of never
wanting your lips to move.
You get to the point of whispers
pulsing and blurring on their own.

Fact, 1 998
Among organs, the larynx has the highest ratio of nerve to muscle fibers.
Bad Ideas of the Past Century
Southern Comfort in the green room.
Bent retching in Bend, Oregon.
0 Sweet Distraction.
Post-Show Soliloquy, Kansas City, 2001
. . . On the same tour, Champagne had
townies who booed me off:
I'd been fixed on a woman
in pearls and gold lamejust standing there, staring. Most times,
I make them laugh, then listen
to what they say: That is a man
in perfect control. Those nights

Unemployment Line, 2003

I went to see my mom in her home
years since I saw her faceand kept slipping into routines
as she spoke. My face held
its practiced smirk, from somewhere deep
the throat muttered its then
best lines. She was speaking of our family.
If you put us together,
she said, We might make a person.

Gibson Fay-LeBlanc 's poems have appeared in publications including The New
Republic, Poetry Northwest, Tin House, and Verse Daily and are forthcoming in
From the Fishouse: An Anthology of Poems that Sing, Rhyme, Resound, Synco
pate, Alliterate, and Just Plain Sound Great. Having taught writing at Columbia,

Fordham, and University of South ern Maine, as well as various secondary schools,
he is currently the Executive Director of The Telling Room, a non-profit community
writing center in Portland, Maine.
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American Children

On Youtube one of the most popular recent videos is one of Japanese
children playing marimbas and acting like ponies. They are clearly very skilled
and must have spent hours and hours training. They perform in front of a large
studio audience without fear or nerves. Well, visible fear or nerves. And the
Youtube video comments speak of them in opposition to American children.
"What do American children do this well?" "American children are too fat and
eat too many sweets." "If the kids of America could stop watching cartoons for
ten minutes , maybe then we would have some Marimba Ponies group for our
own national pride." In the suburbs of Houston today an elaborate playground
jungle gym shaped like and Arthurian castle collapsed during recess as chil
dren piled on it to play knights in armor. Nobody was hurt, but there was com
munity outrage on the news. The bolts, said the parents. Who made the bolts?
Who made the feet planted under the ground? Who made the plastics? Who
told the children to play on the castle all at once? Who was the last to storm the
gates and leap the moat? And the king? Where was he during this disaster?

Glenn Shaheen recently received his MFA from the University ofHouston. He lives
in Texas and is co-editor of the journal NANO Fiction. His work has appeared in
Subtropics, New Ohio Review, Zone 3, and others.
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Girl Giant

I am trying to be that other girl-the one
with the bee breath, the one on the horse
or on point, trying to have yellow hair,
and around my waist, the thumbs
and fingers of your hands touch, my own slight
wrists glowing blue-white in the night tent
where we meet away from my bearded
father's watchful gaze. I am trying to be
long legged and lovely on a bicycle, to speak
in French with a voice like a wing,
and my blunt bangs swing black in my
blue-blue eyes. _ln any case I have a red mouth,
my cheeks hollow, my edges
blurred so you can never see me without patting
your pockets for spectacles that already sit on your nose
or for which you have no prescription, because it's not
you, it's me, always in motion, surrounded
by a softening haze. I try to be tiny, my cigarette
tossing up its smoke, the dress tossing its fringe
while my t-straps grind the floors in this
secret joint where boys listen to my laugh
that bubbles in their ears, in their groins, till they want
to carry me to the car in one arm, and in the other
fist a bottle of bathtub gin. Above all, I try to be thin.

Melissa Crowe holds an MFA in Poetry from Sarah Lawrence College and a Ph. D.

in English from the University of Georgia. For the past four years, she has taught
American Literature and Creative Writing and directed the Honors Program at
the University of Maine at Presque Isle. In june, she moved to Portland, where she
will write and make visual art full time. Her work has appeared recently in Calyx,
Seneca Review, The Atlanta Review, and Crab Orchard Review, and her chap
book, Cirque du Creve-Cur (Circus of Heartbreak) was published by dancing
girl press in April.
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